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IHTP.ODuCTIOU 
Distribution of plant growth over the earth is regulated 
by the genetic maketip of the aiiltitude of diverse plant types. 
What plants, if any, shall gro"!? in a given area is xjltiiaately 
dependent upon the inherited capacity of the organisins to grow 
and r^ rodxiee under the specific environnental conditions 
there prevailing. 
Available isineral nutrient supply constitutes one of the 
important environiaental factors governing plant distribution. 
The follovsing investigations represent an inheritance study 
of maize with respect to differential growth in the presence 
of liaiited supplies of nitrogen and phosphorus* These two es­
sential elements are laost apt to be below bptimma in the average 
soil environment* 
It should be eM)hasi2ed that in order to study critically 
this inherited capacity for response to such Qiviron2J©nt,ptire 
g^ etic materials must be used, '^ ith maize this means the xase 
of inbred lines and their crosses. 
Specific knowledge regarding the ability of different in­
bred lines of corn to isaintain near normal growth in a medium 
low in phosphorus or nitrogen supply is very limited* Evidence 
of the inheritance of this physiological re^ onse is completely 
lacking. 
In the following pages be foimd the res-alts obtained 
when variotis inbred lines of maize were subj ected to variations 
of nitrogen and phosphoriis supplied as nutrients. Differential 
response was fotmd to exists The inheritance of this response 
in the ?i generation is described* 
omam of phoblsm 
An izdieritance study ot different nutrient needs in maize 
was loade in tlie problem under investigation. It fras initia­
ted as a result of o'bserYations on open pollinated varieties 
of luaizes begun in 192l» The opinion preYailed among eorn 
grcsfers at tliat time, and still does quite generallyj. that 
certain Yarieties of com sucli as SilTrerznine, Silver Eing and 
Learning were better adapted to poorer soils than strains of 
Eeid*s Yellow Dent or Boone Go* White, even -where mat-urity 
was not a factor, "but on rich, soils the varieties reversed 
theiaselves in order of productiveness* A jKwr com soil in 
the central combelt is 2K>st apt to be lacking in nitrogen or 
pho^ horus, frequently botlu Shis suggested then, that the 
above varieties differed with, respect to their reaction to 
variations of nitrogen and phosphorus* 
A study of the Iowa State Com Yield Test Bepbrt for 
1925 showed further that certain strains tended to produce 
uniforHly wqII when planted at the ssuse latitude in. eastern, 
central and western Iowa while oth.er strains were outstanding 
in one location but only fair in another. This was particu­
larly evident 'Erhere fertility level of the several fields 
varied widely* Length of gromng season ^ average and extreme 
xaxise of teisperat-ura, rainfall and relatiiro hiimidity are not 
greatly different in eastern^  central and western Io«Fa at 
tlia same latitude. Soil origin, age, texture, reaction, 
nitrogen and piiosphonis content often vary greatly in tlie 
same area and may even siio^  a sarked difference within a few 
rods» Different varietal genotypes do not respond tlie same 
to various nutrient deficiencies resulting from tlisse soil 
differences* Tkis is an ic^ ortant factor in earplaining adap-
tation« 
RSYI3W OF LITEBATUHS 
Mucii of the work dealing -Rltli plant response to fer~ 
tilizers has considered the species as a unit* Information 
on "TOirietai needs of any particular crop is srach. less specifi 
and apt to be overlooked entirely. Tlie distinction between 
fertilizing tiie soil so as to make it a fit habitat for any 
crop and fertilizing it so as to get full expression of tlie 
genetic potentialities of the ^ ecifie crop to be planted, is 
an is^ or-tant one and nay inTolve overfertilizing mth loss of 
laoney as well as imderfertiXizing with loss of growSi. A 
good start has been mde in danonstrating T?arietal differ­
ences. 
Beawn (1902) foxind souse evidence of varietal difference 
in barley with respect to response to fertilizer but further 
investigation along that line was not pressed at the time. 
Wheat varieties differ in their ability to absorb nutri­
ents from culture solutions during early stages of growth as 
"broijght out by the "STork of Brom. and Maclntire (1910). Fur­
ther studies on wheat varieties by Gericke (1927) indicate 
that the variety is a factor in the efficiency of fertilizer 
treatments* Proteim content was raised firom 8,6 to 15.2 per 
cent by successive applications of nitrogen but the degree of 
increase was not the same for the several varieties. 
Weigert and Furst (1929) in work witli "barley, t?iiiter 
rye and winter "Sflieal; found a differential Trarietai response 
to nitrogen applications:. The oat varieties tested beiiaTed 
•very itrueli alike. 
Some application of t2ie varietal difference of plum var­
ieties witii respect to potassiiaa absorption is indicated by 
the -Rork of Wallace (1951)-. A study of several varieties on 
soils poor in potassium showed less leaf scorcJi on scaae types 
Q,K? tx x*e3iXx.o oJL ijliS pota&s^ ti^  defxcxenoy* T/sis corrols.tcd 
•sslub. a nearer nonsal potassiias content in the leaves of the 
efficient trees,: It was not considered possible, however, 
to coiroletely overcome the effect of potassim deficiency by 
using the better stocks, 
Davis (1930) investigating the n-utritional needs of 
three apple varietie;s fomd Worcester gearaain especially 
susceptible to phosphorus, pol^ assium and laagnesium deficien­
cies, 
A very interesting analysis of nutrient needs in fruit 
trees could be worked out by testing the relative effect of 
scion and stock on nutrient deficiencies, "Ehis should shed 
soiae light on how mch the better root systeni of certain 
stocks had to do vrith the problem as cosEpared isith the more 
efficient use of mineral nutrients in the tops, ' 
Berthold (1930) after many years'work T7ith Cinquintino 
com, found good grain yields from plants grow to mturity 
in five liter jars of nutrient solution, plants were 
taicai froEL the solution at various stages and transferred to 
water some continued to grow quite ^ eli while others showed 
forms of" nutrient deficiency^ , ivo definite reason for this 
difference in beiiaviour is advanced by the author but some 
part of the variability was no doubt a result of using 
plants with different genotypes and different ability to ab­
sorb or use mineral nutrients, 
'The first work on differences in funetioning of inbred 
lines of corn at different levels of rertility was done by 
Eoffer (19S6}« Eis greatest differences were obtained with 
iron and aluaiinum absorption and the resulting behaviour* of 
?i liybrids» Be concludes, "Associated then -^ ith hybrid vigor 
are absorption tendencies of the plants which result in less 
amounts of iron and aluminum being absorbed by the vigorous 
hybrid t3ian by either of the parents of less vigorous 
growth," While not so interpreted, these results laight 
easily be due to the fact that these hybrids had better ab­
sorptive root syst&sis in proportion to the tops due to 
doiainance or compleiaentary action of favorable root groi^ th 
factors favoring nutirient absorption. Plants well supplied 
•with nitrogen, phosphorus and potassiunij, by reason of a bet­
ter root^  syst«ia.5 TOUld be less apt to take up iron and alumi— 
n'om in escess. 
«- 10 — 
DeTurk, Holbert and HoiBrk (1933) investigatizsg cliemical 
transfoimatioas of phospliorus in the growiijg corn plant 
foxmd that two different b\ hybrids did not react the same to 
varying amounts of phosphorus but did not attempt to analyze 
the inheritance* 
Gregory and Crowther (1928) and OroB-Sier (1950) report 
considerable difference between two barley varieties Terith 
different fertilizing. Hie variety English Archer produced 
better than Plumage by 11 per cent on lo^  phosphorus, 13 per 
cent on low nitrogen and 5 per cent on low potassium» 
In a later publication, Gregory and Croi/rther (1931) 
studied the two vm?ieties mentioned above together with the 
"hybrid" Plumage Archer and found the "hybrid" better thsin 
either parent on low potassitM, equal to the best parent on 
low nitrogen and alxnost equal to the poorest peirent on low 
phosphorus^  This is hardly an inheritance study^  however, 
since it should be pointed out that the "hybrid" used was not 
an Fi but rather a stable variety obtained from crossing the 
parents some years before, since it could hardly have been 
hybrid for all factors not comEaon to the tiro parents, its 
failure to exceed the yield of the poorer parent on low phos­
phorus might easily be due to the fact that it was homozygous 
for the same genes affecting use of phosphorus as the poorer 
parent. It should be added further that in this study. 
nitrogen, plaosplior'as and potassium were reduced to one-
sixteenth. on the "low" treatments respectively without ap-
mrently making substitution for the corre^ onding ion of the 
salt used, Hesulting reductions in growth could Mtre "been due 
in part to the decrease of the other ion of the salt, along 
with decrease of nitrogen, phosphorus or potassium* 
- 13 -
MATERIALS USED 
In choosing laateriala to stmy nutrient needs it was neces­
sary to obtain inbred lines of oorn which had been self pol~ 
linated enough generations to insizre their being practically 
homozygous even for characters which might be determined by 
the action of several genes. 
Open pollinated oorn wo^ lld have been altogether unsatis­
factory for this purpose, since even the wall selected varie­
ties represent a mixture of many genotypes. In order to get 
information as to the relative phosphorus and nitrogen assimila­
tion of two or more open pollinated varieties lauch larger 
numbers would have been required to establish significance 
since the additional variable due to heredity would have to be 
reckoned with. This would have enlarged the area involved in 
the work with corresponding difficulty in providing a uniform 
environment for all the plants. Where total dry weight is to 
be used as a method of measuring plant needs it is highly im­
portant that differences in environment be eliminated since it 
exerts such a powerful influence on plant growth. 
Furthermore, even if one did establish the relative phos­
phorus and nitrogen requirements of a series of open pollinated 
varieties, the work could never be repeated or checked by other 
- 15 -
investigator8, not even by the one who did the original ?ifork, 
after a few years had elapsed. The reason for this is evident 
when it ia considered that in a generally cross fertilized 
species such as iiiaise the aggregation of genotypes ooraprising 
the variety changes from year to year. Selection has to be 
practiced when only a small portion of the plants in a field 
can be saved for seed. This aoves the average of the variety 
in the direction of the type held to be most desirable by the 
selector. Sven virhen the variety is aiaintained by planting a 
strictly random sample, natural selection is still operating 
to weed out the genotypes least adapted to the existing en-
Tironiaent. Gerdel (1531) in studying the effect of fertilisers 
on the physiological development of the corn plant recognises 
the iiaportancs of this point when he states, "Variations in the 
physiological development of com from different levels of fer­
tility may represent, under the conditions of this experiment, 
a variable response of individuals in the heterogeneous popula­
tion of Burr-Learning corn,* 
These facts suggest that physiological studies isade with 
open pollinated varieties of maize are open to serious objec­
tion and ought not to be indulged in imless large populations 
are used to establish an average for the many genotypes and 
then only on problems involving very general plant functions. 
- 14 -
Selection is not very effeotivw within a stable inbred 
line, imless ffiutation occurs, and it is possible to obtain 
material with the saisie hereditary aakeup as that on ishich the 
earlier ^ ork was based, even after a lapse of several years. 
Bent corn was chosen for study, rather than other botani~ 
oal varieties J partly because it has probably been grown on a 
wider variety of soils with respect to phosphorus and nitrogen 
supply than other types. Sweet corn is usually planted in 
smaller acreages on rather rich garden or field soils. As a 
result of being generally grossn on good soils fe-«er nutrient 
efficient inbreds slight be expected in sweet corn than dent 
corn with its background of selection on poor as well as good 
soils. Lines showing the t«o extremes of nutrient efficiency 
were needed for an inheritance study. 
Early flint corn inbreds might have furnished material 
which woiild thrive on a low phosphorus supply. Insofar as 
phosphor\is efficiency aay be of assistance in hastening laaturity, 
and it is quite possible that the ability to take up phosphorus 
rapidly is one of the factors deterisining earliness, there 
would be some selection pressure in favor of such types during 
fixation of type in inbreeding as well as in the open pollin­
ated parental stocks. This is true of the early flint corns 
especially since their area of adaptation in North America is 
principally in regions having short groining seasons, thereby 
placing a preaiua on early maturity. 
"While it was xecogaizsd that a study of flint corn inbreds 
might bring to light such phosphate efficient lines their ues 
would have introduced a variable in the difference of kernel 
texture as oompared with dent inbreds. The effect of such dif­
ference on the plant would probably be confined to the seedling 
stage but laight result in conflicting results sith reciprocal 
crosses of dent and flint. 
Inbred lines of pop and flo^ lr corn were not available in 
sufficient numbers to be considered. 
Twenty-four dent corn inbreds and t'senty-three crosses 
were studied in ail. Many of the lines studied showed no 
outstanding differences and sfould have been of little value in 
an inheritance study, A few, which might have been used, did 
very poorly in water cultures showing persistent chlorosis from 
lack of iron in the full nutrient solutions. Four inbreds 
which exhibited good differences were finally chosen for aore 
complete study, together with their six crosses. These lines 
are designated as LA, Ldg, Mc and K 187 in the tables. LA and 
Ldg were obtained from Lancaster Sure Crop, a variety adapted 
to rich soils. Mc was derived from a strain of Leaaing which 
aiaices good yields on poor soils. K 187 traces to the variety 
Krug which shows a wide range of adaptation. 
16 
PLM OF THE EXPERIMSHTS 
Throiigiiout thd experiaients all seeds within an inbred line 
or cross were selected Trieually for -unifora seed size to elimi­
nate differences diie to stored food in tiie endosperm. Seeds of 
reoiprooal crosses were ttsed in tlie six hybrids of the four 
principal inbreds except for on© cross (Mc x Mg) where a 
"i *5 tar -3 o ^ a -t* ^ c* n a A ^ r% *5 -r^ 
^ WWwXw »* Ciww V w *1^ Ub ^ «b 9 A W W JLii 
ffi&tiirity between the two parents. In the earlier part of the 
v;ori seed disinfection was not practiced but loss of plants 
froiSi seedling diseases led later to uniform treatment of all 
seeds a-ith Merko, a mercury dust disinfectant. 
Tes-ts were run in the greenhouse at all times of year with 
plants growing in soil, river sand, soil mixed with quarts 
sand, quartz sand and water cultures. Dry weight of the plants 
was used as the most satisfactory index of to^ al plant growth,, 
with one test bsksed on ear weights in the field (table 10). 
One attempt to use the Seubauer systeja was 22ade in the 
course of the investigation but the method does not appear to 
be adapted to use with aiaiae seedlings. Difficulty was exper­
ienced in maintaining a tmiforxn stand of plants ft'hsn croiffded 
and conditions were very favorable to the spread of seedling 
diseases, Ueiaeo (1S32) studying phosphoric acid in soils 
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according to ths Nsubauer method with xys seedlings, reported 
rather poor agreement betvjsen pot resxilts and field trials. 
The optiaiim nutrient solution for the water culturesor 
for plants gro^ 'ing in soil or sand, required some trial since 
it was necessary to use tap •water because of the amounts of 
solution required. The tap water available showed a pH of 7,2 
so that it oould not be substituted in standard nutrient solu­
tions without some expsriaentation. Us© of tap water should 
not handicap a comparative study of the type undertaksa. 
Breazeale and EcGeorge (1852) reported that tap ??ater generally 
gave better groviith of rigorous, healthy plants and that distil­
led water was apt to be toxic unless first filtered through 
carbfoa black. While such water contains traces of minor ele-
sients ess.sntial to noriuai gro<i?th, the nitrogen and phosphorus 
content reijtains low. 
Seedlings transplanted to tap water used during the course 
of these investigationsj^  after the endosperm had been exhausted, 
failed to shov? further increase in growth. 
Tottinghaa (1914), Shive (1915), Trelease (1S17), Gericke 
(1932), Harper (1S28) and others have given thorough discus­
sions of siany nutrient solutions. 
Using their experience as a backgrounc^ , a preliuiinary solu­
tion was made up and fiv® inbred lines of com planted for ooi&-
parison. Results are listed in table 1, Most of the plants 
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developed ciilorosia as a j'sstilt of iron d&fioienoy, espeoially 
on "the full nutrient aoiution as evidenced by the poorer growtii 
oompared to th© lo«f nitrogen and phosphorus treatieants. In 
addition, considerable trouble wae oaussd frosi molds gro^ ying on 
the under side of the standard tvsFo hole corks used to stopper 
the quart Mason jars, in spite c-f the fact that the cor&s had 
been boiled in paraff 
5hess difficulties were elisdnated later by the foliovjing 
technique. Seeds «ere germinated in clean gailon jars on 
coarse sssh wire racks vTith 1 x 1/2 inch aaesh, suspended by 
wires fro2i ths ^ ar edge. A this layer of short staple cotton 
was placed over the -vyir© and the ;|ar filled up to the leirel of 
the cotton ifith full nutrient solution, diluted one-half with 
water. Long staple cotton was not suitable nor ••ffs.s cheesecloth 
because of difficulty in removing seedlings for transplanting 
without injuring the roots. Seriaination in sand resulted in 
rotting of the original roots when placed in tvater cultures 
while all roots remained healthy with the above procedure. Ap­
parently root physiology is altered when roots are grovjn in an 
aerated aediijm, and they do not adapt tbemselves to growing in 
water, but instead new roots develop. 
Uniform: seeds treated with Merko were laid gera side dc'»vn 
on the cotton, and jars covered with a glass plate, When th© 
seedlings ware about two inches high, strong, uniform plants 
were trsassplanted to quart Mason jars, two plants to a jar in 
most cases. Loss of plants from fxmgi on the under surface of 
the oork was entirely eliminated by rubbing unparaffined corks 
on a strip of wall board covered with Merko. This method was 
siuoh better for the purpose than paraffin. The jars ii?sre 
placed in paper satcks of the proper size to reduce algae gro'^ th 
and to serve as a label for each jar. 
The two plants from, each jar were handled as a unit in ob~ 
taining dry weights since the roots coiild not be disentangled 
accurately, l^ h pair of plants was doubled into a bijndle, 
fastened with a rubber band, ana dried to a uniform moisture 
content. Root weights as •srell total plant weights were ob­
tained. 
The technique suggested by Beaumont and Larsinos (1S2S) for 
germinati33g seeds without transplanting was tried unsuccessflilly. 
The method appears not to be adapted for maize since the per-
aianent root system appears above the seed and consequently 
above the cork or other means of support. 
While sand and soil cultures were used to some extent in 
the course of the investigations they are not considered as 
satisfactory for a critical study of nutrient needs in plants, 
BTewton (1928) found "such less variability in absorption froxs 
the solution than froai the soil", in work with corn, beans, 
peas and sunflowers. Wolkoff (1918) found differential ad­
sorption of ions with aamoniua sulphate in sand cultures, the 
EuamonixEa being adsorbed more tban tlie sulphate. This resulted 
in soaie decrease in pH of the medium. 
With soil cultures one is always confronted with the dif­
ficulty of repeating an experiment exactly because of inability 
to duplicate the soil sample used. Further, it is difficult to 
know definitely what concentration of available lainerai nutri­
ents aay be present in a given soil, or what percentage of 
the nutrients added'as fertilizer may eventually be recovered 
by the plant. Txuog Cl92s), Balonesco (ISSO), Ford (lSo3) and 
others indicate that phosphorus in particular beooiaes rapidly 
fixed and unavailable in many soils. A further objection to 
the use of soil for growing plants on nitrogen limitation woiild 
be the danger of nitrogen fixation by asotobacter, unless the 
soils were sterilized and kept sterile. Such a condition might 
even arise in sand cultures if sufficient algae growth took 
place to produce aruch organic matter. 
The revised nutrient solution as used in the earlier work 
follows: 
Solution I 
Salt gffi. per liter 
KCl 0.388 
MgS04 0.432 
Fes (C4H406)3 0.02Q 
KB3PO4 (substitute KCl) 0.112 
(HH4)2 SO4 (substitute K2SO4) 0,073 
Ga (3503)2 (substitute CaS04) 0.200 
~ 21 -
r Th® minor elements manganese, boron^  zinc and silicon v.-sre 
found to be present in sufficient amounts in the tap water to 
support normal growtli. 
This solution, with its various substitutions on low phos~ 
phorue losr nitrogen^  was used in the work represented by-
tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 11. It was later modified (solution II) 
to study the effect of a greater limitation of phosphorus, The 
high iron content in both solutions was necessary to prevent 
the plants from becoming ohlorotic. The solution being basic 
as a result of using tap water with a pH of 7.2 caused iron"to 
precipitate out rather rapidly, probably as ferric hydroxide. 
This difficulty mi^ t also have been overcome by adjusting the 
pH of the solution to a lower level. 
Solution II was used in the work represented by tables 8, 
9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17_^ and 20, It was made up as follows: 
Solution II 
Salt gta. per liter 
0.288 KCl 
MgS04 
?»2 (C4H406)s 
KEsP04 (substitute KCl) 
(1314)2 SO4 (substitute K2SO4) 
Ca (^ 03)2 (substitute CaS04) 
0,072 
0,200 
0,056 
0.432 
0.100 
- 33 -
Tns rea&on for reducing the phosphorus content in. solu­
tion II was to study better the effect of iiaitation of phos­
phorus at nearly the critical iiait of supply. In this range 
some inbred lines die on lower lis-itations send others siaiply 
show decreased growth, and it is in this range that critical in­
heritance studied! of mineral nutrient needs should be made. 
With sonie elements, such as iron and calciuja this range is very 
narrows, with phosphorus interaasdiats, and with nitrogen aiuch 
broader. This raay be due in part to the role of the various 
slesients in the icetabolisa of the plant. 
The physiology cf death fross phosphorus atar?atloii has 
been outlined by Scxsrson (lS3l) for the tomato. Ill soluble 
phosphorus cofflpounds are used up by the plant, and aa the 
shortage increases the phosphatides begin to Sreak dovfn, causing 
death of the protoplasm. A by-product of the low phosphorus 
supply is a decreased reductase activity in the plant and while 
nitrate may be present in noriaal amounts in the plant it cannot 
be used normally. 
Corn plants have a grayish appearance in the early stages 
and death begins at the tip and siargins of the older leases, 
soraetiaes at the base on either side of the midrib. Death is 
not preceded usually by general yellowing as in nitrogen starva­
tion. 
Phosphoriis ia taken up very rapidly in the aarly life of 
til© plant, whicli xaquixed early limitation of tlie corn plants on 
this element and justified aarvesting at about six weeks aftar 
transplanting to the cultures. Too much phoepba.t© beooaas 
toxic as pointed out by Shljrs (1318). Gregory (1S3S), in 
ans^ lyzing the differential sffeot^ .of ions on grov/th of potato 
pls^ .ts st&tee, ®0f the anione only nitrate h$,a a positive ef~ 
feet. Sulphate is practically without effect and phosphate is 
definitely adverse.* One oaxi hardly reooriCile this with the 
fsu3t thut phoaphorus is an essential eleiaent for potato growth 
-but such a situation aight prevail if the data analyzed were 
"based on cultures too high in phosphorxis for optimum growth. 
Brenchley (1S3S) and Tueva (19"2S) reported that bs^ ley 
absorbed enough phosphorus from vsrater cultures in the first 
five to six weeks to support normal growth thereafter. While 
phosphorus continued to be ta^ en up later, if supplied, it ap­
peared to be stored but where limited for the first four -sveeks 
and than supplied no heads formed. That all the reauired ele~ 
Bients may be taken up by the barley plant in the first eight 
weeks is suggested by Hoagland (1913). 
Grericke (1925), (1S33) pointed out that the absorption of 
all nutrient elesisnts is aiost important in the early life of 
the wheat plant, only calcium and iron being required for 
longer periods. 
M&izs was able to talc© up phosphorus rapidly in. early-
growth at conoentrations as low as 0.2 p.p. in PO4 according to 
Tidcaor© (1920), Reay {1S31), in a ksy to typas of nutrient 
absorption by plants, concludes that fertilisers should be ap­
plied early to be of tmah benefit. Duley and Miller (1921) 
found tha,t eom plants grown with optimum nutrient supply for 
sixty days and T;ith miniisua the last thirty days devsloped 
soraevvhat siiallsr ears than noraal. Reduction in yield, however, 
v72is vastly lese than where plants received ainiritini nutrients in 
early life and optiisua- aupply lat«r. 
The above studies point to the fact that plants need not 
be gro^^n to i^aturity to analyse the inheritance of their nutri­
ent re^uireiaenta for optimuai plant growth. Harvest i=vas there­
fore aiad© at gis weeks of age. This saved valuable space and 
tisie and carried the plants through the most important period 
cf vegetative cell division, before the reproductive stag's be­
gan. Sines the line Mc ^fas considerably earlier than ths 
others, later harvest %vould have brought it up to the reproduc­
tive period, v^'ith different nutrient needs as a result of 
slower cell formation. Miller (1S31) presents data shov/ing 
that percentage Tvfsekly gain of aaize plants in dry Matter In-
oreases rapidly during the first two to three weeks of grov/th 
but draps to a low level by the end of sis weeks. 
Death from lacic of nitrogen is auoh slower tliaa from lack 
of phosphorus, corn plants showing gradual general yellowing 
and death of the leaves, progressing upwards on the plant. 
This slower death may be due in part to re-use of organic 
nitrogen compoimda in older organs after being hydrolyzed to 
amino acids for translooation as brought out by Engel (192S). 
This process goes on very little with organic phosphorus coor-
pounds. acoording to BeTurk, Holbsrt and Howk (1932). When 
nitrate nitrogen is available surpluses caay be readily taken 
up and stored for future use. Mevius and Dikassar (1930) did 
not find this to be the case when nitrites were used as a 
nitrogen source for corn. 
Sisa (1928) found that a low nitrogen supply favored root 
growth at the expense of tops in tomato plants, and Turner 
(1933) found the aaaie to be true with barley and corn but not 
flax. This raises the question, taken up in the discussion of 
results, as to what factors may operate to regulate root growth. 
In testing inbred lines of siai25e to detericaine their var­
ious reactions to shortages of nitrogen and phosphorus the aia 
was to measure the potential growth rate as fixed by the fac­
tors influencing growth for any given genotype &s compared with 
the same genotype on optiffiiiis nitrogen and phosphorus. 
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This comparison -s/^ithin a genotype rather than between 
genotypes with different inheritance required that the be­
haviour of an -inbred line on full nutrient supply be listed as 
100 per oent and the grov«th on the several limitationa as 
respective percentages. Efficiency of genotypes might then be 
oomparsd better than in terms of net dry weight. This proced-
lire vfas followed in recording the tables, 
Briggs^ Kidd and West (1928) point out clearly that en­
vironmental conditions such as light and temperature^ exert a 
powerful influence on plant growth as well as the internal fac­
tors (gsnstio). To minimize this effect, jars ware rotated in 
position frosi time to time. 
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expsrimeetal results 
In table 2 are recorded the data from seven inbred lines 
of corn grown in unfertilized Carrington loaia soil, froa a 
garden, in eight inch pota for sixty-"two daya. The soil was 
watered with 150 c.c. of solution I each five days with water 
as needed. Ho important differences ??ere obtained in the 
nitrogen series as a resiilt of adequate supplies in the soil. 
On the one-fifth phosphorus series the effect of phosphate 
on groTSth -eras very noticeable. The inbreds LA ajid Ldg dropped 
to 50,8 per cent and 49,6 per cent of their growth on full 
nutrient ishile the line Mc stood at S9,4 per cent. The remaining 
four lines were more or less interisiediate. It is evident that 
under the conditions of this experiment a marked difference in 
response to phosphate fertilizer registered. 
Eleven additional inbred lines vssre included in the test 
listed in table 3, This series of water cultures showed some 
variation because of diseased plants. Results are based on two 
plants per jar, using solution I, in di^lioate except where 
plants died, A range of 45.9 to S7.2 per cent of the growth of 
the corresponding line on full nutrient was observed on the 
low phosphorus series and from 19,7 to 85,5 per cent on lo'^? 
nitrogen. 
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Response of nine inbred lines grown in river sand pl'us 
solution I, to one-tenth piiospiiorus and ona-tsnth nitrogen liaii-
tation TRi'ith five replications, is siio^jn in table 4. Soaie of tiie 
lines had been included in tables Ij 2 and 3 and the inbred Mc 
again appears above LA and Ldg on the one-tenth phosphorus ser­
ies. 
Although the inbred LA is among the poorest group on low 
phosphorus it appears among the best on lov/ nitrogen. The 
tendency of this inbred to be auch poorer than the phosphorus 
efficient line Mc on lov? phosphorus but fully as good on lo^ 
nitrogen, was quite consistent throughout the tests where both 
were coffipar-ed. 
While the river sand used was clean and screened it un­
doubtedly contained sosie mineral nutrients which caused the dif­
ferences from fertilizer treatment to show up isore slowly than 
was the case where culture solutions were used. 
A test was mad© to determine the ability of the lines LA, 
Mc and Ldg to produce ears when grown with a limited phosphorus 
and nitrogen supply and results recorded in table 5, Foxir 
plants of each line were grown in gallon jars of sand and 
watered with 150 c.c. of solution I each five days with 7/ater 
as needed. It soon became apparent that the nutrients supplied 
were not adequate to perait noraal grovifth even on the full 
nutrient solution but in spite of this the line Mc produced 
«axs OR. eleven out of the twelve stalks, one stalk on the low 
nitrogen series being barren. In contrast witii tliis LA bore 
ears on none of tiie tisslve stalks ana Ldg on three out cf four 
on f-all nutrient but none on low phosphorus or nitrogsn. While 
there may be definite ganetio factors for barrenneas not associa?-
tsd with the presence of insuffioisnt nutrients in the plant 
these could hardly have been present in the lines studied. All 
three lines are very free froiii barren stalks when grown on 
normal field soils. 
fhsse results suggest that under the conditions of this 
esperiaent the E-o plants isere not as badly starYed for nutri­
ents as those of LA or Ldg, even though they received the same 
supply in the solutions. 
Various applications of superphosphate and sodium nitrate 
were laade to a series of eleven inbreds growing in river sand^ 
as reported in table 6. Application of soditJffi nitrate at the 
rate of 150 pounds per acre (area basis) to plants growing in 
gallon jars, in a single application, proved to be too heavy 
and no data were taken on the stunted plants. 
On the phosphorus series the response of the inbred line 
Ldg to increased amounts of phosphate is worthy of especial 
notice. This line had indicated in previoxis tests that it did 
not thrive on low phosphorus and gave successive increases in 
growth with each increase of phosphate. In sharp contrast, the 
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White In&xed 4 Co lOi rsgistsr^ci. a sli^at decrease on the 
doutols application of pliospiiate and lieid up very on tii© 
lower lixaitatioas. 
A test of tiiis type, iio-wover,. is probably not; -^sell adapted 
to a close study of nutrieiit needs because of the micertainty 
to how much of the superphosphate applied actually becojaes 
available for plant use. 
First evidence of the inheritance of the ability to grow 
v/ell at levola of nitrogen and phosphorus supply, is 
brought out in table 7, Where the inbred Mc showed no decrease 
in growth on lov? phosphorus LA dropped to 54.6 per cent of its 
growth on full nutrient, yet theFj behaved the same as the 
parent Mc. 
Again in the cross of K 187, phosphate efficient, with LA, 
phosphate inefficient, the Fx nearly equalled the percentage be­
haviour of the K 187 parent. In the cross Blx, phosphate inef­
ficient, by K 1S7, efficient, the F* did not quite equal the 
percentage psrfcriaance of the better parent but was distinctly 
above the mean of the ti^c parents. 
On the low nitrogen series, less reduction in growth took 
place. The lot of sand used contained considerable colloidal 
material and sas rather rich in nutrients fox a sand, particu­
larly it isould appear, in nitrates. The principal difference 
in reaction bet^seen the inbred lines was obtained with LA and 
Me, and tiie cross "bet-ween tliese tro, wMls above tlie mean of 
the two parentSy was not as good as tiie "better parent.. 
Solution IIJ -sfitk reduced pliospiiorxis, was used for tiie 
first time on the w:>rk listed in table 8, 53ie reduction was 
raade in order to study "better the plant groirth in the sone 
Just a"boYe the critical range, Sour inbred lines and three 
crosses were again studied and striking eonfinaation obtained 
of the dominance of phosphate efficiency in the Fx hybrids. LA 
and MCj with a percentage of 30^8 and 5S«.5 respectivelys pro­
duced an F. with a percentage of 51 eS, Further LA (30,8 per 
cent) X K 187 {58»8 per cent) gaTe a hybrid with 51^2 per 
cent. Also <JR {30«0 per cent) x Mc {5S,5 per cent) showed 
56^8 per cent in the cross« 
Hesults on the low nitrogeso. series -B^ere less uniform and 
do not show the clear cut eTid^ce of inheritance which was 
found on the phosphorus limitations^ 
Sie data in table 9 gathered from siz inbred lines 
and five crosses grosm in quartz sand. Again, doisinance of 
the pho^hate efficient parent appears in tiie Fi hybrids with­
out eKception alt£K>ugh it is not always co25)lete* Dominance is 
almst <x>]]K}lete in the cross Ldg x Bis and well above the 
parental average -with LA x WD 456^ LA x Mc and LA 2: B1 351, 
Ttt the case of LA x Ldg Tshere both parents were phosphate in­
efficient, the Fi hybrid shows inefficiency and to the san© 
degree, !I3iere is no evidence ^atsoever of "physiologic 
stiimilatioii" as a resxilt of hybrid vigor lirliicli would laalce tiie 
Fi tiiriYe at low levels of pliospliorua» Evidently, since 
genetic factors determining a good degree of phosphate ef­
ficiency were present in neither parent there -Erere no "domi­
nant fiavorahle growth factors" present to act in this respect 
in the hybrid* Sach evidence tends to lessen a little of the 
E^^stery of heterosis, and to suggest that a isaize hybrid can 
be expected to do bnt little better on low compared with 
high phosphorus supply than the better parent* 
The evidence on iiiheritanee of nitrogen use at low levels 
is again variable with some crosses shoraj3g doininanee and 
others being near or below the parental average* 
A test was ssade sith siz inbreds and six crosses grown 
on poor soil and fertilized with sodium, nitrate and superphos­
phate singly and in combination as well as a cheolc san^jle with, 
no fertilizer* Tue soil chosen was on a hillside which had 
been cropped in com for eight consecutive years, with a crop 
of com the year previous. It had become quite unproductive 
as a result and was well adapted for use in such a test. Re­
sults appear in table 10» Results from the check and minus 
phosphate series are quite parallel and indicate that phos­
phorus supply was isuch M>re lisiiting than nitrogen in the 
normal developEtent of ears on this soil* The lines Ldg, 
B1 551 and LA had the poorest ears on low phospMte aiuong the 
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inbreds and Me, WD 456 and K 187 the best,. Since LA and Ldg 
liad shcisrn phosphate ineffteleney in several previous tests 
and iSc and K 137 iiad "been consistently good, these four lines 
with, their sis possible crosses ^ere clsDsen for a closer in­
heritance study in later work. 
Additional barrenness was closely correlated isrith de­
creased phosphorus supply in the ease of Ldg,. and an eighteen-
inch advantage in height on the phosphated series vras obserTed 
on July 20» xhe only other isbred or cross showLxig zmsj?" bar­
ren plants v/as the inbred 31 351 which showed excessive anliio— 
cyaain pigmentation, associated with low nutrient supply, 
throu^out the season. On fertile soils barren stalks are 
rare in this line« 
Doiainance of the better parent with respect to use of 
phosphorus at low levels was once again apparent, "ttiis time in 
terms of ear rather than plant -sreight. The Fi hybrids LA x Mc, 
B1 351 z K 187 ,, LA x Ldg, LA s SD 456 and LA x B1 351 showed a 
percentage growth at or very near th.at of the better parent on 
the minus phosphorus series. The cross \n) 455 x Me was nearly 
intermediate but the spread between the two parents was so 
saall in this case as to be of little aeanirig. 
On the minus nitrogen series B1 Sol was the only line 
showing iiflich decrease in ear weight because of the lower 
nitrogen supply* In the crosses involving this line, Bi 351 z 
K 187 and LA x Bl 351, the hybrids were slightly above th.e 
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better , parent in botli cases, on a percentage "basis,, indicating 
GOK^slete dominance of tlie nitrogen efficient types^ figures 
Ij 2.5 5y 4, 5, and 6 illustrate the resiilts from table 10., 
^ble 12 is a record of the results obtained witli the 
four inbreds and six crosses e&osen for fur titer study on tiie 
basis of tile field trial. Ten replications were grc??n on solu­
tion IX. Lines K 1S7 and Mc again show relatively good growtii 
on low pbospxioriis and LA and Ldg continue to be nnicli poorer. 
Onee isDre, as in previous "VTorlc, the crosses involving Me and 
K 187 show a percentage growth on lois pho^horus nearly as 
good as or slightly better than the efficient parent. At the 
same time,, the cross of the t^o inefficient lines liA s Lag,, 
registers slight inprovement over the percentage grov/th of the 
parents. In the cross of the efficient types K 187 and Me 
•&ie Fi hybrid is no better than the higher parent -sfhich sug­
gests that the factors operating to promote "use of phosphorus 
at lOH levels are for the laost part consnon to both lines. 
Ho general statement can be icade from this table on in­
heritance of nitrogen efficiency although isrith the exception 
of the cross LA 2: Ldg where the parents do not differ widely 
the other hybrids are approximately equal to or considerably 
batter than the better parent on low nitrogen. 
Having verified the p^foimanee of a series of inbreds 
and crosses on high and lofw nitrogen sup^ply the next step was 
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tc study tlie rate of decrease in growth. T/itii a series of sev­
eral degrees of limitation. As a preliminai-y study tlie line 
Ldg Md been used witii solution I and its record is indieatsd 
in table 11 and flgxxre 7.» Had solution II been used a more 
rapid drop v?oul6. doubtless Imve been obtained on low plios-
pliorus but a sigmoid Qxcrre^ similar to a nor:nal groG-tli eurre 
reversed, resulted on botli series of limitations. Hie sisall 
percentage of total gro-^tli on full nutrieaty found ^yith the 
plants grotring in vmter only^ illustrates how little of the 
total gro-srth obtained was derived from nutrieaits stored in the 
laDther seed. The plants gro^yn on full nutriiffiit plus corn ash 
were retarded in gro^rth^ possibly because of ad^3^tion of 
nutrients in the solution by the ash. Ashby {1929) fotmd that 
Tffhile extract of horse manure favored the gros-tii of L^oma ad­
dition of ash of such extract did not. 
The four inbreds LA, L<2g, Mc and S 187 were then grot/n in 
solution II with a series of phosphorus and nitrogen liiaita-
tions, replicated ten tims* Photographs of plsait growth of 
the four lines appear in figures 8 and 9» Ldg shoers a precip­
itous drop on the series of phosphorus liinitations as does LA, 
agreeing isrlth previous results. The LA plants gro?m on full 
nutrient solution developed sos^ chlorosis in the second •creek,, 
•srhich, while oulcSily corrected by addition of iron, retarded 
optimmri groivth to some extent, This accounts for the high 
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percentage growtli in ttils test on one-twentietli nitrogen. 
Had tliis situation not occurred the percentage groijitli of 
on tiie lo^ ph.ospiior'as treatisents TTOILLCI have bsen even ior/er* 
Fnrtlier evidence of the phospliate efficiency of Mc and 
E 187 appears in the high percentage gro\=?tri on the various 
degrees of phosphorus limitation^ 
Qrovj-th on low nitrogen showed ERich less difference be-
t??een the four inbred lines with Ldg being lorrest and LA 
highest althou^ as s^iggssted above part of the apparent 
nitrogen efficiency of LA laay be attributed to slightly sub-
no nsal growth on full nutrient in this test-, 
The inbred L-dg Is a yqtj dari: green line and since a 
dark green color is generally associated with high nitrogen 
supply it sight be thought that some part of the color was 
due to unusual nitrogen efficiency. This^ however, appears 
not to be the case at all since in the H^ell replicated test 
recorded in tables 13 and 14,, Ldg showed the poorest percentage 
growth on low nitrogen of the four inbreds alth:>ugh LA and 
K 187 are noraal green and He is light green.. Specific chlor­
ophyll factors not directly liniced up with nitrogen metabolism 
must account for the darlc green color of Ldg. 
Table 14 is a repetition of the work shorn in table 15 
except that the siz crosses are included in the test as i7ell 
as the four inbreds- Just as before., dominance of phosphate 
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efficiency is clearly apparent althougli not cos^plete on the 
one-fifth, one-tvrentietli and one-one-hiindredtji levels, Y/itli 
the exception of LA 2: Me and Mc 2 Ldg the hybrids exceed the 
better parent soiaewhat on the one-half phosphorus solutions 
indicating that many h^/brids might be expected to hold up in 
production better in the first stages of phosphorus deficiency 
than the better inbred parent but drop slightly- beloir it as 
the shozi^ge increased. Crosses of phosphate efficient by 
inefficient lines could not al^srays be expected to sho"57 the 
saiae de^ee of dominance if for no other reason thas. thr.t ef­
ficient lilies do not all possess the property in the saiae 
degree# 
There again appears to be no advantage in percentage 
growth on Iot? phosphorus by combining the 1?no efficient lines 
Me and iC 187 and no particular evidence of physiologic stimu­
lation as a cause of hybrid vigor in the cross of the two in­
efficient types I,A X Ldg« 
Growth of the hybrids on low nitrogen in this test is 
near or below the parental average and fails to show clear cut 
evidence of dosiinanee of ability to growcwell on a loz; nitrogen 
mediuia,. As pointed out in the case of table 4, there is a 
general tendency for the inbred lines siiffering on loi? phos­
phorus to be siJailarly curtailed on lora- nitrogen although not 
nearly as sharply^ 
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In table 15, the ezperiment in table 14 was repeated, 
witii rery similar results. The trend for the hybrids to 
slightly exceed the better parent on the one-half phosphorus 
treatment,, was again apparent with rather complete dominance 
of the laore efficient parent on the other low phosphorus 
leTels. 
Performance of the Fi hybrids on the low nitrogen s^ies 
was again rather variable with the average shoi7ing no better 
than interc^diate growth as cougared with the two parents. 
Growth of the inbred lines and their crosses, in this 
test  ^ is illustrated in photographs as figures 10, 11, 12, is, 
14 and 15-» 
Since the data represented in tables 8,. 12;^ 13 and 15 
were based on the same nutrient solution and technique it is 
possible to suraaarize the resuJLts set forth in table 16 and 
figures 16, 17, 18, 19, SO, 21 and 22« 
The data of table 16 {e^cperiments 2, 3 and 4) were sub-
ejected to an analysis of variance and highly significant dif­
ferences between lines •srere found with respect to phosphate 
efficiency. Effect of time of year T?hen the three ez^peri-
ments were conducted did not show a sigiifieant relation to 
•aie various levels of fertility used. Apparently tests of 
nutrient reg^uireaents can be made in winter as ?;ell as in 
suimaer,. since the three experiments were conducted from Janu­
ary to May* 
There is not enouglt difference "between tiie four inbreds 
studied, witii respect to groTrtli on low nitrogen to permit a 
very clear analysis of response to ^owtii with lisited nitro-
gm supply. This fact is brouglit out rather clearly in table 
16» Hiether types exist witii nitrogen differences as striking 
as those shosm on the phosphorus deficiencies, is not known 
but it is probable that such differences laight be foimd sore 
easily where ear weights, as well as plant weights, could be 
taken. This results from the tendency for certain inbreds to 
gro-sr fairly well on low nitrogen but remain barren and fail to 
produce any ear. This was found to be true in the field re­
sults of table 10- •shere B1 351 and Ldg were often barren and 
^th Mc and X 187 the condition was never found. 
Since dominance of phosphate efficiency in the Fi hybrid 
is sK>st coinplete in the first degrees of phosphate limitation 
as shorn in figures 17^ 18, 19, 20 and 21,, its significance is 
iDore important for practical use. Extreme limitations of the 
element seldom ocexir in cultivated soils«- Greatest dominance 
of efficiency is, therefore, expressed at the level of limi­
tation most apt to be encountered in the field* 
It is not considered that any part of the difference in 
grorth of the several lines tested in water cultures could be 
attributed to a difference in pH of the variotis solutions 
co33prisi3^ the series of limitations. Table 17 indicates that 
very little difference existed either in the solutions as 
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first imde up or after com plants had groMi in them for ten 
days^ All solutions were ahore pE 7 and showed a slight drift 
toward a lower figure after plants had grown in then. 
As a further check on the relation oetween infoisaation 
gained from water cultures and what might he expected from 
the sanie plants grom in soil and siiailarly fertilised, the 
four inhreds and six crosses studied in taoles 14, 15 and 16 
ffere grown in a latxture of 50 per cent soil and 50 per cent 
quartz sand^ The soil used was poor to "begin with j, being taken 
from the saiae area where the plants described in table 10 were 
groifn* Ten plants per jar i^ere grown in duplicate and watered 
with full nutrient, one^hiindredth nitrogen and one-hundredth 
pho^rohorus solutions, as well as check» 
In table 18 it will be noted that Mc and E 18? haire done 
very well as usual on lo-s? phosphorus while Ldg is rather poor 
and LA is very poor. -There is a close relationship betY/een 
the ranking of the inbreds on low phosphorus and checks It 
trill he remembered that this saae relationship prevailed in 
the ear weights as listed in table 10 and it is further evi­
dence that phosphorus was laore liiaiting to grcrth than nitro­
gen on the soil used. 
Among the j;\ hybrids K 187 z Log , LA x K 187 and LA x lie 
show the usual high degree of dominance of the better parent 
on low phosphorus with Me z K 187 and Me z Lag somewhat above 
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the percentage level of the higher parent. The cross of the 
Vuo inefficient sorts once more fails to rank above either 
parent and is well below the other five crosses. 
On the limited nitrogen series the four inbreds behaved 
very much alike, with the hybrids tending to be sonephat above 
the better parent in this test bn-fe not nnifonaly so* 
Having established the fact that four inbrefi lines of 
mize differed especially in their growth on low phosphorus 
and that the hybrid between an efficient and inefficient line 
eonsistmtly resonbleS the behaviour of the better parent, 
some further study was laade to ascertain some of the causes 
for these differences* 
Fifty seeds each, of the four inbreds, were planted in 
^Hon jars of poor field soil* thinned to thirty strong 
plants and allowed to grow for six weeks with no fertilizer. 
At the end of this period the soils were tested for easily 
soluble phosphate after the laethod described by Harper (1932), 
Fo soluble phosphate test can be compared with a quantitative 
analysis in accuracy but several have been found to agree 
rather well with the ability of a soil to supply phosphorus to 
plants as stated by Fraps and Pudge (1S33) . Saii^jles were 
ground no finer than necessary to pass throu^ a sixty mesh 
sieve since fine grinding reduced the aEjotmt of easily soluble 
phosphate;, in the work of McGeorge and Breazeale (1931). 
It "be seen in talDle 19 that wtiile the amimts of PO4, 
leaelied froia the soils groTdng the four inbrsds, do not differ 
greatly,, the efficient lines K 187 and He had left slightly 
less soluble phosphate in the soil than LA and partietilarly 
Irdg. This suggested that p&i^haps corn plants thet do ^ell on 
loir phosphorus supply are able to absorb such of the elsnent 
as is available bsttcsr than the inefficient t;:>'pes. 
Accordingly the plants -were tested for phosphorus content 
after the method described by Thornton (19S2), such a test, 
Tiiiile only se2!ii~<iuantitati-7e, does serve in comparing pliints 
with each other and Pohiisan and Pierre (193S) reported rather 
goo5 correlation between PG4 content of corn sap, as deter­
mined by them, and growth response when phosphate iaas added to 
the soil,^ 
In table SO it irilJL be obserTed that Mc ranked first in 
PO4 content, 2 187 second and Ldg and lA considerably lower. 
All four lines shoTced a high phosphorus supply where phosphate 
alone had be^ added to the soil with somewhat less -phere 
nitrate was also ad.ded» Jhls laay have resulted from the 
plants being considerably larger where both fertilizers ^ere 
applied -shich would tend to lo'wer the percentage cou^osition^ 
"Where nitrate alone was added, -wlthDut phosphates the ranking 
of the four lines reaiained relatiTelj'" the sase as on the check 
soil» 
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Again the eTidence favored th.e idea tliat tlie efficient 
inbreds T?«re able to get laore js^osphate out of a given soil 
v/Len the supply v/as low,. 
If different types of corn had an inherited tendency to 
form more or less organic phosphorus co^ounds per gram of dry 
laatter produced this would of course esert an is^jortant in­
fluence on the minlioum amount of phosphorus required as a 
nutrient* Accordingly, samples of the grain and six -sfeeks old 
plants of the four inbred 3Jjie« were analyzed to deternine 
•S7hether any imortant difference esisted in this respect. 
Since plants gromi on a high supply of a nutrient tend to ab­
sorb Bjore than is absQlutely needed for optiznum growth, it -was 
thoT2ght best to determine percentage coizrposition as related to 
heredity on a uniform but losr loTel of pho^horus sxapply^ 
C-rain from the check plots of table 10 and plants from the 
one-fifth phosphorus series of table 15 were used and results 
recorded in table 2i« Aliquot samples ^ers ta]£en frcm a com­
posite of twenty ears and twenty plants for duplicate analyses. 
No great differences in phosphorus content are observed 
"srith the grain although the line LA is lowest in both grain 
and plant analysis. Apparently it is unabie to absorb as much 
at the same level of nutrient supply* Ldg on the other hand 
appears to have absorbed rather well but not to have utilized 
phosphorus as efficiently in the plant since growth was 
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distinctly subnonsal for tiiis line. With the possible excep­
tion of LA, the differences in percentage coE^sition of phos­
phorus are not considered large ejaaugh to account for the dif­
ference in relative growth of the four inbred lines -when grosn 
on a low phosphorus supply, 
Euelsen {1932), in a study of efficiency factors as re­
lated to optimum fertilizer ratios, apparently overloolcs the 
fact that different crops may require considerably different 
optifflom amounts of any given nutrient element as a result of 
heredity* Se states that it was possible to determine the op-
timtm fertilizer ratios in Ms experiment without having direct 
recourse to the crop yields. ITow it is a well known fact that 
soluble nitrates are easily leached and soluble phosphates 
quite rapidly fixed in soils, which, would suggest that only 
as mch of each should be added as the specific crop being 
grown ffiight be expected to use in increased growth. This 
would certainly require a study of the fertilizer response 
of each crop as fixed by inheritance. 
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HSASONS FOB OTEISM' EFFICIENCT 
Tli-e basic reasons why some plants are adapted to growing, 
mth certain laineral nutrients in small supply, better than 
otiiers are not well understood* Buelirer (1932) tiiinlcs that ex­
cretion of COg by plant roots may act on tri-calcium piiospliate 
and cause it to ionize into calcium and E2PO4. ions, in i?iiieli 
form it laay enter tne plant, Bo evidence is ava liable witli 
iss-ize as to differential excretion of GO2 by tlie roots of inbred 
lines. 
Differences in percentage coi^osition of the matxire plants 
might Eialce for a greater or less ability to grow in a phosphorus 
poor n^dium but the differences betsreen the four inbred lines 
as recorded in table 21 are scarcely great enough to esert an 
important influence in this direction with the possible excep­
tion of the inbred line LA, 
If energy exchanges are involved in the absorption of 
nutrients as suggested hy Hoagland {1951) strains of plants 
say differ in their ability to exert such energy, but the 
point remains to be proven. 
An elanent which could be used in building organic coia-
potmds which might later be broken down and translocated for 
re-use in building new cells aight account for variations 
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"between st3?aiiis since tlie ability to re-utilize might vary» 
Potassiiim laay be sueii an element or may simply act as a cata­
lyst as discussed by Mason and Sfeskell (1931) .» Bartiioloiiie^ and 
Hansen (1951) and Tincker and Darbi shire (1933)*. Phospliorus 
my also be redistributed as long as it remains in the micom-
bined, inorganic form in the plant as indicated by I^lacG-illivray 
(1927) in the tomato> He-use of phosphorus after it had be­
come first combined was not found at all by BeTurIc, Eolbert 
and Ecmk. (1953) ?rith maize. 
The theory might also be advanced that strains of plants 
have inherited differences in their rate of ecmbining certain 
nutrients as talcen up.. Since nitrogen, phosphorus and potas­
sium -^ere found by l^son and ]3askell (1931) to circulate in the 
plant upwards through the xylem after absorption and back 
down through the phloem if not used in the tops, rapid com­
bination of such clients would make a steeper concentration 
gradient between root and soil solution and facilitate further 
absorption. Evidence on inheritance of such ability for rapid 
eonibijmtion is laciang at the present time. 
Kie factor of type of root system remains as a possible 
explanation of ability to grow well with low nutrient supply. 
Boot growth is determined both by heredity and emrironaent, 
and may be modified by changiiig environmental conditions* 
Elves (1928) eonciuded that addition ot superpJiospiiate and per-
liaps sodium nitrate, increased the lengtii of wlieat roots. 
iaany investigators iiave found an increased ratio of roots to 
top with, plants groim on low nitrogen but sinoe mineral nutri­
ents anst,. perforce, be absorbed throxigh the corn rootsj, any 
inherited differences of root tjrpe might be closely related to 
nutrient efficiencyi 
Holbert and Soehler {1924} described inherited differ­
ences in root t3?pe between root rot susceptible and resistant 
lines with respect to length, branching and strength but did 
not report on the iisheritance of root type* such studies are 
mt easy to make because of the location of the roots and dif­
ficulty in measuring them satisfactorily^ Smith and Walworth 
(1926) found varietal differences in seminal root number in 
aiaize* Priestley and Pearsall {192B) describe an apparatus 
for measuring volume of root growth, without destroying the 
plant but as Aslander (1932) points out» ability of plants to 
absorb nutrients. is proportional to root area more than to 
root ijeight, Fot this reason dry or green weight ratios of 
roots to tops my be a rather poor measure of absorptive area. 
In addition all parts of the root syst^ are not equally 
useful for absorption J most of it taking place in a rather 
sbort zone adjacent to the root tip in tlie area where root 
hairs are no333iai3y found on most plants. As tissues Qiffe.ren-
tiate on older roots they cease to take in water and nutrieits. 
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•Siis suggests that nutrient absorptive area is probably more 
nearly proportional to the ntmiber of absorbing regions per 
plant than to -weiglit of the entire root systeni^ 
Close studies were laade of the root systems of the inbred 
lines LA,. Ldg, Mc and K 187 with their six crosses* The roots 
of the four inbred lines were as distinct froia each other in 
type as the tops and Just as easily identified* T3iis held 
true •srhether the plants •s'ere grom in soil, sand or water and 
on high or I011? levels of nitrogen or pho;^horus. Ratio of 
roots to tops could be isade to vary but root type ?/as as 
fixed by heredity as the type of the tops, Tirhich is one of the 
EDst distinguishing characteristics of inbred lines of corn« 
Photographs of the root systems of the four inbreds appear in 
figures 23 and 24, 
Shere Tras striid.ng similarity beti?een seedling and perma­
nent root systeEis 'Within a line* Ldg had one root with xJ^sc-
tically no branches in the seedling stage and although LA had 
several roots they too "srere very poorly branched* K 187 and 
especially Mc sho^d several roots, very well b3ranehed* Scaith 
and Walworth. (1926) found that ears •srith high seininal root 
number gave better early growth and yield than tliose vrith 
feisrer roots* All lines at six -^elcs of age, as grown in soil, 
{table 2:2} hsd fourteen to nineteen prijciary roots but the dry 
weight ratio of secondary to primarsr roots was widely different 
for the different lines* Hoots classed as primary had their 
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origin on tiie stem, and all brandies tliersfrom i7ere classed as 
secondary. 
Ratio of secondary to primary roots appears to be directly 
related to piiospiiate efficiency •sritii Mc and K 18*7 siiomng iiign 
ratios and LA and Ldg lo^  ratios.. While all the hybrids show 
larger secondary-primary root ratios t]ian tlie average of the 
tiro parents, the phosphate inefficient hybrid lA x Ldg shows 
a lower r^tio of secondary to priaary roots than any other 
cross studied* The remainiiig five sho^ doiainance of the root 
type ratio of the phosphate efficient parent except with Mc 2: 
2 187 Tsrhere both are efficient* 
The root area available per plant for absorption ^uld 
be less iniportant mth nitrogsn. than with phosphorus intake 
and JHight be expected to shonf? less direct relationship to 
plant behaviour on low nitrogen supply,, which appears to be 
the case, Uitrogen remains more soluble and can znove about in 
the soil in solution and thus pass by diffusion to plant roots 
some distance asray as they remove adjacent nitrates. 
Phosphorus 5K>ves very little in solution in the soil as 
brought out by Overseth {1933) Tsrho cites considerable litera­
ture on the subject.. ISiis laakes it ix^portant that a plant 
have a very ramifying root syst^ T;ilii many absorptive areas if 
it is to do well on soils lo-w in phosphorus* This is pre­
cisely what the phosphate efficient inbreds Me and K 167, with 
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tlisir crosses, possess,- Sven T'mer^ soluble pliosphates are 
added to soils they become fixed and insoluble quite rapidly 
as brought out by Truog (19S9}5 and Balonesco (1930) who also 
points out that the smaller the amunt of phosphate present, 
the more rapid was the fixation^ 
Gom plants with well-branched root systems might be ex­
pected to take up soluble fertilizers added more rapidly and 
before as nuch phosphate fimtion occurred. Since phosphorus 
Gcmtent of the grain is influeneed soneshat by the supply avail­
able to the plant (Blair and prince^ 1932) lines with branched 
root systems might produce grain nore desirable for feeding to 
animals, 
llSiile the relation bet-^-een root tjpe and phosphorus absorp­
tion is quite clear when plants are grovm in soils^ it is less 
apparent in water cultures* Here the nutrients ar-e soluble 
and siroposedly available^ This was probably not the case with 
the cultures used in these es^^erimsnts after they had been 
made up a few hours, Breazeale and McGeorge (1932) found that 
in solutions made up '^th basic tap \7ater soluble pho^hate 
Tsas apparently precipitated by calcium ccsnpletely at pE 7.6 
or oTer* Since the tap -siater used in the present inYestiga-
tion had a pH of 7»2 it is probable that some phosphate pre­
cipitated out during the ten days between solution changes. 
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isotiller factor wiiicii undoubtedly iiad sooe effect in fix~ 
ing soluble p2iosphate in tlie ciiltures, "s^as the high, iron con­
tent. Wliile added as ferric tartrate it appeared as tlie 
gelatinons ferric Iiydrozide witiiin a few hoiirs and as sucii 
•^o'uld be an effective agent in phosphorus fixation according to 
McGsorge and Breazeale {1952).. Some iron iniglit also liave gone 
OTer into ferric liydroside,: another agent active in phosphate 
fixation as reported by Ford (1933). In addition, Tidmore 
(1930) found that com absorbed phosphorus mtch more slowly 
from alkaline ttian from acid solutions. 
As a result of the factors mentioned above, corn plants 
growing in the solutions used TOuld need to absorb their phos­
phate quite rapidly before it became unavailable. This being 
the ease branched 2?oot systems with large absorptive area 
woiild have an advantage over non-branched types and would be­
have very mch the same as when groim on soils low in phos­
phorus, since in one case rapid absorption took, place and in 
the other, soils were thoroiighly covered to extract all phos­
phate obtainable, !I!he result to the plant in either case 
would be a Eore nearly adeq'uate supply of phosphorus. 
Since the root branching here discussed is largely 
genetic and not environmental some consideration should be 
given, to factors affecting branching. Capacity for top 
branching, or tillering, in maize is controlled by heredity 
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since even sweet corn inljreds iiave been developed which are 
free from suclcers» Mghtingale, Scherseriiorn and Hobblns 
{1932) foimd that sulphur deficiency inhibited initiation of 
lateral shoots in the tomato but did not stop apical growth, 
Priestley and Svershed {1922} state that root branciiing 
is a result of extra food stpply being sent down fram the 
tops* If this irere true all genotypes should root-branch 
freely on lorn nitrogen^ a condition favoring high carbohydrate 
supply in the plant, but lines like Ldg do not inherit the 
capacity and fail to branch imich* 
Noel (1923) also suggests that phosphate applications in--
crease fibroiis roots but this could only be within the poten­
tial limits of the genotype, 
Keeblej. Kelson and Snow (19S0} found that reinoval of mise 
shoots or even ooleoptiles decreased Initiation of adventitious 
or secondary roots. This strongly stiggests that some su'b-
stance is forjaied in the aerial growing point which stiimlates 
mitosis in potential branch root cells in the peri cycle. Such 
a substance might well be the sulfhydril chemical stimulus for 
mitosis discussed by HaMnett (1929) and is in line with Nightin­
gale's work on sulphur deficiency, cited above. Formation of 
such a substance in larger amounts in the inbred lines Mc and 
K 187, with their crosses, could account for the strong ten­
dency to fom multiple secondary roots. 
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DISCUSSION OF HATURS OF ETEBRII) YIGCB 
Studies on nutrient efficiency siied some liglit on the 
nature of hybrid vigor,^ a question of especial interest in 
maize because of its degree of expression and .practical use. 
The general explanation of hybrid vigor as being due to the 
action of doiainant favorable grotrth genes^ is not very specific 
as to what these genes isay be and how they exert their action 
in the growth of the plants 
Ashby (19S0) suggests four laanifestations of hybrid vigor, 
viz: 
1« More gro-sTing points resulting in laore leaves and til-
l0rs» (No mention is made of roots). 
2. More efficient photosynthetic ability of the leaves^ 
5. Larger embryo with which to initiate gro\7th, 
4, Longer period of active cell division. 
In cosaacn with other workers he observed higher germina­
tion percentage of the ?a hybrid as compared to either parent 
but states that, "the hybrid does not differ in the least from 
its more vigorous parent as regards relative groisth rate." 
Kie conclusion is reached that greater weight of the hybrid 
embryo gave an advantage over the inbred parents sufficient to 
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account for the large difference in total growth between the 
hybrid and the Inbred parents^ 
First of all it shonld be painted out that the plants in 
Ashby^s experiiaent in^olired only one cross and were ^groim on 
one soil, with a uniform fertility leTel* Whether this v/as 
high or low Is not stated but it may be assumed that the soil 
•was adeq.tiatel7 supplied with mineral nutrients^ A later experi­
ment {1932} -^as conducted along similar lines* If the hypo~ 
thesis of initial embryo weight giving a growth ad"5rantage at 
liie starts sufficient to account for heterosis,, is correct it 
would follow that the hyb2?id should be larger than the larger 
parent^ when grown at any lerel of fertilityproviding of 
course that the hybrid eacceeds both parents in size when gro-sm 
with optimuTt sipply of Eiineral nutrientS:. 
Reference to table IB indicates that the cross lA s Lag 
ms not as large as the inbred Ldg on low Iw While the dif­
ference is not large the trend was consistent throughout the 
ten replications. Again in table 14 where four inbreds and 
six crosses were grown on "water, without isineral nutrients, the 
hybrid LA x Ldg produced no more weight than either parent* 
The other five crosses behaved somewhat as might be expected 
from the Ashhy hypothesis but since LA x L^ did nat,^ embryo 
size did not give increased growth in this case. Once more, 
in table 18^ the cross LA x Ldg on check and low phosphorus 
treattaents failed to equal the weight of the larger inbred 
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parent. This was true also of LA x IC 187 and LA z Mc on three 
treatments and Ldg x Z 187 on all treatments, iTlien grown on 
fertile fi^d soil all the hybrids, including Lil x Ldg, produce 
miGh larger plant weight than either parent and in the same 
length of tiEe« 
This indicates that whei^ plants are not supplied with op- 1 
timum amount of mineral nutrients the Fi fails to sho^? as much 
hybrid vigor and may shctr none at all when compared m-fe. the 
larger parent.. Such a situation can only mean that rate of 
growth is an essential factor determining heterosis. It is a 
well-laioi3Ti fact that an inbred line of corn gravis larger on 
very rich soil than on very poor soil and in about the same 
length, of time, as a result of isore rapid rate of groisrth due ^ 
to plentiful nutrient s^5)ply. If an Fi hybrid -sras more effic­
ient in abswrbiog nutrients than either parent it would show a 
faster growth rate as a result of higher nutrient supply in the 
plant. 
Factors affecting degree of grofyth as a result of hybrid 
vigor 23ay be divided into three classes. Some factors are 
dear cut while others are less easily classified. All are 
inter-related in their aci^ion, Maxiisuin. potential size in any 
given hybrid laay be liiaited by any one of these essential fac­
tors favoring groT^th, 
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1. Hereditary faetors dealing ?rit>i a"bsorption cf nutrients. 
These are basic to any groirtli after iKxtemal food supply is ex-
Iiausted* Since data are not available describing differential 
ability to take in COg Tirith inbred lines of corn;,, discussion 
will be confined to aineral nutrients^ These elesients are 
taken in ttLrough the roots and only in areas tovirard the tip of 
each root* Pope (1932) has sh.om that groisrth in young barley 
plants yaried directly with root development, being retarded be­
fore tiller roots appeared and renewed whisi they began to func­
tion, Hybrids may differ from inbred parents in the rela-t^ive 
amount of nutrient absorbing area,. Why they may differ "s-ill 
be discussed under the second group of factors. Unmistakable 
evidence that they differ, in the direction of a root sys­
tem better a(^pted for rapid absorption of nutrients^^ has been 
indicated in table SE* Thus isre find hybrids better equipped 
than their inbred parents for rapid uptake of nutrients, a 
very fimdamental factor in the growth rate race which ends in 
varying expressions of hybrid vigor^ but by no means the onl^^-
one» 
2. Hereditary factors governing rate of utilization of 
nxLtrients for growth of the plant. These are quite directly 
related to the first group insofar as a rapid combination of 
absorbed ions results in increased concentration gradient be-
ts-een soil solution and root sap and pronotes absorption of 
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mjTB ions, A wide variety of factors fall in this group^ 
Genes interfering with noraal chlorophyll deTOlopsient, such as 
the various white and yelloiar seedliijg characters,, prevent 
ntilization of nutrients, regardless of absorption. This t^J-pe 
of gene may also be effective in modifying rate of food inanu-
facture in the variotis pale-norsiai-darls: green inbred types. 
Dark green lines are quite dominant over light green in a 
Gross and as such laay represent ^sinant action of a favorable 
growth factor. 
Other genes controlling number of leaves and leaf area 
•SDUld fail in the class of rate of utilizalilon factors. Most 
plant diseases interfere T?ith Eaanufactm:*© or use of foods for 
growth trhieh would place disease resistance genes in the 
favorable rate group • Such genes are usually dominant as 
one would expect of factors favoring growth* There inay be 
otlier undiscovered genes affecting iniierited enzyme content 
or activity which could speed up the pbotosynthetic process^ 
protein synthesis^ or other plant functions. Such enzymes 
laight be quite specific as in the case of the waxy gene and its 
relation to amyi^e activity in maize. DoBiinant or comple­
mentary factors of laiis nature^ acting in a hybrid, could ac­
count for njore rapid gro^rth than the less completely equipped 
inbred par^ts^ 
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Anotlier very important phase of relative growtli rate cen­
ters aroimd tlie cause of cell division, and there is no reason 
to "belieTe tliat tliis cause, wliatever its saature^ is not sub­
ject to •variation in ixeredity* WMle an abundance of nutri­
ents and foods, especially sulpliur-iiydrogen conrpomids, my not 
"be tiie pressure wliiciL initiates mitosis it is certain that it 
cannot go on -ssrlthout a minimum supply as expressed by slower 
growtii rate when withheld,. Depriving a plant of any given 
element does not induce mutation because of insufficient sup­
ply of that element to reduplicate the genesy It simply steps 
cell division, plants isrith inherited abundance of stimulus 
for mitosis might well be those which "tend to initiate nevf 
growing points freely either in top branches or root branches. 
If expressed in root branches increased nutrient absorption 
wotiid be favored to build the cells whieh were dividing 
rapidly as a result of abundant mitosis stisiulant* Or perhaps, 
on the contrary, high nutrient supplies resulting from an 
inherited efficient root systeia, are responsible for the pres­
sure initiating mitosis* Bie wori: of Malinowski (192S) with 
garden beans is certainly evidence of "the fact that hybrid 
vigor is a result of the growth of more cells, of normal size,, 
in a given length of time and not an equal nuaber of cells 
but of larger size. 
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3» Hereditary factors controlling size and siiape and 
position of Yarious plant parts* These are growth correlation 
genes and are responsible for square or round stents in plants, 
broad or narrow leaves ovate or oblate siiape in fruit. The ef­
fect of sncb a gene on tosato fruit siiape is described by 
Lindstpom (1927) , 
Growth factors of tbis kind may be closely related in 
their action to the other two types of the inherited g3?owth 
control iiioCiiamsiu* Sffsct on leaf shape ia2.§ht ^nflixcnco pnoto*^ 
S3Tithetic area and the3reby utilization of nutrients and rate of 
g2?owth» Several genes changing the normal size and shape of 
various plant parts, are laio-wn* Teopod in maise, rasosajj 
tunicate and tassel seed are obviously factors in determining 
degree of plant and ear growth and its expression in terms of 
hybrid vigor, \1hile not mpped., genes imist exist in laaize 
which govern growth of cob length and peiSaaps kernel depth 
in^jortant yield con^onents* Long cobbed inbred lines such as 
LA^, sho?? dominance over short cobbed lines like Mc in the Fi 
hybrids* Since ear length is a favorable g2?owth factor so far 
as grain yield is concerned doiainance here Tspould give one 
el^isient of the advantage possessed by the hybrids She fact 
that net ear length is greats than that of the LA parent 
probably results from genes affecting the !aoi*e rapid uptake 
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and -use of nutrients, so that more food is available for ear 
gro-!7t>i in tiie cross. 
Hybrid vigor in laaize then, is a resultant of optimuin fac­
tors for plant groTis-ai operating in an emriroiffiient suitable for 
•feeir expression. Some of these factors come from, one parent 
and some from the other» They involve genes specifically con­
trolling size and shape^ those dealing with rate of utiliza­
tion of nutrients and others determining rate of absorption of 
nutrients* An ideal maize hybrid should be so constituted as 
to have no limitation placed on its mximuni growth hy specific 
size and shape factors preventing full use of foods. Lilce^se 
there should be no linitation as a result of lack of ability 
to convert nutrients into foods in the plant* l?ith these re-
QUireaents satisfied, amount of gro-wth, so far as determined 
by heredity, would depend on the aasotmt of nutrients the plant 
ms able to obtain •S7hich is where the limitation ought to pre­
vail* Sie fact should not be lost sight of, however, that 
nutrient supply in the plant depends on the inherited effic­
iency of the root, system as vrell as the availability of nutri­
ents in the mediuia of growth.* Further research on the nature 
of hybrid vigor, as expressed in terms of rate and amount of 
growth, should not overloolc the importance of the absorptive 
organs as the source of entry of those materials without tirhich 
growth cannot progress^ 
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Since growtli factors are of tliree kinds some inbred lines 
of maize approacii the ideal in one type but fall siLort in some 
of the others* To develop the ESDst useful lines potential 
growth factors should be studied with an optisum stgjply of 
nutrients so as to give coiroleta expression to what the plant 
can accoiaplish. Lines chosen in this way should then be 
grown with limited nutriemt supply and only those saved which 
coinbine other established yield factors Hith the ability to 
obtain nutrisats at somewhat suh-nomsal levels of fertility. 
Such types should lick good combining ability with vfide adap­
tation, If the lines Mrere selected only by continual growing 
upon poor soils, efficient types with wide adaptation might 
be obtained but be limited in combining ability because of in­
adequate size and shape genes of class 
In practice, maize hybrids are quite frequently com5)osed 
of four inbred lines. If factors for a high degree of nutri­
ent efficiency are carried by lines A and B but not by C and 
D such a hybrid would show a more uniform favorable response 
on poor soils if made up (A x B) x (C 2 D) than if A C and 
B D were combined to make the f inal cross, The same ^srould hold 
true of course for any other dominant favorable factors carried 
in common by two of the four inbred lines, but not by the 
other two. 
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S¥0LT3TI0If OF MilRIl&T SFFICISNCY FACTOES 
Batlier co23g)2ete dominance of vhosphorus efficiency is in 
line witn Fisher's tlieory of the evolution of doiainance* In 
maize, liigli phosphorus supply results in pluErp^ well matured 
seeds with lower laoisture content in the fall* Such seeds are 
less apt to be killed by lirinter freezes or to be rotted by es-
eessive moisture. Any mutation which provided the plant with 
a better phosphorus supply than its fellows growing on the 
same soil, vrould be advantageous in the wild state» Other more 
or less neutral mutations which took place and iBiiich provided 
the right background for expression of dominant action of the 
phosphorus efficiency genes, would eventually spread through­
out the population and dominance -would be rather complete. 
Ifitrogen efficiency is much less dominant and probably 
with good reason. Plants supplied with an abundance of nitro­
gen remain in Idie vegetative condition longer. This delays 
ripening and increases danger of seed death during the winter 
because of higher moistiire content* Tissues of high nitrogen 
plants are generally softer and more susceptible to diseases^ 
Further, a hi^ ratio of nitrogen to carbohydrate in the plant 
is more conducive to vegetative than to reproductive processes. 
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It would, tlierefore, appear tliat ability to utilize nitrogen 
imustially well might be disadvantageous to sui'vival of mize 
as a wild species. 
Whether v;hite men have had such part in the evolution of 
the com plant, during soise three hundred jesxs of selection, 
is a matter of speculation, Physiological isolation has not 
prevailed but rather corn types have been moved rather rapidly 
fixjn one environment to another, accompanied by much outcrossing 
mth 'unrelated types« Changes have been 33iade involving siiaple 
characters such as the endosperm and pericarp color but it is 
dDuhtful if mny alterations in the physiology of the plant 
have gone on in the species since it came into the hands of 
white aen» Relatively few varieties of maize selected on the 
basis of physiological differences were available until the 
recent production of relatively pure inbred lines. It is 
with such siaterial that future studies of physiology and in­
heritance in siaize will make more rapid progress^ 
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StSMilRY 
Tests were laade with inbred lines and crosses ot 
maize, to detenaiiie relative aiao-ont of gro-sj-tJi witli various 
limitations of phoirolioms and nitrogen. Tiiese tests were con­
ducted witli plants growing in soil, sand and soil, sand, q-uartz 
sand and -vrater culttxres and growth seas'ored in tezns of dry 
weight of the plant produced mth one test "based on ear 
t?eights. They were made at all times of year over a period 
of tiTO and one-half years* 
2, Many inbred lines behaved very imch alilse, but a few 
showed distinct differences when grorni with a liiaited phosphorus 
supply. Evidence of differential response to a low nitrogen 
supply "sras less pronounced. 
Best measurement of phorohorus requirements of maize 
ms imde on plants growing in culture solutions, with the 
proper technique, at levels near the critical limit of growth 
for this element. Differences between types, when grown on 
soil or sand, were slower to app-^r than with water cultures 
but showed reiry good correlation. 
4. Two inbred lines which grew well on low phosphorus and 
two which grew poorly, were chosen for laore detailed study with 
adequate replications. They were foxind to have a significantly 
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differential response "Kfiien grown on a medi-uia poor in pliospxiorus.. 
Differences in nitrogen efficiency were not found to be large. 
5. The siz crosses of tlie fonr principal inlireds were stud­
ied in tile same tests witii the parents. Dominance of phospiiate 
efficiency was found, particularly with one of the efficient 
parents* This dominance was most evident on the first levels 
of phosphoriis deficiency, mast apt to be enco'untered in soils, 
6* The cross of the phosphate inefficient inbred lines 
 ^^  1 ^  Ma -A T  ^ •f' V* •*» ^  JJ.W C«VXU.0ULW0 V/J. O U J.U^XC^Ci V.fc.W£I. VfU. JL\70^0WV VW 
2K5re effective use of limited supplies of nitrogen and phos­
phorus* 
7, Inheritance of nitrogen efficiency was found to be 
mostly intermediate between the tw3 parents* It is considered 
thai: ear -creights should also be taken in a study of relative 
growth isrith low nitrogen supply. 
8, Ho definite relationship was found between phosphate 
efficiency and percentage eoinposition of phosphorus in the in­
bred lines. 
9, Difference in ratio of secondary or branch roots to pri-
isary roots was found to be distinctly different among the four 
lines studied. Siese differences "5?ere inherited and not sub­
ject to alteration by the medium in which the plants were 
grora. A high ratio of secondary to primary roots was found 
with the phosphate efficient lines and a low ratio ^th the 
inefficient ones. 
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10* The six crosses of the foiir iiihreds ail showed in­
creased ratio of secondary to primry roots, above the average 
of the tm> parents, Eigh ratio of secondary to primary roots 
was inherit-ed as a doiainant character in the i"i generation* 
11* Doiainance of inheritance of branched root t3?pe is 
advanced as a possible ca^se of phosphate effxexsncy in the 
hybrids^ 
12-* Dominance of ability to absorb nutrients aore rapidly 
is considered to be a favorable growth factor concerned v/ith 
hybrid vigor,. 
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TABLE 1 
Hry weight in grains of five inbred lines grown in 
preliminary water culture 
LA 
1 f t 
• B1 351al* 4 Co S7» ival ;VD 456a2 
Full nutrient 
Roots 0.40 0,36 1,44 0,87 1,50 
Total 1.80 3,07 7,22 2,57 6.39 
Per cent 100,00 100,00 100,00 100.00 100,00 
1/5 Nitrogen 
Roots 2.74- 1.09 1.70 1,12 1.60 
Total 16.03 11.19, 12,10 3.90 6.86 
Per cent 890.50 397,00 167,50 151.70 107.30 
1/5 Phosphorus 
Roots 1,30 1,11 3,09 0,65 5,30 
Total 7.30 10,95 28,75 2,67 29,44 
Per cent 405,50 365,00 398,20 103,00 460.70 
Distilled Water 
Roots 
Total 
Per cent 
0,54 
1.70 
94,40 
0,11 
0,66 
21,50 
0,30 
0,60 
8,30 
0.20 
0.80 
31,10 
0,75 
1,14 
17.80 
Solution changed each 10 days, approximtely. Preliminary 
solution. 
Two plants per quart jar, not replicated, 
February 3 to April 6, 1931, 
TABLE 2 
•« 
Dry weight in grams of seven inbred lines grown in. soil plus solution I 
i • ' ' ' 't ' " ''' ^ »' ' ' 
* lA • Ldg « MC »B1 351al*WD 456a2»0s 426» 4 Co ^7 
Soil + Full nutrient 
Boots 
Total weight 
Average total 
Per cent 
Soil + 1/5 Nitrogen 
Roots 
Total weight 
Average total 
Per cent 
Soil + 1/5 Phosphate 
Boots 
Total weight 
Average total 
Per cent 
3,37 4.35 4.02 2,80 4.11 4.23 1,99 
2.80 4.70 3.10 3.80 4.42 3.77 i.68 
2,20 5.82 2.82 3.09 3.12 2.41 1.15 
17. 12.20 15.62 10.41 1^.33 11.10 9.78 
12.40 11.45 19.42 14.49 13.22 13,85 9.45 
11.60 12.52 15.37 11.29 11.62 9.76 10.51 
IS. 96 12.06 16.86 12.06 "'12 .'19 • 11. ss 9.97 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100,00 100.00 
3.49 5.0E 2.71 3.22 4.90 3,18 2,26 
3.28 4.61 2.12 2.70 4.70 3,75 1.35 
4.24 4.58 2.23 2.35 3,67 4.05 1.62 
10.68 l&.SS 7.79 11. SS 11,€»S 9.§1 10,25 
10.28 8.76 7.94 12.41 11,80 10.57 6,62 
14.64 12.08 7.25 10.16 11.07 10.25 10,96 
11.20 ia.45 7.66 11.20 11.59 10.24 9,27 
81.40 86.60 45.60 92.80 95.00 91.10 92,20 
2,00 
2,10 
1.59 
3.35 
1.45 
2.05 
2.80 
3.26 
3.51 
1,29 
1.70 
1.37 
1.38 
2.32 
3.49 
2.21 
1.92 
2.88 
2.14 
1.30 
1.49 
6.53 
8.92 
5.54 
7.6S 
3.58 
6,77 
15.13 
20,62 
14,39 
6.89 
7.70 
6.04 
5.57 
6.85 
8,01 
7,3§ 
6.54 
8.76 
8;V5 
6.69 
6,79 
6.^9 
50,80 
S.dd 
49.60 
16.71 
99,40 
6.87 
56.70 
6.71 
54.60 
7.56 
62.60 
7,S4 
73,60 
Garden soil watered with nutrient solution, 150 c,c, each 5 days. Water as needed. 
Solution I, 
Two plcmts per 8 inch pot in triplicate, 
January 31 to April 3, 1951, 
TABLE 3 
Key weight in grams of eleven inbred lines grown in solution I 
a- , , . 
*Full nutrient*Per cent* f , 
T t t t 
1/10 P •per cent' 
"t 
1/10 II /Per cent 
"t 
08 4S0c2 
Total 
Roots 
19.6 
6.1 
11,3 
3.4 100 
17.1 
6.0 
— 
87,2 
4.3 
1.8 
3.0 
1.4 23.8 
Average total 15.45 I'^.IO S.S5 
4 Oo 82 
Total 
Roots 
3.3 
1.8 
4.2 
2,0 100 
2.9 
1.0 84.8 
2.9 
1.5 
3.5 
1.5 85.3 
Average total 3.75 S.90 • svso 
L S89a2 
Total 
Roots 
4.2 
1.6 
— 
100 
3,1 
1.1 
1,2 
0.7 73.8 
2.4 
1.0 
2.8 
1.1 57,1 
Average total ^.80 3,15 2.60 
4 Co 101 
Total 
Roots 
14.1 
2,8 
11.0 
2.4 100 
10,2 
2.4 
8.2 
1.9 73,3 
5.15 
1.4 
4.6 
1,2 38,8 
Average total 9.20 S.S5 
01 
Total 
Roots 
6.6 
2.7 
3,4 
1.4 100 
4.3 
2.4 
2.9 
1.4 72,0 
3.8 
1.8 
3,4 
1.8 72.0 
Average total 5.00 3.60 3.60 
Pr 
Total 
Roots 
8.1 
2.1 
6.7 
2.0 100 
5.7 
2.9 
— 
69,7 
4.7 
2.1 
4.1 
2.1 59.4 
Average total 7.40 5.70 4,40 
Mc 401al 
Total 
Roots 
5.9 
2.2 
— 
100 
3.8 
1.1 
4.5 
1.6 65.2 
2,2 
0.8 
2.5 
0.9 37.2 
<3 

Roots 
Average total 
01 
Total 
Roots 
Average total 
Pr 
Total 
Roots 
Average total 
Mc 401al 
Total 
Roots 
Average total 
Sto 
Total 
Roots 
Average total 
Oat 
Total 
Boots 
Average total 
S 826 
Total 
Roots 
Average total 
1324 
Total 
Roots 
Average total 
12.bb 9.50 
JU0 9 
...' ity „ 
S.55 
6.6 
2.7 
3.4 
1.4 100 
4.3 
2.4 
2.9 
1.4 72,0 
3.8 
1.8 
3.4 
1.8 72.0 
5.00 3.60 3.60 
8.1 
2.1 
6.7 
2.0 100 
5.7 
2.9 
— 
69,7 
4.7 
2.1 
4.1 
2.1 59.4 
9.40 S.% 4.40 
5.9 
2.2 
— 
100 
3.8 
1.1 
4.5 
1.6 65.2 
2.2 
0.8 
2.5 
0.9 37.2 
5.§0 4.15 2.35 
6.1 
2.3 
5.2 
1.3 100 
2.4 
1.3 
4.7 
1.9 62.8 
1.4 
0,8 
2.2 
1.0 31.8 
• • S.§5 S.55 1,80 
3.6 
1.5 
1.4 
0.4 100 
1.4 
0.9 
1.15 
0.8 51.0 
2.2 
1.0 
1.1 
0.6 66.0 
S.50 1.29 1.65 
14.9 
4.5 
5.4 
1.6 100 
7.2 
2.3 
2.3 
0.9 46.8 
4.2 
2.1 
4.3 
2.0 41.8 
18,7 
6,0 
Tsy 
100 
8,6 6.4 
2.6 1.3 45.9 
"Ttse ^ 
3.7 2,9 
1.9 1.5 19.7 
— 
Solution changed about each 10 days. 
Solution I. 
Tw3 plants per quart ^ar in duplicate. 
April 23 to Jime 22, 1931. 

TABLE 4 
Dry weight in grams of nine inbred lines grown in sand plus solution I 
 ^ i i ' t 
• Blx »ia3 397'I 224a2» 
f f » » 
MO Osf LA 01 'B1 351al* 
t t 
Ldg 
Full nutrient 
Total 45.60 42.10 45.65 38.11 37.15, 50.00 57.96 34.00 23.12 
37.75 42.47 44.50 36.45 36.70 53.91 47.30 42,38 10.18 
45,21 49.80 54,90 32.83 53.42 'i4.30 43.70 38.88 19.70 
33.43 40.92 45.55 35.05 37.78 'i4.35 39.90 35.27 20.55 
34.55 38.05 36.13 39.05 56.20 37.05 62.25 30.80 15.34 
Roots 13.18 10.39 14.91 12.10 11.21 10.02 15.06 13,87 5.60 
11.72 13.50 18.75 9.65 10.71 11.50 10.11 15.27 2.25 
12.00 5.21 23.65 7.69 20.05 10,03 10.00 14.54 4.98 
8.53 9.92 19.00 9.70 13.00 14.00 9.50 12.10 5.31 
10.50 11.78 13.18 12.75 21.15 7.96 10.23 8,79 4.60 
Average totel 'S5.51 4^.6^ 45.34 SS'.SO" 44.25 45. §2 48.^2 36.26 17.78 
Per cent 100.00 
o
 
o
 • 
o
 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
''lO Phosphorus 
Total 31.22 22.70 31.30 23.89 35.71 34.31 27.00 16.55 8.30 
35.00 29.21 30.00 24.90 28.13 26,12 31.38 23.83 2.68 
37.69 43.78 33.20 26.10 28.55 26.28 8.22 19.92 2.00 
35.42 37.82 34.68 11.65 23.87 38.22 29.11 5.22 9.98 
23.54 23.30 32.42 30.80 24.85 4.00 27.64 15.08 1.91 
Roots 8.44 7.42 10.30 6.71 7.43 6.90 11.38 3.90 1.62 
10.91 11.41 10.17 6.45 5.40 5.92 10.00 6.77 0.68 
11.12 14.41 10.00 8.90 6.58 5.45 3.49 5.20 0.40 
10.94 13.00 11.25 2.00 6.10 7.24 11.10 1.50 3.05 
6.32 7.63 9.97 11.56 4.85 0.98 9.85 3.82 0.29 
Average total S2.57 31.36 32.32 28.22 ' • 25".78" 24.67 'C SV 
Per oent 82.85 73.52 71.28 64.65 63.77 56,14 51.16 44.45 27.95 
1/10 Nitrogen 
Total 
Hoots 
30.05 21.52 48.60 33.20 25.70 39.22 15.60 22.52 10.10 
29.23 29.95 29.91 29.28 25.29 2i,3B 26,81 13.55 15,23 
27.18 37.81 39.90 20.00 30.00 39,27 29.68 40,02 10,05 
26.27 27.40 31.11 27.15 27.24 31.10 21.52 13.65 11.10 
28.11 25.85 18.87 25.25 23.20 31.74 29.80 13.81 5.72 
8.59 5.50 17.27 15.05 6.70 8.75 5.02 6.34 2,41 
8^50 fi.m ft. 95ft in 5>n n A«=; « tn fj <ir\ 

UU. J.U a t .wu ou.ou 
Roots 13.18 10.39 14.91 12.10 11.21 10,02 15,06 13,87 5.60 
11.72 13.50 18,75 9.65 10.71 11.50 10,11 15.27 2,25 
12,00 5,21 23.65 7,69 20.05 10.03 10.00 14.54 4.98 
8.53 9,92 19.00 9.70 13.00 14.00 9,50 12.10 5.31 
10.50 U.78 13.18 12.75 21.15 7.96 10,23 8.79 4.60 
Average total SS.Sl 4S.65 45.34 36,30 44.25 48,22 36.26 17.78 
Per cent 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100,00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
l/lO Phosphorus 
Total 31.22 22.70 31.30 23.89 35.71 24,31 27.00 16.55 8.30 
35,00 29.21 30.00 24.90 28.13 26.12 31.38 23.83 S.68 
37.69 43.78 33.20 26.10 28.55 26,28 8.22 19.92 2.00 
35.42 37.82 34.68 11.65 23.87 38,22 29.11 5.22 9.98 
23.54 23.30 32.42 30,80 24.85 4,00 27.64 15.08 1,91 
Roots 8.44 7.42 10.30 6.71 7.43 6.90 11.38 3.90 1.62 
10.91 11,41 10,17 6.45 5,40 5.92 10.00 6.77 0,68 
11.12 14.41 10.00 8,90 6.58 5.45 3.49 5.20 0.40 
10,94 13.00 11.25 2.00 6,10 7.24 11.10 1.50 3.05 
6.32 7,63 9.97 11.56 4.85 0.98 9,85 3.82 0.29 
Average total S2.57 52. 2S.47 28.22 a4,67 16. IS """4.97 
Per cent 82.85 73,52 71.28 64.65 63.77 56,14 51,16 44.45 27.95 
1/10 Nitrogen . 
Total 30.05 21.52 48.60 33.20 25.70 39,22 15.60 22,52 10.10 
29.23 29,95 29.91 29.28 25.29 2i,38 26.81 13.55 15.23 
27.18 37,81 39,90 20,00 30.00 39.27 29.68 40,02 10,05 
26,27 27,40 31,11 27.15 27,24 31.10 21.52 13.65 11.10 
28.11 25.85 18,87 25.25 23.20 SI. 74 29.80 13.81 5.72 
Hoots 8.59 5.50 17,27 15.05 6.70 8,75 5.02 6.34 2,41 
8,50 8.20 8,38 11.20 7.05 6,10 7,20 3.28 3,30 
7.08 9.82 12.60 4.30 7.21 9,82 10,33 13.87 2.42 
7,42 5,95 11.55 7.68 7,97 7,92 7,71 2.70 2.70 
8,10 4.34 5.90 6.40 5.80 7,64 11.04 3.05 1.15 
Average total •2S.17 26.51 S3. 66 26; 9^ 26.28 32,54 24.68 50,71 10.44 
Per cent 71.66 66.84 74.28 74,27 59.34 70.86 51,18 54.35 58,71 
Hiver sand - 150 c.e. each - 5 days. 
Solution I, 
Fotir plants per gal, jar, 5 p^lications, 
April 23 to Jime 2E, 1931, 
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TABLE 5 
Percentage of barren stalks on three inbred lines grown 
in sand plus solution I 
' * i t — 
' LA » Mc • Ldg 
t T t 
Full Nutrient 
Per cent 
l/lO Piiosphorus 
per cent 
l/lO Nitrogen 
Per cent 
no ears 
100 
no ears 
100 
no ears 
100 
4 ears 
0 
4 ears 
0 
3 ears 
25 
3 ears 
25 
no ears 
100 
no ears 
100 
River sand. 
150 c,c. Solution I each 5 days, 
March 6 to June 10, 1931. 
Four plants per pot. 
TABLE 6 
Dry weight in grams of eleven inbreds grown on sand pltis superphosphate 
t ' » »' • « * t » * t * 
» Ldg » I ' L » L '4 Co » KB *4 Co » L • B1 »4 CO » Os 
* •805al'389aS* 311 * 82 » 397 »31a2 » 3S4 »345B » 101 »420o2 
EP 
Total 28.6 45,8 32.4 27.3 27.2 28.4 28.9 23.4 27.9 20.2 21.3 
Roots 10.9 14.5 10.8 6,3 10.0 9.2 5.8 7.7 9.2 5.4 5.4 
Per cent 201.3 142.6 117.8 114.2 105.0 202.5 101.4 99.5 93.0 85.9 82.2 
IP 
Total 14.2 32.1 27.5 23.9 25.9 27.7 28.5 23.5 30.0 23.5 25.9 
Roots 4.7 12.0 8.5 4.5 8.7 8.3 8.5 6.2 10,1 4.7 7.0 
per cent 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1/10 P 
Total 11.9 19.4 17.6 21.1 15.0 20,8 18.6 16.2 22.4 19.7 15.5 
Hoots 3,5 7.0 4.3 6.0 4.9 5.9 5.5 4.1 7.7 3.1 4.3 
Per cent 83.8 60,4 64.7 88.2 57,9 75,4 65,2 68,9 74.7 83.8 60,0 
1/100 P 
Total 5,6 11,6 11,6 18,9 6,9 11,5 12,8 6,3 16,4 21,0 9,6 
Roots 1,4 4.0 3.2 4.9 1.9 4,1 1.5 1.0 5.0 4,8 2,3 
Per cent 39,4 36.1 42.1 78.9 26.6 41.5 44,9 22,1 54,6 89,3 37,0 
Three plants per gallon jar. River sand, 
250 lbs, 20% superphosphate per A (area) « IP 
150 lbs, 14:% RaNOg per A (area) « IN (too heavy, no data), 
March 15 to ffey 2, 1931, 
TABLE 7 
Dry weight in grams of four inbreds and three of their crosses in 
in sand plus solution I 
t Mo *La X Mo * La ' La X • Z 187 ' K 187 • Blx 
« t t t K 187 » t x ' 
t T t r t t Blx » 
Full nutrient 
Total 13.5 15.5 13.1 20.4 15.8 19.1 11.2 
17.1 24.3 13.6 22.1 10.3 14.8 11.3 
11.2 15.7 15.2 19.4 
11.5 18.1 13.7 11.0 
19.8 18.6 18,4 16.7 
Roots 2.4 2.0 S.5 4.5 3.1 4.7 2,3 
3.1 2.9 3.7 7.1 2.2 4.1 1.8 
1.8 1.8 4.0 4.1 
2.7 3.2 3.1 2.0 
3.2 2.3 4.9 4.1 
Average total 14.62 ife , 64 14.60 21.25 13.05 16. S5 13.92 
Per cent 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
1/50 Pho^horus 
Total 20.0 S2,7 6.6 16.2 10.7 11.9 6.8 
14.9 19.3 12.3 15.7 9.0 10.1 3.5 
16.0 17.6 8.9 2,7 
13.3 20.9 3.1 9.0 
16.6 16.4 9.5 4.2 
Boots 3.9 2,9 1.0 4.3 3.0 2.4 1.4 
3.0 2.8 2.7 4.4 2.4 2.0 0.7 
2.8 2.9 2.2 0.6 
2.2 2.6 0.5 2.3 
2.8 3.0 1.1 1.3 
Average total 16.16 19.69 S.08 15.92 9.QJD 11.00 &.a4 
P«r cent 110.6 105.6 54.6 74.7 75.4 64.9 . 37.6 
1/50 Nitrogen 
Total 9.3 22.1 17,5 20.3 13.8 16.0 20.0 
10.1 17.3 16.0 18.1 10.7 16.8 3.9 
12-0 16.7 1R-A cr 

Roots 
Average total 
Per cent 
1/50 Phospliorus 
^tal 
Roots 
Average total 
F«r oent 
1/50 Nitrogen 
Total 
Boots 
Average total 
Per oent 
n.s 15.7 15.2 19.4 
11.5 18.1 15.7 11.0 
19,8 18.6 18.4 16.7 
2,4 2.0 2.5 4.5 3,1 4.7 2.3 
sa 2.9 3.7 7.1 2.2 4.1 1.8 
1^8 1.8 4.0 4.1 
2.7 3.2 3.1 2.0 
3.2 2.3 4.9 4.1 
i4':ss • WM 14.30 ai.25 13.05 B.95 Ife.Sg 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
SO.O 82^7 6»6 16.2 10.7 11.9 6.8 
14.9 19.3 12.3 15.7 9.0 10.1 3.5 
16.0 17.6 8.9 2,7 
13.3 20.9 3.1 9.0 
16.6 16.4 9.5 4.2 
3.9 2.9 1.0 4.3 3.0 2.4 1.4 
3.0 2.8 2.7 4.4 2.4 2.0 0.7 
2.8 2.9 2.2 0.6 
2.2 2.6 0.5 2.3 
2.6 3.0 1.1 1.3 
IS. Id 19.69 3.05 1^,92 9.85 11.06 5,24 
U0,6 105.6 • 54.6 74.7 75,4 64.9 37.6 
9.3 22.1 17.5 20.3 15.8 16.0 20.0 
10.1 17.3 16.0 18.1 10.7 16.8 3.9 
12.0 16.7 13.4 5.6 
12.9 15.4 17.5 6.8 
10.2 16.9 13.0 19.8 
1.7 3.5 4.3 5.0 3.1 5.7 5,4 
1.8 3,1 4.1 5.3 2.4 4.0 1.1 
1.9 1.8 3.4 1.3 
2.6 1.9 3.8 1.3 
1.5 2.6 3»4 5,8 
10.90 I'/.eb 15;43 19.S0 16.40 n".22 
74.0 94.8 104.6 90.3 93.8 90.7 80.6 
00 h 
Two to five replications - two plants per gallon Jar« 
River sand plm solution I« 150 c,c« each 5 days* 
January S to February 27, 193S. 

TABLE 8 
Dry weight in grams of four inljreds and three crosses grown in 
nutrient solution II 
f ' ' t • ' "t 4 4 » 
•  G R  *  G R  •  M o  ' L A  »  L A  •  L A  »  K  1 8 7  
t  ' x '  * x *  
• » Mc • » Mc » • K 187 » 
Full nutrient 
Total 7.9 4.7 5.0 6.9 9.5 8,5 5,7 
3.2 4.5 6,2 8.0 9.3 6.1 3,9 
5.2 4.0 5.6 7.7 5,1 2,8 
Roots S.3 0.6 1.5 1.6 2.7 3,1 2.0 
0,7 0,3 1,8 2.7 2.8 1,9 1.2 
1.4 0.5 1.5 1.5 1.6 0.5 
Average total 5.4S 4.40 5.60 7.5S 9.40 6,67 4.1S 
Per cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 .0 
1/50 Phosphorus 
Total 1.2 2.4 2.9 4.0 2.9 3.5 2,5 
1.7 2.1 3.0 3.9 2.9 3.0 2,8 
S.O 3.0 3.1 3.7 3.6 2,0 
Boots 0.6 0.5 1.1 0.8 1.0 1.3 1,0 
0.5 0.4 1.1 1.4 1.0 1.2 1.1 
0.7 0.6 1.1 1,0 1.2 0.8 
Average total 1.6S S.50 3.00 3.87 2.90 3.57 2,43 
Per cent 30.0 56.8 53.5 51.3 30,8 51.2 58.8 
1/50 Nitrogen 
Tatal 3.2 3.2 4.0 3.5 6.0 6.2 3.0 
3.3 4.4 3^4 3.0 5.4 4.6 3.7 
4,9 5.4 3.4 3.6 5.3 4.5 
Roots 0.8 1.0 1,5 1,3 2.0 2.2 1.1 
1.0 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.8 1.4 1.3 
1.1 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.8 1.5 
Average total 3.80 4.33 3.60 3,37 5,70 5,27 
Per cent 70.0 97.4 64.2 51.2 60.6 80,2 90,3 
Three replications of 3 plants per quart jar. 
Final solution II. 
January 4 to February IB, 1932, 
NOTE TO USERS 
Oversize maps and charts are microfilmed in 
sections in the following manner: 
LEFT TO RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM, WITH 
SMALL OVERLAPS 
This reproduction is the best copy available. 
UMI 
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TABLE 9 
Dry weight in grams of six inbred lines and five crosses 
grown in quartz sand plus solution II 
r *7- T' T- -J— -r-
t f LA ' t LA 1 t Ldg 
f WD 456 f X » LA » X t Ldg 1 X 
t » WD C56 • f Ldg 1 t Bis 
Full nutrient 
Qm« total 24.2 36,4 22,1 39.1 10.9 44.5 
21,8 37,0 22,6 35.0 15,5 32,6 
14,6 30,6 16.2 
23,9 28,6 9.4 
23,1 36,6 10.a 
33,8 37.3 30.0 
B6.1 43.1 — 
Gm, roots 7.8 13,8 7,8 13,2 4.7 20.1 
7.1 11,8 7,9 9,4 5.5 9.6 
5,7 10,2 5.1 
10,1 9.2 2.9 
4,6 11,9 4.1 
13,6 11,1 11.1 
8.9 22.9 ~ 
Ave, total 2S.0 36,7 23,7 35,8 15.4' S'5.5" 
Per cent 100.0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100.0 
1/50 Phosphorus 
25.8 Qm« total 7.9 9,1 3,8 5.5 2,6 
8.8 11,8 4,4 8,3 2,2 25.4 
4,1 8.1 4.9 
3,8 5,6 4,9 
4,4 9.1 2,9 
— 8.0 — 
— 4.7 mnm 
am, roots 2.5 2,9 1.5 1,8 1,3 2.5 
2,8 3,6 1.7 2.9 1,1 1.7 
1,5 3.0 2.1 
1,4 1.2 1,9 
1,5 3.9 1,4 
— 3.1 — 
Ave, total 
—- 1.8 — 
8.3 10,4 4,1 7,"0' 3,5 
Per cent 36.0 28,3 17,2 19.6 22,7 66.4 
1/50 Nitrogen 
total 9.4 22,1 14,4 18,2 8.7 26.8 
11.7 29,4 12,1 18.6 11,8 23.0 
9,6 17.0 7,4 
15,8 23,2 14,6 
12,5 19.1 12,2 
10.1 13,5 10,0 
13,7 19.4 8,3 • 
Qau roots 3.3 8,0 5.7 6.9 3,4 4,9 
3.8 10,3 4,0 7,5 4,4 3.5 
3.3 6,2 2,9 
18 and five crosses 
1 solution II 
-f- t' T- - -f" 
LA 1 t Ldg » t LA t t LA 
3C f Ldg t 2 Bis ' MO t X t B1 351 ' X 
Ldg 1 t BIb t t MO t 1 B1 351 
39,1 10,9 44,5 8,1 25,6 58,4 4,6 24,5 
35,0 15,5 32.6 8.4 22.1 47,5 8,3 20,6 
30,6 16.2 9,8 31,2 
S8.6 9.4 J 5,2 24,1 
36,6 10,2 5,0 34,7 
37,3 50,0 5,9 39,2 
43,1 — 7,6 30,0 
13,2 4,7 20,1 2.8 7,1 26,5 1.5 6,1 
9,4 5,5 9,6 2.9 3,9 12,7 2.4 6,9 
10,2 5,1 3,3 10,0 
9,2 2,9 1.8 10,1 
11.9 4,1 , 1.5 11,7 
11.1 11,1 1.6 ' 8,3 
22.9 1 — 2.3 10,5 
3)5,6 15,4 8.a 23,8 52,9 6,6 29, g 
100,0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 
5,5 2.6 25,8 5.7 10,1 19,5 2,5 7.9 
8,3 2.2 25,4 5,6 12,6 19,6 2,5 6,7 
8,1 4.9 S.l 8,8 
5,6 4,9 3,0 9,3 
9,1 2,9 2,4 5.0 
8,0 2,3 9,8 
4.7 mnm 8,3 
1.8 1.3 2,5 2,7 3,2 6,2 1.0 2,4 
2.9 1.1 1,7 2,3 3,9 6,3 1.0 2,3 3,0 2,1 1.0 3,2 
1,2 1,9 1,2 3,6 
3.9 1,4 0,9 1,6 
3,1 1.0 2,1 
1.8 3.2 
7,0 3,5 5, ft 11,3 IS.B i,i • 7,9 19,6 22,7 66,4 68,3 47,4 37,0 31,8 26,9 
18,2 8,7 26,8 7,1 11,9 16,8 6,0 16,5 18,6 11,8 23,0 7,8 10,9 19,1 6,5 15,4 17,0 7,4 9,6 22,0 
23,2 14,6 8,4 14,6 
19,1 12,2 4,5 14,6 
13,5 10.0 7,4 13,3 
19.4 8,3 J ^ 3,9 14.1 
6,9 3,4 4,9 2,2 3,0 5,6 1.9 6,3 
7,5 4«4 3,5 9 R « n R A ft n Aft 
Gm, roots 
Ave# total 
per cent 
1/50 Plioephorus 
Gm« total 
caa# roots 
Ave, total 
Per cent 
1/50 NltTOgen 
Om, total 
030, roots 
Ave. total 
Per cent 
33,8 37,3 30 ,0 
26,1 43,1 — 
7,8 13,8 7,8 13.2 4,7 20.1 
7,1 11,8 7,9 9.4 5,5 9,6 
5,7 10.2 5,1 
10,1 9.2 2,9 
4,6 11.9 4,1 . 
13,6 11.1 11.1 
8.9 22.9 rnmmm 
23,0 36,7 23,7 35,8 lb,4 55,fa ^ 
100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 
7,9 9,1 3.8 5,5 2,6 25,8 
8,8 11,8 4,4 8.3 2,2 25,4 
4,1 8,1 4,9 
3.8 5.6 4.9 
4.4 9,1 2,9 
8,0 — 
4,7 WW 
2,5 2.9 1,6 1,8 1,3 2,5 
2,8 3,6 1,7 2,9 1.1 1.7 
1,5 3,0 2,1 
1,4 1,2 1.9 
le5 3«9 ls4 
3,1 WW 
1,8 
8,3 10,4 4,1 7,0 3.5 ab.6 ! 
36,0 28,3 17,2 19,6 22,7 66,4 
9,4 22.1 14,4 18,2 8.7 26,8 
11,7 29,4 12,1 18.6 11.8 23,0 
9.6 17,0 7.4 
15,8 23.2 14.6 
12,5 19,1 12.2 
10,1 13.5 10,0 
13,7 19,4 8,5 1 
3,3 8,0 5,7 6.9 3.4 4,9 ' 
3,8 10,3 4,0 7,5 4,4 3,5 
3,3 6.2 2,9 
5,5 10,3 5,7 
4,0 7,9 4,5 
3,3 4,5 4,0 
4,6 7.7 3,5 
10.5 25,7 '1S.6 18,4 7,6 ^4,9 
45,6 70,0 53,1 51,4 49,5 64.6 
Two to seven replications In gallon jars, quartz sand. 
Two plants per jar# 
Solution II added, 250 c.c* each 5 days. Water as needed, 
April 2 to May S9, 1938, 
43»X 
W 0 ft# 
7.6 30.0 
13.2 4.7 20.1 2,8 7,1 26,5 1.5 6.1 
9.4 5.5 9.6 2,9 3,9 12,7 2.4 6.9 
10.2 5.1 3.. 3 10,0 
9.2 2.9 1,8 10,1 
11.9 4.1 1.5 11,7 
11,1 11.1 1.6 • 8.3 
22.9 — 2.3 10.5 
35.8 15.4 Sfe.t) ^ 52,9 6,6 29,2 
100.0 100.0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 
5.5 2.6 25.8 5.7 10,1 19,5 2,5 7.9 
8.3 2.2 25.4 5,6 12,6 19,6 2,5 6.7 
8.1 4.9 2,1 8,8 
5.6 4.9 3,0 9.3 
9.1 2.9 2,4 5.0 
8.0 2,3 9,8 
4.7 8,3 
1.8 1.3 2,5 2.7 3.2 6,2 1,0 2,4 
2,9 1.1 1.7 2,3 3.9 6.3 1,0 2,3 
3.0 2.1 1.0 3.2 
1.2 1.9 *" 1.2 3,6 
3.9 1.4 i.- 0,9 1.6 
3.1 1.0 2,1 
1.8 — — •at tm 3.2 
7.0 3.£) <ib,6 
' S.6' 11.3 19,6 S,1 7,9 
19.6 22.7 66.4 68,3 47.4 37,0 31,8 26,9 
18.2 8.7 26,8 7,1 11.9 16.8 6,0 16,5 
18.6 11.8 23,0 7.8 10,9 19.1 6.5 15,4 
17.0 . 7.4 9,6 22,0 
23.2 14.6 8,4 14,6 
19.1 12.2 4,5 14,6 
13.5 10.0 7,4 13,3 
19.4 8.3 } 3,9 14.1 
6.9 3.4 4.9 2.2 3,0 5,5 1.9 6.3 
7.5 4.4 3,5 2.5 3,0 5,6 2.0 6.2 
6.2 2.9 3.5 9.7 
10.3 5.7 3,0 5.8 
7,9 4,5 1.7 5.9 
4.5 4,0 2.2 5.4 
7.7 
" 
3.5 4.8 
i34.9 7.4 11,4 17,9 6.6 15,8 
51.4 49,5 64.6 90.S 47,9 33,8 100.0 54,8 
:tz sand. 
)r as needed* 
NOTE TO USERS 
Oversize maps and charts are microfilmed in 
sections in the following manner: 
LEFT TO RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM, WITH 
SMALL OVERLAPS 
This reproduction is the best copy available. 
UMI 
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TABLE 10 
Dry weight of ears 
grown on poor 
in grains from six Inbreds and siz crosses 
soil fertilized with superphosphate 
and sodium nitrate 
+HP ears 
Average 
Per cent 
+K -P ears 
averago 
Per cent 
*V mN mara 
t ?/D 456 » » LA * » LA » : 
mi 456 • z » Me » X ' LA » X »i Ldg 
1 MC » t MC * f Ldfi t 
166,2 258,6 70.1 277,4 88,8 282.6 1 1 55 
153,0 251.5 82,0 293,3 87.6 240,0 I 53 
144,7 211.4 72.1 254.4 90,2 235,7 ; 53 
131,1 233.2 71,3 218.3 94,2 254,0 1* 48 
128,6 210,0 67,7 222,8 85,5 239,4 i i • 49 
130.0 174.1 60,8 204.8 81,5 241,2 i ! Z6 
100.6 192.3 44,3 201,9 69,2 220,1 34 
101.4 184,7 52«2 197,3 66,4 230,9 - 35 
89.9 200.0 48,1 187.9 61,2 217,2 1 23 
85.4 183.2 44.9 200.0 74,2 232.8 14 
100,4 165.1 52,0 235,4 74,9 224,1 j 8 
93,3 164.2 50,5 187,1 62.3 220,2 t 1 B 
97.6 153,9 40,2 161.5 62,0 227,7 \ , B 
112,7 133.3 39,7 181.4 50,3 220,0 1 • . B 
72,9 151.4 38,4 196,0 54,6 208,9 1 • r B 
70.0 119.8 39,2 158.0 52.4 193.8 B 
50,4 105.6 36,8 162,3 55,4 195,9 1 3 
41,6 109.5 26,7 137.4 41,8 191,2 i ,» B 
31,8 81,6 28,3 136,6 50,4 196,7 • B 
34,9 . B 30,0 84,0 30,5 160.5" ' B 
ISi.lS 50,74 193,80 66,67 ^22,09 SO, 
100,0 100.0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100. 
127,0 240,0 70,0 236,3 72.2 231,1 25. 
122,1 291,4 79,1 228,3 56,8 206,7 27, 
120.0 2\0.0 73,1 279.6 92,4 202,5 22. 
124,2 69,7 2U,5 83,5 228,0 1 18, 
126,4 203,2 65,5 214,7 59,7 209,1 1 B 
102,1 197.3 60,0 233,1 68,3 218,2 ^ B 
107,5 187,7 56,2 210,1 61,2 .216,4 1 B 
110,6 180.5 56,4 214,7 62,8 207,9 B 
107.7 143.1 59,6 196,1 62,3 200.2 1 B 
87,7 136.4 54,5 183,8 61,0 201.4 ; B 
84,5 136.2 56.6 180,0 42.5 171,1 i B 
71,1 128.7 55,2 185,3 41.1 167*8 B 
63,0 112.8 44,5 174.9 38,7 185,6 , B 
70.0 107,5 41,8 168.3 42,8 180.0 ; B 
60.0 122,6 39,0 166.2 68,9 166.1 B 
50.9 43.4 42,0 169.7 45,9 155,8 B 
46,7 98.0 31,6 176^2 32,5 1U,2 B 
39.7 94.4 34,5 167,3 24*0 133,7 i B 
60.5 94.2 20,5 117,8 13,8 115,6 B 
40.7 39.1 24,0 114.6 19.3 116,8 1 
• sa.ii 156.5S 51.69 «• 
89,0 94.8 101,7 98.2 78.6 81.8 ^ es. 
127.6 232.3 65.1 264.3 92,4 897.3 69. 
L six crosses 
>sphate 
1 1 * f t r t 
1 LA < » t B1 351 t » LA t LA 
LA » X ' Ldg t K 187 » X » B1 351 ' X t X 
t LdK ' 1 » K 187 f » WD 456 t B1 351 
88.8 282,6 55,5 102,6 233,3 46,7 290,3 294,5 
87,6 240,0 53,8 103,7 224,1 43,4 316,0 240,6 
90,2 235,7 53,2 94,1 192.2 20,8 335.6 135,0 
94.2 E54,0 48,3 91,0 168.2 10,0 306,4 141.8 
85.5 239,4 49,0 91.8 192.3 12,6 282.3 120,6 
81.5 241,2 36,9 90,8 180.0 11,5 278.5 150,0 
w@ . m ooa •} mc*/vr 0 34.5 96.5 183,1 8,3 onfy n 112,7 
66«4 239,9 35,9 81.7 157.3 6.0 268,6 118,1 
61,2 217,2 23,2 83,5 171.6 B 266.0 116,4 
74,2 232.8 14,7 82.3 157.7 b 253.1 122,0 
74,9 224,1 8,4 84.7 177,6 B 245.4 299,8 
62.3 220,2 B 76,0 158,2 B 242.7 288,9 
62,0 227,7 . B 77,1 150.5 B 210.6 259,2 
50,5 220,0 B 55,5 109.2 B 174.5 285,7 
64,6 .208,9 V B 56,4 144.6 b 148.5 262.2 
52,4 193.8 B 56,4 140.0 b 121.2 280.0 
55.4 195,9 B 55,1 131.0 b 138,1 302.5 
41,8 191,2 • B 51,1 U5,2 B 126,7 181,8 
50,4 196,7 ' • B 42.5 126,6 B B 157,3 
30,5 160.5 • B 38.6 101.7 B b 138,3 
66. ev 222,051 SO,67 95. 5^  ^ 160,72 7,96 206,96 200,37 
.00,0 100,0 100,0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100,0 100,0 
72,2 231,1 i 25,7 105.8 256.8 28,7 298,7 263,8 
56,8 206,7 27,6 82.2 173.8 18,6 286,1 205,8 
92,4 202,5 22.4 78.1 173,3 6,6 233,6 210.1 
83,5 228,0 18,4 70.8 170.1 5,5 208.2 220,7 
59,7 209,1 B 62.3 170,6 5.7 193.5 232,3 
68,3 218*2 . b 66,8 199.4 6,0 191,0 207,1 
61,2 216,4 B 60,0 139,4 3,7 178,9 216,6 
62,8 207,9 B 68,1 162.0 3.8 158,7 213.4 
62,3 200,2 B 69.6 151.3 B 112,6 208.4 
61.0 201.4 B 75.2 134.3 b 286,0 190.6 
42,5 171,1 B 58,0 140,0 B 277,9 181.3 
41,1 167,8 B 50.6 129,7 B 288,8 191.4 
38,7 185,6 . , B 62.3 146,9 B 248,5 191.2 
42,8 180,0 , B 57,1 142,4 B 261,6 154.8 
68,9 166,1 B 51,3 142,6 B 211,2 145.0 
45,9 155,8 B 46,5 155,0 B 280.0 135.2 
32,5 Jtl4,2 B 52.9 128.9 b B 137.3 
24,0 lS3t7 B 42.6 120,5 b . B 115.8 
13,6 115*6 B 42,6 100,0 B B 126.1 
19,3 116.8 B 48,1 ioi.2 B B B 
ifliui: 4.70 6^, 5b 151,51 S5,93 185,75 177,34 
78,6 81«S ' 88.7 82,7 94,5 49,3 89.7 88,9 
am m mm »m 
Average 
Per cent 
+P -H oars 
Average 
Per cent 
-N -P ears 
Average 
Per cent 
ODcV AAa-O oo« f J..OWAU i / 
70,0 107,5 41.8 168^3 42,8 180,0 1' • i 
60,0 122,6 39.0 166.2 68,9 166.1 
50,9 43,4 42,0 169,7 45,9 155,8 
46,7 98,0 31,6 176.2- 32,5 3tl4,2 J; 
39,7 94,4 34,5 167.3 24.0 133,7 
60,3 94,2 20.5 117.8 13,8 115,6 
40,7 89,1 24.0 114.6 19.3 116,8 
" M,ll 158,55 51,G9 1S1.42 52.43 181.41 
89,0 94,8 101,7 96.2 78.6 81. S ^ 2 
127,6 232,3 85,1 264,3 92,4 297.3 6' 
110,7 206,4 82,0 287.0 96,8 257.2 ' 4' 
103.5 187,6 80,1 255. 6 91.2 244.8 4( 
106,9 192,2 73,3 296.5 84,0 230,0 41 
113,0 150,0 58.7 299.1 80^4 217.1 31 
109.5 158.7 49,6 214.5 77.9 234.4 a 
101,2 179,5 50,4 194,8 77,2 215.9 Si 
109,0 127,1 41,7 187.5 76,6 233,7 3: 
110.9 191,1 44,1 193.2 72,8 204.8 i( 
98,5 155,2 46,9 186.2 69,3 216.3 i; 
92.3 143,6 40,6 200.0 55,5 202.9 
94,8 146,7 39,7 174.8 49,6 203.0 
84,2 129,5 40.0 181,5 47,6 200,0 
89,2 128,1 37.1 170,4 57,7 156.7 
84,4 158,8 32,2 158,7 48,8 167,6 J 
. 73.1 110,3 27.8 134,4 48,9 188,1 '1 
72,0 92,7 29.6 132,7 34^3 167,9 
68,9 97,9 28,5 111,2 33,5 167.4 
60,2 81,7 24,4 94.6 29,8 184.6 
63,5 318,5 8,5 80.0 26.3 184.9 
93,67 149,39 46,51 1$0.S5 62,43 If 
96.8 91,1 90,7 97.9 93.6 94.2 9( 
123,2 224.1 60,0 249.5 71.8 238.6 31 
120,0 333,6 65.3 240.7 96.7 268.7 4] 
134,7 206,4 61.1 176.0 59,5 230.0 2( 
119.0 187,0 64,5 181.1 63,2 212.3 1] 
117,4 176,8 57.8 183.8 62,3 217,2 
112,6 173,5 50,0 170.0 73.3 217,5 
97,4 161,7 48,5 184.8 68.0 209,1 
89,2 164,2 46.9 208.2 54.4 204.4 ; 
91.0 140.0 45,7 180.3 63.4 202.3 
101.4 149.8 48,2 153.7 41,7 197,2 i 
82,7 167.1 42,7 158.2 45.8 182.6 j 
63.6 168,0 42,8 155.4 41.2 195.4 
63.2 146.8 43,9 159.9 39.6 167.7 1 
81,5 149,4 43.1 170.3 36.0 110.3 1 
62.6 126.4 26,5 171,8 34,7 112,2 i 
62.2 122,3 26,4 107,1 24,4 111,7 I 
54.1 90,0 28,3 131,2 25,3 111,9 
46.0 114,6 20,0 103.8 14,1 U2.5 ! 
37.9 54,1 20.2 96,5 13.7 83,6 
25.7 34,7 46.0 90,1 B 116.4 i 
64. 1S4.5S 44.39 163.62 46.45 175,08r 1 
87,1 94.2 87,5 84,3 70,0 78.8 : 
Treatment - eacii five hills, four plants per hill, 
250 lbs. 20^ P hill app. 
200 lbs. 14^ NaNOs hill app, 
IMy 25 to November 1, 1932« 
42,8 180,0 B 57,1 142,4 B 261,6 154,8 
68,9 166,1 B 51,3 142,6 B 211,2 145,0 
45,9 155,8 B 46,5 155,0 B 280,0 135,2 
52.5 U4,2 B 52,9 128,9 B B 137,3 
24*0 133,7 B 42,6 120,5 B • B 115,8 
15.8 115,6 B 42,6 100,0 B B 126,1 
19.3 116,8 . B 48,1 101.2 B B B 
^2,48 lBi.,41j 4,70 62,55 151,51 3,93 155,75 • 177,34 
78,6 Sl.Svj S2,7 82,7 94,5 49,3 89,7 88,9 
9S^4 297,3 69,3 114,1 226,2 28,7 303.3 300,8 
96.8 257,2 ; 47,2 96,7 210,0 17,8 288.1 277,3 
91.2 244,8 40,2 79,1 185,1 6,0 271,1 264,2 
84,0 230,0 ' 49,4 85,0 195,2 5,6 266,3 255,6 
80,4 217,1 35,7 84,0 181.1 4,3 264,5 226,2 
77,9 234,4 1 36,3 73,0 171,0 3,0 250,0 246,1 
77,2 215.9 - 32,9 77,8 151,0 1.5 202,0 244,3 
76,6 233.7 1 31,2 75,1 164,7 0,4 248,2 207,4 
72.8 204,8 1 18,7 70,6 153,8 0,5 219,5 209,3 
69,3 216,3 f 15,2 60,1 171,8 0,1 200,0 214,5 
53,5 202,9 1 B 65,4 143,5 B 180.5 224,3 
49,6 203,0 ' B 64,5 143,8 B 181.2 200,2 
47,6 200,0 i B 70,0 127,6 B 196.1 209,6 
57,7 166,7 B 60,9 160,0 B 171.8 183,3 
48,8 167,6 i B 58,7 151,8 a 150,5 175, G 
48,9 188,1 J B 57,1 126.8 B 181,2 176,9 
34;s 167,9 . B 55,5 108,5 B 162,0 172,7 
33,5 167.4 B 44,6 133,7 B 162,9 167,5 
29.8 184,6 I B 36,7 113,1 B 139,0 186,4 
26,5 184,9 B 30,0 108,9 B 124,3 169,6 
62,43 S09,3Sr l8,70 ^7,94 155,^ gOS.16 215,54 
93,6 94.2 j 90,3 89,8 96,7 42,4 100,5 •107,5 
71,8 238,6 j 39,9 100,6 258,8 2,6 322,2 270,0 
96,7 268.7 ! 41,9 101,1 260,0 2,5 290.0 242,4 
59,5 230,0 j 20,1 110,8 249,8 1,8 287,4 221,1 
65.2 212,3 1 11,2 94,7 223,0 2.0 243,6 187,2 
68,5 217,2 i 7,1 97,5 181.3 1,1 203,7 184,4 
73,3 217.5 ! B 81,4 165,7 B 212,6 185,6 
68,0 209.1 B 84,8 180,7 B 167,4 211,1 
54,4 204.4 B 72,5 187,3 B 245,4 161,6 
65.4 202,5 B 75,0 146,1 B 242,7 152.0 
41,7 197,2 . B 71,4 150,0 . B 210,6 129.5 
45,8 182,6 1 B 68,1 150,2 B 174,5 129,7 
41,2 195,4 1 B 66,4 137,9 B 148,5 135,6 
59,6 167,7 i B 67,8 131,5 B 121,2 125,4 
56.0 110,3 i B 55,1 137,1 B 138,1 125,1 
34,7 112,2 , B 64,2 159,5 B 126.7 133,7 
24,4 111,7 • B 61,9 157,1 B B 121,3 
25,3 111,9 B 58,4 140,2 B B 124,2 
14,1 112,5 B 25,1 94,7 B B 100,0 
13,7 83,6 B 38,4 97,4 B B 96,1 
B 116.4 : B 15,1 58,1 B B B 
46,45 175,6fr S,01 70, 6l 1S1,55 0,50 156, 151,8b 
70,0 78,8 29,0 93,2 100,3 6,5 75,7 75,7 
» 
TABLE 11 
Growth of the inbred line Ldg in water cultures with a series of 
nitrogen and phosphorus limitations 
T  '  '  »  ' ' t  •  i ' • • ' 1 ' i t  ' 
Ldg ' Full ' FvHl t t t » T » t 
inbred 'nutrient»nutrient' 1/2 H » l/lO IV 1/50 N' I^o N ' lYater' 1/10 P' 1/50 p 
t  t + t  »  i  » t t  t  
* *corn ash* • ' i » t t 
Height at 
4 weeks 
(in.) 17.50 14.00 10.50 10.00 9,75 5.25 5.00 17.25 15.00 
Dry weight 
(grams) 
Tops 15.20 6.88 4,50 2.79 2.49 1,05 0,79 6.71 5.75 
Hoots 5.93 3.31 1.49 1.45 1.21 0,80 0.59 2.46 2.40 
Total 21.13 9.79 5.99 4.24 3,70 1,85 1,38 9.17 8,15 
Per cent 100,00 46,30 28,30 20,60 17,50 8,80 6,50 43,40 38,50 
One quart jar with 2 plants, per treatment. 
Solution not changed, mter added as needed, 
March 2 to April 15, 1932, 
Solution I, 
0,5 gram com ash per q^uart added to the plus ash plants. 
- 86 
TABLE 12 
Dry weight in grame of four inbreds and six crosses on Full nuti 
1/20 Phosphorus and 1/20 Nitrogen 
- T T "T" t 
* K 187 t MO Z E 187 f Me » .LA. 
T y * f » . »  k 
1 Total • Hoots • Total • Hoots t Total • Hoots • Total 
Full nutrient 6.4 1.5 7.2 2.0 5.7 1.0 5.2 
3.7 0.9 6.6 1.8 3.5 0,5 6.7 
6.0 1.3 6.7 2.0 5.4 1»5 6.0 
3.3 0.7 5.6 1.7 5.0 0.7 6.2 
3.4 0.7 6.0 2.0 3.6 0.5 4.6 
3.6 0.8 6.8 1.8 4.5 0.8 7.5 
3.4 0.8 5.8 1.6 3.8 0.6 4.2 
3.5 0.6 4.0 1.1 4.2 0.8 4.7 
3.7 0.9 5.4 2.1 3.8 0.7 5.1 
3.6 0.8 6.9 2.0 5.0 1.3 7.1 
Average 4.66 O.'&O 6.26 1.81 4.45 0.84 
Per cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1/20 Phosphorus 3.3 1.0 4.5 1.4 3.1 0.5 3.1 
. 2.4 0.7 4.2 1.4 3.0 0.5 5.S 
2.3 0.9 4.8 1.5 2.5. 0.5 3.8 
2.7 0.9 4.4 1.5 3.2 0.6 3.4 
2.4 0.9 4.3 1.8 2.0 0.5 3.3 
3.0 1.0 3.8 1.4 2.6 0.7 2.7 
3.1 1.0 3.5 1*4 2.5 0.6 3.5 
2.9 1.0 4.5 1.7 3.1 0.8 3.5 
2»3 0.7 4.5 1.5 2,6 0^5 3*6 
3.0 0.9 4.1 1.4 2i0 0.3 2.9 
Average 2.94 0.96 4.26 1.50 2.66 0.55 S.S6 
Per cent 67.4 > 58.7 59.8 57.5 
1/20 Nitrogen 3.0 la 5.7 1»S 2.3 0.6 5.8 
2.1 0.7 S.7 1.3 2.2 0.5 5.8 
3.2 1.1 3.6 1.3 2.0 0.4 4.7 
2.2 0.8 3.7 1.4 1.9 0.4 3.6 
3.3 1.1 3.6 1.3 1.8 0.2 4.8 
2.5 0.9 4.0 1.3 2.0 0.4 5.0 
3.1 1.0 3.7 1.3 2.1 0.3 5.3 
1.9 0.8 4*3 1,4 2.2 0.3 5.6 
2.5 0.9 3.5 1.3 2.1 0.4 5.2 
2.0 0.7 3.8 1.4 1.9 0.2 5.8 
Average S.55 0.91 1.33 • 2.65 6.S7 5.16 
Per oent 63.5 60.6 46.0 90.0 
Ten replications, two plants per quart jar. 
Solution II. 
November 8 to December 29, 1922^ 

sses on Pull nutrient, 
trogan 
lA X Mc lA 
~T 'T r r ——T" t ~r 1 r "1 
f Boots ' Total • Rootfi '• Total Boots *Total • Boots » Total • Boots * Total 
1,0 5.2 
r' 
1.4 sa 1.0 3.9 1.3 4.8 1.3 5.9 
0,5 6.7 0.9 S.« 0.8 4.1 1.1 0.9 3.6 
U5 6.0 1.6 4«S 0*8 4.8 1.1 4.9 1.1 4.5 
0.7 6.2 1.0 0*9 3.7 1.0 3.2 0.7 3*6 
0,5 4.6 1*5 S.7 0.4 5.6 1.8 4.2 1.0 4.5 
0.8 7.5 2.2 0*4 3.9 1.3 4.5 1.2 3.2 
0.6 4.2 1.3 4*1 0.7 5.1 1.8 3.5 1.0 6.0 
0.8 4.7 1.3 2*4 0*4 4.6 1.1 5.2 1.4 4.7 
0.7 5.1 1.3 2i8 0.5 5.0 1.1 4.2 1.2 3*4 
1.3 7.1 1.0  ^ 2.1 0.4 4.6 1.4 4.8 1.4 3*9 
s 0.84 5.'?S 1.S6 3*46 6.6S 4*5^ 1.24 4.30 1.12 4.3^  
100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100*0 
0.5 3.1 1.0 1.1 0*2 1.7 0.5 1.1 0.3 3.5 
0.5 3.2 1.0 1.0 0.2 1.5 0.5 0.© 0.3 4.0 1 0.5 3.8 1.2 0.9 0.2 1.8 0.5 1.2 0.4 3.5 
1 0.6 3.4 1.1 1.1 0.5 1.8 0.6 1.5 0.4 3.4 
i 0.5 3.3 0.9 1.0 0.2 1.5 0.4 1.2 0.4 3.9 
0.7 a. 7 1.0 1.2 0«2 1.8 0.5 1.4 0.3 3.0 
1 0.6 3.5 1.2 1.1 0«2 1.6 0.5 1.5 0.3 3.5 
. 0.8 3.5 1.0 1*0 0,2 2.1 0.5 0.9 0.2 3.4 
1 0^6 S,6 1.2 0*9 0«2 1.5 0.5 1.5 0.3 3.9 
1 0.3 2.9 1.0 »» 1.5 0.5 1.0 0.2 3.2 
S.SO 1.(56 1*03 O.S^  1.6S 0.50 1.^ 2 0.31 S.55 
I 57.5 29.8 37.0 28.3 80.1 
i 0.6 5.8 1.5 1.0 0.3 1.4 0.4 2.5 0.7 4.8 
> 0.5 5.8 1.9  ^ 1.S 0*2 1.6 0.5 2.4 0.9 3.0 1 0.4 4.7 1.3 0.8 0*2 2.0 0.7 1.9 0.5 4.2 ) 0.4 3.6 1.0 r 1.1 0.3 1.7 0.4 2.3 0.8 2.7 
t 0.2 4*8 1.5 1.5 0*4 1.4 0.3 1.6 0.4 4*0 
1 0.4 5.0 1.7 0.8 0*2 2.0 0.5 2.1 0.7 3.4 
. 0.3 5.3 1*9 1.3 0,3 1.7 0.6 2.2 0.6 4.0 1 > 0.3 5.6 1.6 1.7 0.4 1.4 0.4 1.9 0.5 2.6 
0.4 5,2 1.4 1.5 0.3 1.5 0.5 1.8 0.5 3.2 ) 0.2 5.8 1.7 1.7 0*4 1.5 0*4 1.6 0.5 3.2 
fb' 6.S9 d.l6 l.SS Ess 0.29 1.62 0.47 S.05" 0.61 5.5: 
1 90.0 S4.1 35.7 47.2 81*0 

f • • 
LdA » Ld« f Ld« X K 187 f LA X K 187 * Mo X Lds 
H" f 'f » t • 
Boots t Itotal » Boots 1 atotal » Boots * Total * Boots » Total » Boots 
1.3 4.8 1.3 5.9 1.7 4.1 1.4 3.1 1.1 
1.1 5."  0.9 3.6 1.0 3.6 1.1 3.4 1.1 
1.1 4.9 1.1 4.5 1.6 . 5.9 1.7 5.7 1.6 
1.0 3.2 0.7 3.6 1.1 3.0 0.8 3.5 1,0 
1.8 4.2 1.0 4.5 1.3 5.8 1.6 5.8 1.7 
1^3 4.5 1.2 3.2 1.0 2.9 0.8 2,9 0.8 
1.2 3.5 1.0 6.0 1.8 4.6 1.4 3.2 0.8 
1.1 5.2 1*4 4.7 1.4 3.0 0.9 4.2 1.3 
1,1 4.2 1.2 3.4 1.1 3.5 0.9 3.0 0.9 
1.4 4.8 1.4 3.9 1.2 4.6 1.4 3.0 0.9 
1.24 4.30 1,12 I'.ssr 4.10 1.2D S.78 1.1S 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
0.5 1.1 0,3 3.5 1.1 3.1 1.0 2.4 0,9 
0.5 0.9 0,3 4,0 1.4 2.7 0.8 3.0 1.0 
0.5 1.2 0.4 3,5 1.3 2.7 1*0 2.5 1.0 
0,6 1.5 0,4 3,4 1.2 2.3 0.7 2.4 0.7 
0.4 1.2 0,4 3,9 1.2 2.3 0.8 3.1 I.O 
0.5 1.4 0,3 3,0 1.0 2.1 0.9 2.5 0.9 
0.5 1.5 0,3 3.5 1.2 2.0 0.7 2.3 0.8 
0.5 0.9 0,2 3,4 1.1 2.4 0.8 2.8 1.0 
0.5 1.5 0,3 3.9 1.3 2.3 0.9 2.6 1.0 
0.5 1.0 0,2 3,2 1.2 2.2 0.8 2.6 0.9 
0.50 • T:2'2" O.Sl 3,5i 1.20 2.41 0.84 2.62 0,92 
28.3 80,1 58.8 69.5 
0.4 2.5 0,7 4,8 1.3 2.7 1.0 2.1 0,9 
0.5 2.4 0,9 3,0 0.8 2.1 0.6 2.8 1,0 
0.7 1.9 0,5 4,2 1.2 3.3 1.1 2.4 1.0 
0.4 2.3 0,8 2,7 0.5 3.5 1.2 2.7 1.2 
0.3 1.6 0,4 4.0 1.3 2.7 0.9 2.4 0,8 
0.5 2.1 0.7 3.4 l.S 2.6 0.9 3.0 1,1 
0.6 2.2 0.6 4.0 1.4 2.4 1.0 3.0 1,2 
0.4 1.9 0.5 2,6 0.9 2.2 0.9 3.0 1.1 
0.5 U8 0.5 3,2 0.9 3.4 1.4 2.6 0.8 
0.4 1.6 0.5 3.2 1.0 3.1 1.1 3.4 1.2  
0.47 2.03 0.6^  5,51 1.05 2.80 i.di 2.74 1.03 
47.2 81.0 68.2 72.5 

NOTE TO USERS 
Oversize maps and charts are microfilmed in 
sections in the following manner; 
LEFT TO RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM, WITH 
SMALL OVERLAPS 
This reproduction is the best copy available. 
UMI 

TABLE 13 
Dry weight in grams of four inbred lines grown in solution II 
Full nutrient 
Ldg 
Average 
LA 
Average 
Mo 
Average 
K 187 
« Green ' Dry » Dry * Green ' Dry » firy * Green ' t 
* weifcht ' total * roots * TOiffht* total » roots • weight* tot( 
30,0 4.9 1.3 24.6 3.0 0.9 13.4 l.J 
43,7 6.2 1.7 23.2 3.0 0,8 10.7 l.J 
27,8 4.6 1.0 25.8 3.3 1.0 8.1 1.] 
41.3 6.0 1.7 28.8 3.4 1.1 11.3 l.( 
24,3 3.8 1.0 14.0 2.1 0.6 13.8 1.' 
24,7 3.9 1.1 26.6 3.5 1»0 13.4 1.^ 
30,1 4.1 1.1 25.8 2.8 1.0 14.6 
35,8 4.9 1.5 IB. 4 2.2 0.5 17.6 2.< 
39,2 /* r\ o« V 1»9 23. S 3.0 Q.S & O JU\J 1.? 
31,5 4.0 1.0 26.4 3.8 1.2 19.4 2.4 
32.80 4.84 1.33 53.'J'5 3.01 0.90 1S.§1 l. ^ 
100. OjS 62.2^ 35.? 
28.6 3.7 0.8 28.2 2.9 0.6 13.5 l.'S 
44«4 5.3 1.3 32.7 3.5 0.6 20.1 2.C 
30.5 3.2 0.7 37.1 3.6 0.7 10.4 l.C 
40.1 4.1 0.9 27.7 2.4 0.3 14.6 l.J 
24.2 2,9 0.7 30.0 2.8 0.6 14.1 i.e 
30.7 2,9 0.6 29.4 2.7 0.7 17.8 1.? 
30.5 3.0 0.6 42.9 3.9 0.9 11.3 IJ 
33.0 3.9 la 37.4 3.6 0.8 16.0 i.-: 
27.4 2.4 0.5 40.0 4.1 1.0 15.5 i.« 
38.7 4.1 0.8 22.6 2.5 0.5 16.6 i.( 
32.81 3.55 0.36 37.12 S.15 5.97 14.99 l.J 
100.0^ 89.6^ 43.( 
28.8 3.1 0.7 23.5 3.2 0.8 20.3 3.] 
26.3 3.2 0.6 24.6 2.8 0.6 20.7 3.€ 
29.8 3.2 0.6 27.8 3.2 0.7 21.6 3.3 
33.1 4»3 0.8 36.1 4.3 0.9 20.4 3.C 
28.5 3.3 0.6 22.1 3.0 0.7 27.3 3.4 
29*6 2.8 0.5 28.7 3.6 0.7 23.4 3.C 
40.0 3.9 0.8 25.9 3.5 0.6 22.0 2.e 
24.1 2.6 0.5 19.7 2.8 0.6 22.4 2.^ 
40^8 4.1 0.8 22.3 3.0 0.6 28.9 3.C 
29.7 3.0 0.6 22.9 3.2 0.5 24.1 s.c 
31.09 S.S5 0.65 S.2'6 0.S7 SS.'74 3.3 
100.0^ 97..3^ 92.€ 
53.4 8.0 2.2 4B.7 6.8 1.8 24.2 3.2 
61.1 7.3 2.1 52.7 6.1 1.4 27.0 3.1 
61.2 6.4 1.9 35.1 3.4 0.7 22.2 3.-d 
43.8 4.6 1.3 35.6 3.5 0.8 22.8 3.3 
40.6 3.4 0*8 29.2 2.9 0.7 E3.6 2.4 
41.5 3.9 1.0 52.3 6.8 2.0 23,1 3.S 
41.7 3.S 0.8 43.S 4.S 1*9 es.i S.4 
55.1 5.9 1.6 33.2 3.7 1.2 27.7 S.S 
53.4 5.9 1*2 30.3 3.0 0.8 19.0 3.5 
solution II 
1 T  » 
t  1/5 P » 1/20 P t  1/100 P t  
* Greea ' Dry ' Dry ' GraazL ^ Dry ' Dry • Green * Dry ' Dry * Green 
1 • weight' total * roots ' weight » total » roots * freight * total » roots • weight 
13.4 1. 8  0.4 3.6 0.7 0.2 4.6 0.6 0.2 18.2 
10.7 1.2 0.3 7.6 1.2 0.3 5.8 0.7 0.2 12.7 
8.1 la 0.3 3.4 0.7 0.2 3.7 0.6 0.2 15.0 
11.3 1.6 0.4 6.1 0.9 0.3 4.1 0.5 0.1 16.2 
15.8 1.7 0.4 5.8 0.9 0.2 5.0 0.8 0.3 11,3 
13.4 1.7 0.5 6.2 1.1 0.3 6.4 0.8 0.2 15.4 
14.6 1^8 0.5 5.4 0.7 0.2 6.2 0.8 0.2 17,4 
17.6 2.0 0.6 6.4 1.1 0.2 5.8 0.7 0.2 10.1 
16.8 1.9 0.6 3*6 0.7 0.1 4.7 0.6 0.2 10,9 
19.4 2.4 0.7 3.8 0.8 0.2 5.2 0.7 0.2 15.5 
13.91 1.92 " 0.4'S' S>.19 0.88 0.2S 5.15 0.68 O.SO 14, 
35.5^ 18.2^ 14.0^ 
13.5 1.4 0.3 8.4 2,0 3.6 0.5 0.1 34.0 
80.1 2.0 0.4 5.3 U1 3.3 0.6 0.1 34,6 
10.4 1.0 0.2 5.8 4.0 0.9 0.2 37.8 
14.6 1.3 0.3 6.0 1.0 2.6 0.8 0.2 27.2 
14.1 1.6 0.3 2.8 0.9 1.8 0.5 0.1 44.8 
17.8 1.9 0.4 6.4 1.0 4.2 0.7 0.1 37.2 
11.3 1.2 0.3 5.0 0.9 2.9 0.7 0.2 30.7 
16.0 1.7 0.3 7.2 0.8 4.3 0.5 0.1 41.5 
15.5 1.6 0.3 7.0 1.0 4.2 0.5 0.1 32,5 
16.6 1.8 0.4 5.3 0.9 5.1 0.7 0.1 44.7 
'• ' u.§§ 1.^ 5 6.S2 5.72 1.07 0.64 0.1& 36.50 
43.69& * 30.1% 18.0^ i 
so.3 3.1 0.6 23.5 2.8 0.7 16.8 2.5 0.6 21.0 
20.7 3.6 0.8 27.4 3.3 0.8 13.9 2.3 0.5 25.8 
21.6 3.1 0.6 22.9 9.2 0.8 12.5 2.1 0.5 19.8 
20.4 3.0 0.6 19.1 S.5 0.7 12.5 2.0 0.4 10.0 
27.3 3.4 0.9 1S.2 1.7 0.6 13.1 2.2 0.5 18.0 
23.4 3.0 0.8 , 23.9 3.1 0.7 7.9 1.5 0.4 20.7 
2S.0 2.6 0.5 13.7 8.1 0.5 11.9 2.0 0.5 18.0 
22.4 2.7 0.6 > 12.9 1.9 • 0.5 8.1 1.6 0.4 31.4 
28.9 3.6 0.9 21.0 8.7 0.7 8.7 1.7 0.4 17.7 ' 
24.1 3.0 0.8 
_ 17.4 2.6 0.6 11.4 2.0 0.5 13.5 
' i5S.94 s.n O."?! w;4o 2.59 0.66 11. 67" 1.99 0.47 1^ .59 
92.8^ 77.3^ 59.4^!^ 
24.2 3.2 0.9 20.2 8.5 0.7 20.5 2.4 0.8 35,1 
27.0 3.1 0.8 20^ 0 8.7 0.8 15.6 2.0 0.6 24.1 
22.2 3.4 1.0 20.4 2.6 0.8 13.0 1.5 0.6 31.4 
22.8 3.1 0.9 29^9 2.6 0.8 20.5 2.1 0.7 25.7 
23.6 2.4 0.8 23.4 8.3 0.7 19.6 2.6 0.9 20.3 
23.1 3.2 0.9 28.7 2.8 0.9 18.5 1.8 0.6 27.0 . 
25 »X 2.4 0.7 23.7 2.9 0.9 16.0 1.7 0.6 19.» i 
27.7 3.5 0.9 30.0 8.9 0.9 14.1 1.8 0.6 32.1 
19-0 3.5 1-0 !*n.« 2.2 0.6 25.7 2.6 0.9 29.1 
f r 
1/100 P ^ 1/20 N * 1/100 K 
Green * Dry » Dry • Grean * jQry ' Dry * Green * Dry ' Dry 
W0l?5llt» total * roots • weight • total * roots • weight' total • TOOts 
4«6 0.6 0.2 18.2 1,6 0.3 12,0 2.2 0,5 
5,8 0.7 0.2 12.7 1,5 0,3 12,9 1.8 0.3 
3.7 0.6 0.2 15.0 1.6 0,4 15,8 2,0 0.4 
4.1 0.5 0.1 16.2 1.6 0.3 14,7 1.8 0.4 
5.0 0.8 0,3 11.3 1,4 0,3 11,0 1.5 0.3 
6.4 0.8 0.2 15.4 1.7 0.3 13,7 2.0 0.7 
6.2 0.8 0.2 17.4 2,1 0,6 17.3 2,2 0.6 
5.8 0.7 0.2 10.1 1,5 0,4 11.3 1.4 0.3 
4.7 0.6 ^ A n /y A XV* 9 n a 0,4 14.1 1.4 0-S 
5.2 0.7 0.2 15,5 2,1 0,6 14.9 1»3 0.3 
5.15 0.68 6. SO 14.29 1,67 0.39 15,77 1.76 0.4l 
14.0^ 34.55& 36.3^ 
3.6 0.5 0.1 34.0 4,4 1.0 37.4 2,6 0.5 
3.3 0.6 0.1 34.6 3,8 0,8 36,8 2.6 0.5 
4.0 0.9 0.2 37.8 3,8 0,8 10.5 1.6 0.4 
2.6 0.8 0.2 27.2 2,7 0,5 29,0 2,5 0.6 
1.8 0.5 0.1 44.8 4,8 1.1 19,7 1.7 0.3 
4.2 0.7 0.1 37.2 3,4 0,8 27,9 2,4 0.5 
2.9 0.7 0.2 30.7 2,6 0.5 19,7 1.8 0.4 
4.3 0.5 0.1 41.5 4,0 0,7 18,0 1,6 0.3 
4.2 0.5 0.1 32.5 3,3 0,9 30.0 2.9 0.8 
5.1 0.7 0.1 44.7 4,7 1,0 27.3 2,8 0.7 
SJ.60 6.64 6.1& 36.50 S,75 0,81 2S.6fe 2.25 0.50 
18.0^ 105,6^ 63,4^ 
16.8 2.5 0.6 21.0 2,1 0,2 11,7 1.2 0.2 
13.9 2.5 0,5 25.8 2,9 0,6 13,7 1,3 0,2 
12.5 2.1 0,5 19.8 1.9 0,4 25,1 2,3 0,3 
12.5 2.0 0,4 10.0 U.0 0,2 8,6 1,0 0,2 
13.1 2.2 0,5 18.0 1,8 0,4 U,7 2,1 0,3 
7.9 1.5 0,4 20.7 2,1 0,6 14,2 1.3 0.2 
11.9 2.0 0,5 18.0 1.5 0,3 16,5 1.5 0,3 
8.1 1.6 0,4 31.4 3,0 0,6 14,3 1.2 0.2 
8.7 1.7 0.4 17.7 1,7 0,3 12,0 1.0 0.2 
11.4 2.0 0,5 13.5 1.6 0,3 13.8 1.4 0.2 
11.69 1.95 0,47 19.59 1.96 0.39 14.16 1.43 0.23 
59.4^ 58,5^ 42.7% 
20.5 2.4 0.8 35.1 3,4 0,9 19.7 2,0 0,3 
15,6 2.0 0,6 24.1 2,5 0,6 19,3 2,0 0.5 
13.0 1.5 0.6 31.4 3,5 0,9 30.4 2,6 0.7 
20.5 2.1 0,7 25.7 2,3 0,5 13.6 1,5 0.3 
19.5 2.6 0,9 20.3 1.6 0,4 12,9 1.4 0,4 
18.5 1.8 0,6 27.0 2,6 0,7 24.5 2.6 0.7 
16.0 1.7 0,6 19.5 i.e 0,4 ie,3 1.6 0.4 
14.1 1.8 0,6 32.1 3,2 0,7 20,5 2,2 0.7 
25.7 2.6 0,9 29.1 3,4 0,8 22,6 2^2 0,7 
-
#K n /\ a. >Z.9 0.9 
Average 
LA 
Average 
Mo 
Average 
K 187 
Average 
27,8 4.6 1.0 25.8 3.3 1.0 6.1 1.: 
41.3 6.0 1,7 28.8 3.4 1.1 11.3 1. 
24.3 3,8 1.0 14.0 2.1 0.6 13.8 1. 
24.7 3.9 1.1 26.6 3.5 1.0 13.4 1. 
30,1 4.1 1.1 25.8 2.8 1.0 14.6 1.) 
35,8 4,9 1,5 18,4 2.2 0.5 17.6 2.1 
39,2 6.0 1.9 23.9 3^0 0.9 16.8 1. 
31.5 4.0 1.0 ^6.4 3.8 1,2 19.4 2f' 
5fg.86 4.84 1,SS 3.01 0,90 13.91 1.' 
100.0^ 62.25& 35.1 
28.6 -3.7 0,8 28.2 2.9 0,6 13.5 1.' 
44.4 5.3 1,3 32.7 3.5 0.6 20.1 2J 
30,5 3,2 0.7 37.1 3.6 0.7 10.4 l.( 
40.1 4.1 0,9 £7.7 2.4 0.3 14.6 1.! 
24.2 2.9 0,7 30.0 2.8 0.6 14.1 1,1 
30.7 2,9 0.6 29.4 2.7 0.7 17,8 1.! 
30.5 3.0 0.6 42.9 3.9 0.9 11.3 l.i 
33.0 3.9 1.1 37.4 3.6 0.8 16.0 1.' 
27.4 2.4 0.5 40,0 4.1 1.0 15.5 l.( 
38.7 4.1 0.8 22.8 2.5 0.5 16.6 1.1 
32.81 S.5S 0.80 3.18 0.77 14. l.i 
100.0% 89.6^ 43.( 
28.8 3.1 0.7 23.5 3.2 0.8 20.3 3.: 
26»3 3.2 0.6 24.6 2.8 0.6 20,7 3,( 
29.8 3.2 0.6 27.8 3.2 0.7 21.6 3.; 
33,1 4.3 0,8 36.1 4.3 0.9 20.4 3.< 
28.5 3.3 0.6 22.1 3.0 0.7 27.3 3.^ 
29.6 2.8 0.5 28.7 3.6 0.7 23.4 3.( 
40.0 3.9 0.8 25.9 3.5 O46 2S.0 2.< 
24.1 2.6 0.5 19.7 2.8 0.6 22.4 2.^ 
40^8 4.1 0.8 22.3 3.0 0.6 28.9 3.( 
29.7 3.0 0.6 22.9 3.2 0.5 24.1 3.( 
31.07 5.S5 0.65 SS.36 0.67 23.74 S.3 
100.0^ 97..3^ 92. f 
. 53.4 8.0 E.2 48.7 6.8 1.8 24.2 3,J 
61.1 7.3 2.1 52.7 6.1 1,4 27.0 3.] 
61.2 6.4 1.9 35.1 3.4 0.7 22.2 3.^ 
43.8 4.6 1-3 35.6 3.5 0.8 22.8 3.] 
40.6 3.4 0*8 29.2 2.9 0.7 23.6 2,4 
41.5 3.9 1.0 52.3 6.8 2.0 23.1 3.J 
41.7 3.5 0.8 43.2 4.5 l.S 25,x 2,4 
55.1 5.9 1.6 33.2 3.7 1.2 27,7 3.£ 
53.4 5.9 1«2 30.3 3.0 0,8 19.0 5.E 
34.2 3.5 0.8 30.7 3.0 0.7 21.0 4.S 
48.6 5.M 1.37 39.1 1.13 S3. 6 
100.07a 83.4^ 61.C 
Ten replications, two plants per jar. 
Solution II, 
December 50, 1932 to February 17, 1933. 
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NOTE TO USERS 
Oversize maps and charts are microfilmed in 
sections in tlie foiiowing manner: 
LEFT TO RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM, WITH 
SMALL OVERLAPS 
This reproduction is the best copy availabie. 
UMI' 

TABLE 14 
Dry weight in grams of four iHbreds and six crosses grown in wat* 
•T"* "T 1 ^ 
* Mc » LA X Mc ' LA » ] 
t 1 f i V 'f 
» Total • Boots » Total ' Boots * Total • Roots » Totj 
Full nutrient 3,8 1.2 8.8 3.1 6.6 2.0 5, 
4,1 1.6 9.5 3,2 6,9 1.6 • 7. 
4,0 1.0 9.2 3,4 4.9 2.6 5, 
4.0 1.5 9,1 3.0 6.0 2,1 6, 
4.2 1.7 9.2 3,0 6,2 2.1 7, 
Average - 4.02 1.40 9.16 3,14 6.00 2.06 6. 
Per cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100, 
1/2 Phosphorus 4.4 - 1.5 8.0 2.6 2.8 1.1 5, 
1^2 7-0 2,4 3-0 1.1 5. 
4.4 1.6 7.3 2,3 2.7 0.8 4, 
3.2 1.1 7.1 2,6 S.8 0.8 4. 
4.0 1.5 8.4 2.9 2.8 0.9 3, 
Average 3.86 9.56 2,B6 2.82 0,94 4, 
Per cent 96.0 82.5 47.0 72, 
1/5 Phosphorus 2.4 0.8 5.8 2.3 1.5 0.5 2. 
2.6 0.9 4.3 3-7 1.5 0.4 2, 
2,9 1.1 5.7 2.1 1.9 0.4 . 2. 
2.7 0.9 6.0 2,3 1.9 0.5 2. 
2.6 1.1 4.5 1.8 1.2 0,3 3. 
Average 2:M 0.5S 5.as S,'04'"" i;go 0.42 2, 
Per cent 65.6 57.4 26,6 41. 
1/20 Phosphorus 1.7 1.1 3.7' 1.0 1.1 0.3 1. 
2.1 1.0 3.4 1,0 0.7 0.2 1. 
2.0 0.8 2.7 1.1 0,8 0.2 1. 
2.8 1.0 2,9 1.0 0.5 0.3 1. 
1.5 0.8 3.6 1.0 0,6 0.2 1. 
Average 1.56 0,94 3.26 1.02 0.74 0.24 1. 
Per cent 47.2 35.6 12,4 23. 
l/lOO Phosphorus 1.2 0.6 2.5 0.7 0.8 0.1 1. 
1^6 0.7 2.5 0,9 0.6 0.2 1. 
1.6 0.6 2.1 0.9 0.6 0.2 1. 
1.4 0.6 2.4 0.6 0.7 0.2 1. 
1.3 0.5 2.1 0.8 0,7 0.2 1. 
Average 1.4S 0.60 2.S2 0.78 0.68 0.18 1. 
Per cent 33.9 25.3 11,3 18. 
1/20 Nitrogen 2.2 0.8 4.6 2.0 2.6 1.0 3. 
2.6 0.8 4.6 2.0 3.0 1.1 2. 
2.5- 0.9 3.7 1.5 2.8 0.9 3. 
2.0 0.8 4.4 1.9 2.8 1.0 2. 
2.3 0.8 5.0 2.1 3.0 1.1 2. 
Average 2.32 6.S2 4.46 1.90 2.84 1.02 2. 
Per cent 57.7 48.7 47.3 43. 
1/100 Nitrogen 2.2 1.0 3.2 1.3 3.0 1.3 2, 
1-7 O^ fi S^8 1-6 3.3 1.0 1. 

own in water ciiltures 
i'f i • 
LA a Ldg »! ' Ldg; x K 187 K 187 ^ LA 3C K ] 
r ' VI - f i I i !• » i"' 
oots • Total • Roots • Total • Hoots • Total » Roots • Total » Roots » Total * Rc 
2,0 5,9 2.0 
i 
5,6 1.8 7.2 2.4 5.4 1.8 8.1 
1.6 • 7.1 2.7 5,0 1.8 7.4 3.2 5.4 2.1 8.9 
2,6 5.6 1.7 5^2 1-9 8,2 2.6 4.7 2.3 10.0 5 
2.1 6.3 2.2 5.2 1.9 8.1 3.1 3.4 1.9 9.1 I 
2.1 7.1 2.8 4,6 1.5 8,5 2.3 4.6 2,0 10.1 J 
a.08 &.4S 2,28 5,12 "l-tTB 7.88 S.72 4^70 2.02 9.24 ! 
100,0 100.0 300.0 100.0 100.0 
1.1 5,2 2.1 3.8 1.4 7,5 2.4 3.6 1.8 6.7 I 
n n c; «x 2.3 8,6 U2 6,2 1.7 3.1 1.2 6.3 J 
0.8 4,6 2.0 ,]-• 2,9 1.1 6.7 2.1 3.3 1.3 7.9 ; 
0.8 4.4 1.8 3.0 1.0 6,8 2.1 3.0 1.3 9.0 i 
0.9 3.8 1.6 3.3 1.2 8.0 2.5 4.4 1.8 7.9 i 
0,94 4.66 1,"96" ' 8.1S l.IB 7.04 2.16 3.48 1.48 ^.56 i 
72,5 60.9 89.3 74.0 81.8 
0.5 2,5 0.9 2.1 0.8 5.7 1.6 2.9 1.0 4.9 
0^4 2.5 0.8 2.1 0.6 6.1 1,8 2.0 0.9 5.2 
0.4 2.6 1.0 2,8 1.1 4.0 1.6 3.1 1.4 5.0 
0.5 2.3 1.0 2.1 1.0 4.4 1.6 3,1 1.3 5.5 3 
O.S 3.3 1.2 8.1 0.6 5.3 1.7 3.1 1.4 6.1 i 
0 2,64 0.S8 3.24 0,86 5,10 1.66 2.84 1.50 
41,1 43.7 64,7 60.4 56.6 
0.25 1.5 0,5 0.3 3.0 1.0 1.7 0.9 2.9 : 
0.2 1,3 0.6 1.2 0.4 2,3 1.0 1.9 0.8 3.4 
0,2 1.7 0.6 1.1 0.4 2.0 0.8 1.6 0.9 2.9 
0,3 1,5 0.5 1.4 0.4 2.1 0.8 1.7 0.9 2.4 
0.2 1,5 0,5 
« 1.2 0.4 2.8 1.1 2.0 0.7 2.9 
0.24 1,50 0.54 1.22 a .38 2.44 0.94 • 0.64 2. 90 
23.3 2S«8 30.9 37.9 31.3 
0,1 1,2 0.3 1.1 0.2 2.0 0,8 1.5 0.6 2.6 
0.2 X.0 0,2 
. 1#1 0.,3 2,0 0,8 1.6 0.7 2.7 
0.2 1,3 0.3 1.1 0.3 1.6 0.8 1.7 0.7 S.4 ^ 
0.2 1.4 0.4 0.7 0.3 1.6 0.6 1.7 0.8 2.5 
0.2 1.1 0.2 1*0 0.3 2,0 0,8 1.7 0.8 3.5 
0.18 1.20 O.S« TM 0.28 1.84 "dM i.u • 'T.W" 2.54 
18,7 19,3 23.4 34.9 27,5 
1.0 3.3 1.4 2.1 0.7 4.3 1.4 2.9 1.4 3.8 
1.1 2.1 0.8 jS.2 0.8 4.0 1.7 2.9 1.5 3.7 
0.9 3.0 1.4 J2.S 0^8 4.0 1.7 3.0 1.1 4.8 
1.0 2.9 1.2 £,2 0.6 4.5 2.0 2.6 1.3 3.6 
1.1 2.8 1.3 2.6 1.0 4.1 1.6 3.2 1.3 .3.5 
1.02 2,82 1.2S ^!'S'S 4,18 l.g6 • 2.92 1.32 3.68 
4S.9 41.5 53.0 82.1 41.9 
1^3 2,5 1.2 
SK A 2,2 0.7 3.8 1.5 3.0 1.0 3.7 n o 
€\ -Q '% A A K •* ft a.o 1-2 3.6 
"1— ^ "1 -*— 
37 » K 187 * LA X K 187 * MC X K 187 * - Mo X Ld« f » » - 1 f » t • —  
>ts ' Total • Hoots » Total » Hoots • Total » Itoots » Total Hoots 
»4 5.4 1.8 a.i 3.2 9.5 2.8 6.8 2.6 
,2 5.4 2.1 8.9 3.2 9.1 2.4 7.0 2.7 
• 6 4,7 2.3 10.0 3.0 9.4 2.6 6.6 2.7 
.1 3.4 1.9 9.1 3.1 8.6 2.5 7.6 2.8 
•3 4.6 2.0 10.1 3.3 7.6 1.9 7.0 3.0 
4^70 2.02 9.24 3. IS 2.44 7.00 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
,4 3.6 1.8 6.7 2.5 ^ 8.2 2.7 5.2 2.2 
n 
»* •* 1 w« ^  1.2 6,5 2,5 10,2 3.6 5.7 2.2 
,1 3.3 1.3 7.9 2.7 9.9 2.7 6.0 2.2 
,1 3.0 1.3 9.0 2.6 8.1 2.4 6.3 2,0 
,5 4.4 1.8 7.9 2.4 7.8 1.3 5.9 2.3 
i>l6 S,4S 1.48 9.56 2.&4 s.eo " "2.54 6.62 2.18 
74.0 81.8 99.5 83.1 
,6 2.9 1.0 4.9 1.4 7.0 1.7 3.7 1.5 
»8 2.0 0.9 5.S 1.8 6.8 2.4 4.6 2.0 
.6 3.1 1.4 5.0 1.9 7.4 1.8 4.5 2.0 
• 6 3.1 1.3 5.5 2.1 7.4 2.0 4.5 2.0 
.7 3.1 1.4 ca 2.1 5.2 1.6 4.0 1.6 
,^6 2,S4 1.20 5.S4 1.86 C.V6 1.90 4.26 1.82 
60.4 56.6 76.4 60.9 
.0 1.7 0.9 2.9 1.1 2.2 0.8 2.7 0.7 
,0 1.9 0.8 3.4 1.2 3.1 0.9 2.1 0.8 
•8 1.6 0.9 2.9 1.4 2.1 0.5 2.1 0.9 
•8 1.7 0.9 2.4 1.0 3.7 1.1 2.0 0.7 
.1 2.0 0.7 2.9 1.1 2.4 0.7 3.0 0.9 
M l.m 0.S4 2.90 1.16 2.70 0.80 2.se 0.80 
37.9 31.3 30.5 34.0 
,8 1.5 0.6 2.6 1.2 1.9 0.8 2.5 0.8 
.8 1.6 0,7 2.7 1-0 1.9 0.7 1.8 0.7 
.8 1.7 0.7 2.4 0,9 2,6 0.8 2.6 0.9 
.6 1.7 0.8 2.S 1.0 1.7 0.7 1.8 0.8 
.8 1.7 0.8 3.5 0.9 1.8 • 0,7 1.9 0«8 
1.64 6.96 2.S4 1.00 1.§S 0.74 2.12 0.80 
34.9 27.5 22.4 30.3 
,4 2.9 1.4 3.8 1.7 4.9 1.7 3.4 1.5 
7 2.9 1.5 3.7 1.7 4.6 1.7 3.6 1.6 
,7 3.0 1.1 4,8 2.0 5.0 1.8 3.7 1.7 
0 2.6 1.3 3.6 1.6 4.7 1.7 3.5 1.5 
6 3.2 1.3 3.5 1.5 4.9 1.8 3.3 1.5 
46 2.5& 1.32 3.88 1.^6 4.86 1.74 3.S0 1.56 
62.1 41.9 54.9 50.0 
.5 3.0 1.0 3.7 1.6 4.0 1.2 3.6 1.6 f, A » A "T e. % Q 1 -1 3-0 1.4 
-!-«y i5»o */ 
4,0 1.5 9.1 S.O 6^0 2,1 6 
4.2 1.7 9.2 a.O 6.2 2.1 7 
Avemga OiS 5715 SiS OD SHJS 5 
Per cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 
1/2 Phosphorus 4,4 - 1,5 8,0 2,6 2,8 1.1 5 
3.3 1.2 7.0 2,4 3.0 1,1 5 
4.4 1,6 • 7,3 2,3 2,7 0,8 4 
3,2 1,1 7.1 2.6 2.8 0.8 4 
4.0 1.5 8.4 2.9 2.8 0.9 3 
Average SISS 3^35 7.56 2,56 S;5S CTTS? 5 
POT cent 96.0 82.5 47.0 72 
1/5 Phosphorus 2.4 0,8 5.8 2.3 1.5 0.5 S 
2.6 0,9 4.3 1,7 1,5 0,4 2 
2,9 1,1 5,7 2.i 1.9 0,4 S 
2.7 0,9 6,0 2.3 1.9 0.5 2 
2-6 1-1 4.5 1^8 1.2 0.3 3 
Average StSl—OB SJtJS lt?5 ijflS S 
Per cent ^.6 57.4 26,6 41 
1/20 Phosphorus 1,7 1.1 5,7' 1.0 1,1 O.S 1 
2.1 1.0 3.4 1.0 0.7 0,2 1 
2.0 0.8 2.7 1.1 0.8 0,2 1 
2.2 1,0 S.9 1,0 0,5 0,5 1 
1.5 0,8 3,6 1.0 0.6 0.2 1 
Average KM I^DiS ~5T?3 0OTE T 
Per cent 47.2 35.6 12.4 23 
l/lOO Phosphorus 1.2 0,6 2.5 0,7 0.8 0.1 1 
1.6 0,7 2.5 0.9 0.6 0.2 1 
1.6 0.6 2,1 0,9 0,6 O.E 1 
1.4 0,6 2,4 0.6 0,7 0.2 1 
1.3 0.5 2.1 0.8 0.7 0,2 1 
Average 1712 tTTSS ^755 577S D7IS T 
Per cent 33.9 25.3 11.3 18 
1/20 Nitrogen 2.2 0.8 4.6 2.0 2.6 1.0 3 
2.6 0.8 4.6 2,0 3.0 1.1 2 
2.5 0.9 3.7 1.5 2.8 0.9 3, 
2.0 0.8 4.4 1.9 2.8 1.0 2, 
2.3 0.8 5.0 2,1 3.0 1.1 2, 
Average —S752 "ITIS —ZM K 
Per cent 57.7 42,7 47.3 43, 
1/100 Nitrogen 2,2 1.0 3.2 1.3 3.0 1.3 2. 
1.7 0.6 3.8 1.6 3.3 1.0 1 
2.5 0.7 3,5 1.4 2,5 1.2 2 
2,2 0,7 3.9 1.5 2.4 1,0 2 
U7 0.7 4.5 1.9 2.8 1.1 2 
Average STTTB 0.74 • I:B1 ^750 I7IS ^ 
Per cent 51.2 41.2 46.6 37 
Water 0.8 0.3 1.2 0.6 0.8 0.3 0 
Per cent 19.9 13.1 13.3 10 
Five replications, two plants per quart jar. Final solution (No. II). 
February 27 to April 1, 1933. 
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TABLE 15 
lary weight in grams of four iribreds and six crosses grown in water ctiltures 
-T y T y 1- --T 1- T T —  " "  r 
t MC * LA • LA ' LA ' Ldg • Lclg ' K 187* LA » MC » MC 
t t X • 1 X • t X • t z ' X * X f r MC * » Ldg • t K 187» « K 1871 K 187» Ldi? 
Full nutrient 
Roots 1*7. 2.3 1,8 2,1 2.7 2,1 1,9 2,8 2.1 
1.1 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.7 2.8 2,3 1.4 2.8 2,3 
1.7 2.1 1,6 2,0 1.7 
1.7 2.2 1.7 2,3 1.8 
1.6 2.1 1,8 
Total 4.6 5.0 4*6 ' 4,9 3.7 6,0 4*5 5.0 5,8 4.9 
3.0 3.9 4,2 5,3 4,0 6,0 4,5 4,2 5,8 5,0 
4.5 4.9 4.2 4.8 4,0 
4,3 5.0 4,6 5.1 3,7 
4.0 5,0 3.6 
Average Total 4.08 4.95 4.90 5.6S S.80 6.00 4, bo 4,60 5,^ " 4.95' 
Per oent 100.0 100.0 100,0 100,0 100.0 100,0 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1/2 P 
Roots 1.3 1.6 1.2 1.1 0.9 1,5 1,5 1.7 2,4 1.7 
1.1 1.4 0,9 1.5 0.7 2,2 1.3 1.5 2,6 1.3 
1.4 1.5 0,9 1.1 0.8 
1.2 1.5 0.9 1.4 1.0 
1.4 1.6 0.9 
Total 2.9 3.6 2,5 2.9 1.8 3,8 3,2 3,8 5,1 4.2 
2,5 3.1 2,0 3.4 1,8 4„6 3,0 3,3 5.5 3,7 
3.1 3,2 1,9 3.0 1.7 
2,5 3,1 2.0 3,0 1.8 
2.8 3.4 1.9 
Average Ttotal 2,96 S.IO fe.O^ 1.80 4„ao 3,10 S.55 5,30 S','§5 
Per oent 67,6 66.2 42,8 61,1 47,3 •70«0 68,9 77,1 91.3 79.7 
1/5 P . 
Boots 0,8 1.0 0,7 1.1 0,8 1,8 1,6 1,1 1.9 1.3 
1.1 1.2 0.7 0,8 0 , 7  1«6 1.2 1.0 2.0 1.2 
0.7 1.0 0,8 1.1 0,5 

Average Touai. »*ve S.su s.xu a,u7 i.ao 3.10 3,55 5,30 3,95 
Per oent 67,6 66.2 42,8 61,1 47,3 70,0 68.9 77,1 91,3 79,7 
1/5 P 
Roots 0*8 1.0 0.7 1.1 0.8 1.8 1.6 1.1 1.9 1,3 
1.1 1.2 0,7 0,8 0,7 1,6 1.2 1.0 2,0 1,2 
0.7 1.0 0,8 1.1 0,5 
0.7 1.0 0,8 1.1 0,7 
0,9 a;i 0.7 
Total 2,5 2,5 2,1 2.4 1.7 3.8 3,3 3.1 4,3 3,1 
2.4 3.1 2,0 2,0 1.9 3«5 3,1 3.0 4,3 3,0 
2,3 2,8 2,0 2,6 l.B 
2,1 2,4 2,1 2.6 1,2 
2.9 2,7 1.6 
Average Total s,44 2,66 2.05 2,40 1,64 3«6b 3,20 3,05 4,30 s.05 
Per cent 59,8 53.7 41,6 47,8 43.2 . 60,8 71,1 66.1 74,1 61.6 
1/20 P 
Roots 1.1 1.2 0,5 0,7 0,6 1«2 1,1 0,6 1.4 0,8 
1.0 0.9 0,7 0,6 0,5 lo2 0,9 0,7 1.6 0,8 
1,2 1.0 0,7 0,7 0,6 
1.1 0,9 0,5 0,8 0,5 
1.1 1.9 0,5 
Total 2.5 5.4 1.1- 1.7 1,4 2,9 2,4 2,0 3,1 1.8 
1.9 2,4 1.7 1.2 1,1 2,7 2,0 2,0 3,3 2.0 
2,2 2,5 1.5 1.9 1,4 
S,1 2,4 1.4 1.6 1,2 
2,5 2,3 1.1 
Average Total 1,42 1,60 l.m 2,»80 S,20 2,00 3,20 1.90 
Per cent 53,9 52,5 28,9 31.8 32,6 46,7 48,8 43,5 55,2 38,3 
1/100 P 
Roots 0,8 0,7 0,4 0,8 0,4 0,9 0.9 0,7 1,0 0,7 
0,7 0,6 0,4 0,5 0,5 0,9 0,9 0,7 1.0 0,6 
0,5 0,7 0,5 0,5 0.3 
0,8 0,7 0,5 0,7 0,3 
0,8 0,8 0,4 
Total 1.9 1.9 0,9 1,4 1.0 2,0 1.8 1,6 2,3 1.5 
1.8 1,6 0,9 1,2 1.1 1.9 1.7 1.7 2,4 1.5 
1.4 2,0 1.1 1.2 0,9 
2,0 1.7 1.1 1.3 0,9 
1.8 1.7 1.0 
Average Total 1.78 1.00 0.98 2,00 1,65 2.3b 
.... 
per cent 43,8 35,9 20,4 25,3 25,7 33,3 38,8 35,9 40,5 30,3 
1/20 N 
Boots 1,0 1.3 1.5 0,9 1,1 1.7 1.1 1.1 1.7 1.1 0,9 1.2 1.1 1.1 1»4 1.7 1.2 1.4 1.7 1.4 1,0 1.3 0,9 1.1 1.5 

Roots 
Total 
Average Total 
Per cent 
0,8 0,7 0.4 0,8 0.4 0„9 0,9 0,7 1,0 
0,7 0,6 0,4 0,5 0.5 0.»9 0,9 0,7 1,0 
0,5 0,7 0,5 0,5 0,3 
0.& 0,7 0,5 0.7 0,2 
0.8 0,8 0.4 
1.9 1.9 0,9 1,4 1.0 2^0 1.8 1,6 2.3 
1,8 1,6 0.9 1.2 1.1 1.9 1.V 1.7 2,4 
1.4 B.O 1.1 1.2 0,9 
S,0 1,7 1.1 1.3 0,9 
1,8 1.7 1.0 
UiB 1.00 1.27 ' (3.5S 2,»00 1,7b 1, 2.3& 
43,8 35.9 20,4 25,3 25,7 33.3 38.8 35,9 40,5 
0.7 
0.6 
1.5 
1.5 
1.50 
30.3 
1/20 K 
Boots 1.0 1.3 1.3 0.9 1.1 1.7 1.1 1.1 1.7 1.1 
0,9 1.2 1.1 1.1 1*4 1.7 1.2 1.4 1.7 1,4 
1,0 1.3 0.9 1.1 1.5 
1.0 1.1 1.0 1.2 1,1 
1*1 1.2 1.1 
Total 2.4 3,1 3.1 S.4 2,9 3.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 2,7 
2,2 2,7 2.7 2,9 2,7 3.5 2,5 3.0 3.6 3.2 
2,3 2,8 2.6 2.7 2,8 
2.S 2.6 2,7' 2.7 2,5 
Avcorage Total 
5.0 2.9 
' 
2,7 
' 9«44 2.67 • s.9s S.9S s.25 2,55 
Per o«it 59,iB 56.9 56.5 53,2 71,5 58.3 61,1 70.6 65.5 59,6 
1/100 N 
Roots 1.4 1.4 1.? 1.3 1.2 1,4 1.7 1.3 1.5 1,0 
1.0 1.4 1,5 1.2 1.1 1,4 1,3 1.4 1.5 1.1 
1.5 1.4 1.6 1.1 1,1 
1,3 1.4 1.6 1.1 1,2 • 
1.1 1.2 0,8 
Total 3.4 2,9 2,8 2,7 2,7 2,7 3,3 2.7 3,0 2.3 
2.3 2.7 3.0 2,5 2,7 3..0 2,5 3.2 2.9 2,3 
2,8 2,9 2,8 2,2 2,5 
2.8 3,0 3,0 2,1 2,6 
2,6 2,5 2.1 
Average Total §.78 s.go 2,90 2.52 2„85 iJ,90 2,95 2.95 2,30 
Per cent 68.1 56,5 59,1 47,2 66,3 47.5 64,4 63.9 50.9 46,4 
Grown in solution II, 
Two to five replications, 
March S5 to May 6, 1933, 

TABLE 16 
Average growth in per cent of four inbred linos and their six Fi 
hybrids grown in water cultni-es 
'• k » ' ' i • ' » ' • 
* Fiill • 1/2 P » 1/5 P » 1/30 P ' 1/100 P * 1/20 N ' l/lOO N 
t t t f f f • f 
LA 
1 100 29,8 34^1 
2 100 89,6 43,6 30,1 18,0 105,6 63,4 
S 100 47,0 26,6 12,4 11,3 47,3 46,6 
4 100 42.8 41,6 28,9 20,4 56,5 59,1 
Average i6o 59,80 37,26 'SS.felO l'&,^6 
Is 
1 100 28,3 47,2 
2 100 62«2 35,5 18,2 14,0 34,5 36,3 
3 100 60,9 43,7 23,8 19,3 44,5 37,5 
4 100 47.3 43,2 32,6 25,7 71,5 66,3 
Average 106 56.80 40,80 ' 25,72 19,66 49,42i 46,70 
3 
1 100 59,8 46.0 
2 100 97,3 92,8 77,3 59,4 58.5 42,7 
3 100 96,0 65,6 47,2 33,9 57,7 51,2 
4 100 67.6 59.8 53,9 43,8 59,8 68.1 
Average 100 86,d6 55,55 45,76 ' 55"", 50 ' 54,00 
K 187 
1 100 67.4 63,5 
2 100 83,4 61,0 49,2 39,8 51,5 40.6 
3 100 74,0 60.4 37,9 34,9 62.1 55,7 
4 100 68,9 71,1 46,7 33,3 58.3 47,5 
Average 106 95US bo,^ o 36,00 '55, S5 47 ,9S' 
lA X Ld« 
'-"3L - S9,e 35,7 
2 100 
3 100 72,5 41.1 23,3 18,7 43,9 37,1 
4 
Averaea 
100 
lOO 
61,1 
A A A f t -
47.8 
" 'A2:'"Ttr--
31.8 
—STnUTV 25,3 y>nx?r— 53.2 47.2 

LA. X Lde L XOO t7t7» r 
S 100 
3 100 72,5 41,1 23.3 18,7 43,9 37,1 
4 100 61.1 47.8 31.8 25.3 53,2 47.2 
Average • 100 66,80 44.45 i0.70 22.00 44,26 42,15 
K 187 X Mo 
1 100 86,7 60,6 
2 100 
3 100 99,5 76.4 30.5 22.4 54,9 • 45,9 
4 100 91,3 74.1 55.2 40.5 65,5 50,9 
Average ' 100 95,40 75,25 51.45 . 1^.45 '60.35 48.40 
LA X Mo 
1 K)0 57.5 90,0 
2 100 
3 100 82,5 57,4 35.6 25.3 48,7 41.2 
4 100 66,2 53,7 52.5 35.9 56,9 56.5 
Average 100 74,^ 5 55.55 4S,5S 30.60 65', 20 48,85 
LA X K 187 
1 100 58,8 68,2 
2 100 
3 100 81,8 56,6 31,3 27,5 41,9 38.7 
4 100 77,1 66,1 43,5 35.9 70,6 63,9 
Average 100 7S.45 61,S5 44,5S 1^ 1,70 60,28 51, SO 
Ldg X K 187 
1 100 80,1 81,0 
2 100 
3 100 89,3 64.7 30,9 23,4 53,0 44.7 
4 100 70,0 60.8 46,7 33,3 58.3 47.5 
Average 100 79,65 62.75 • 52,56 28,35 64, lo 46,10 
MO X Ldg 
1 100 69,5 72,5 
2 100 
3 100 83,1 60,9 34,0 30,3 50,0 45.7 
4 100 79.7 61.6 38.3 30.3 59.6 46,4 
Average 100 81,40 61.25 47,26 so,so 60.90 46. 05 
1 - November, December, 1932 
2 - January, February, 1933, 

T" 100 37.0 35,7 
2 100 
3 100 72,5 41,1 25,3 18,7 45,9 37,1 
4 100 61,1 47,8 31,8 25.3 53,2 47,2 
Average ~TS?5 &CT5 iOT S577T5 2OT3 44,26 4SS,15 
K 187 X Mc 
1 100 66,7 60,6 
2 100 
3 100 99,5 76,4 30,5 22,4 54,9 45,9 
4 100 91,3 74,1 55.2 40,5 65,5 50,9 
Average ~TUO TOD SlflS ^07153 48,40 
LA X Mo 
1 liOO 57,5 90,0 
2 100 
3 100 82,5 57,4 35,6 25,3 48,7 41,2 
4 100 66,2 53.7 52,5 35,9 56,9 56,5 
Average 90B 55^55 5DT50 48,85 
LA X K 187 
1 100 58,8 68,2 
2 100 
3 100 81,8 56,6 31,3 27,5 41,9 38,7 
4 100 77,1 66,1 43,5 35,9 70,6 63,9 
Average "HDSC 9^,45 61,SiS 44,SS 515755 51, SO 
Ldg X K 187 
1 100 80,1 81,0 
2 100 
3 100 89,3 64,7 30,9 23,4 53,0 44,7 
4 100 70,0 60,8 46,7 33,3 58,3 47,5 
Average 9§,65 SS7S5 64,10 —46,10 
Mo z Ldg 
1 100 69,5 72,5 
8 100 
3 100 83,1 60,9 34,0 30,3 50,0 45,7 
4 100 79,7 61,6 38.3 30.3 59.6 46,4 
Average ~T55 47l26 557TO 46,0S 
nf-ir"ir'if jmui auuiij,,11 i iiiii mii inm -m iii'i, iiiiii jiiiiiiTirgiT.'.nurvi rr"rt iirnt lueganaa; 
1 - November, December, 1932, 
2 - January, February, 1933, 
3 - February, March, 1933, 
4 - April, May, 1933. 

TABLE 17 
pH test of solution II, Negative voltages, Q,uinhydrone electrode 
with calomel cell. 
» SMll • 1/2 P ' 1/5 P » 1/20 P« 1/100 P« 1/20 N»l/lOO N' Tap 
'nutrient' • » t » » t water 
Before using 
voltage 
pH 
0,0283 0,0204 0,0102 
0,0232 0,0203 0,0116 
7,3 7,3 7,5 
0,0067 0,0221 
0,0116 0,0271 
7,5 7,3 
0,0202 0,0184 
0,0189 0,0145 
7,3 7,4 7,2 
After using 
• voltage 
pH 
0,0223 0,0208 
0,0209 0,0201 
7,3 7,3 
0,0146 
0,0146 
7,4 
0,0067 0,0191 
0,0077 0,0200 
7,5 7,3 
0,0257 0,0223 
0,0260 0,0233 
7,2 7,3 
Before using » fresh solutions. 
After using = coii:posite sample, after plants had grown 10 days, 
March 11, 1933, 
TABLE 18 
Green weight in grams of ten plants in duplicate jarsj four in"bred and six 
crosses in 50 per cent soil and 50 per cent quartz sand 
' ' '' • ' ' ' '• ' ' " t ' " ' ' ' 'V ' ' === 
* Pull nutrient • Check • l/lOO N • l/lOO P 
t » f t 
Ldg 
Average 
Total Ave, 
Per cent 
MO 
Average 
Total Ave, 
Per cent 
K 187 
5,5 12,2 1,6 2,5 4.3 3,9 9,1 4.5 
IS,7 11,8 2,6 2,2 5,3 3,5 4,7 5,2 
11,4 11,3 2,4 1»8 4,4 4,2 4,8 6,3 
10,2 12,0 1,9 1,9 4,3 4,1 5,7 5,2-
11.9 6,6 1,9 1,1 4,0 3,0 9,6 10,0 
20,0 6,1 2,5 2,2 3,5 5,3 10,0 8,6 
20,5 10,0 1,8 1,7 6.8 5,0 8,4 6,7 
13,0 7,3 • 2,2 2.1 4,0 4,0 5,8 6,9 
6.9 14,4 1,4 2,3 4.8 3,6 4,2 6,3 
9,3 11,6 2,3 1,9 3,8 3,9 5,3 
• 
4,0 
• 1S,U 10,33 2,54 1,97 4,46 4,05 6,39 
11,28 S.OO 4,26 6,57 
100,0 17,7 37,7 58,2 
19,7 5,5 4,5 2,4 3,4 3,7 10,1 10,3 
10,0 16,8 2,6 3,6 3,1 3,0 5,0 6,3 
10,4 10,1 5,0 2,5 3,3 3,2 8,3 4,0 
18,0 9,3 4,5 2,6 3,6 3,2 6,8 5,8 
7,0 10,0 4,4 3,2 3,0 3,4 6,9 6,0 
11,4 16,8 5,9 5,2 3,7 5,1 9,8 6,6 
8,1 12,5 4,3 5,0 3,8 3,2 8,0 6,8 
6,5 7,0 3,9 3,1 2,8 5,4 7,4 6,9 
7,0 8,2 , 5,0 3,4 4,4 3,7 9,5 6,7 
6,4 8,0 2,8 3.5 3,0 3,8 8,4 6,5 
10,5s 10,42 4,29 3,45 S".4I S,57 9,08 
10,47 3,87 3,49 7,38 
100,0 36,9 33.3 70,5 
6,8 11,7 4,7 2,3 3,7 4,8 3,0 7,3 
6,9 9,9 2,0 4,2 3,6 3,0 7,2 8,2 
7,0 14,7 3,2 2,9 5,5 4,4 4,7 5,2 
15,1 17,0 2,3 3,0 4.1 2,5 6,8 5,9 
8,0 8,8 2,2 3,2 3,3 2,8 6,2 4,8 
7,4 10,4 4,3 3,4 5,3 3,5 6,1 5,9 
10-3 14^3 K_5 P. o n Q o cz 

K 107 
Average 
Total Ave, 
Per cent 
lA 
Average 
Total Ave, 
Per cent 
K 187 X Mo 
Average 
Total Ave, 
Per cent 
LA X Idg 
8,8 11,7 4.7 S.3 3.7 4.8 3,0 7.3 
6,9 9,9 2,0 4,2 3,6 3,0 7,2 8,2 
7,0 14,7 3,2 2,9 5.5 4,4 4.7 5.2 
15,1 17,0 2,3 3,0 4,1 2,5 6,8 5,9 
8,0 8,8 2,2 3,2 3,3 2,8 6.2 4,8 
7,4 10,4 4,3 3,4 3,3 3,5 6,1 5,9 
10,3 14,3 3.5 2.7 3,2 3,8 7,8 8,5 
9,6 7,5 3.1 2,4 2,6 2,4 9,4 5,8 
15,3 5,3 2,8 2,4 4,6 4,1 10,0 8,9 
5,7 9,0 2*9 5,0 3,4 3.4 5,0 7.0 
""§,11"" 10,86 S.IO • S,95 3,73 3,47 6,^  6,75 
10,13 3.03 3,60 6,68 
100,0 29.8 35,5 65.7 
14,9 13,3 4,7 7,8 5,0 5,7 2,0 2,0 
4,8 19,2 3,2 1,2 4,4 2,9 2,6 3,5 
25,0 7,7 2.5 1.6 5,4 3.8 2,5 1.4-
14,0 6,5 3.0 1.8 3.6 3.8 2,7 1.5 
15,8 9.1 1.6 1.0 3,9 5,7 3.9 5,0 
5,0 4,6 1.7 2,9 5,2 3.6 2,6 3,1 
10*5 4,9 2,1 1.3 2,6 4,2 2,4 2,7 
11*8 4,8 1.6 2,0 3,7 4,3 1.2 2,5 
10*0 6,8 1.0 1.4 2.7 4.4 1,1 1.4 
9.6 8,3 1.0 1.7 2,6 3.8 1.0 1.9 
12, OS &,5S 2,24 S,59 S,S1 4,^ 2 g,S6 So'50 
10,30 2,25 4,06 2,35 
100,0 21,8 39,4 22,8 
7,1 7,8 4.6 4,1 4,6 4,2 8,0 10,0 
15,0 5,4 4,5 4,2 4,0 4,0 8,1 ^.8 
5.7 5,5 • 5,1 5,0 4,3 4,9 10,1 8.9 
11,4 6,7 4,6 4,2 4,3 4,8 6,7 ' 10.2 
10.6 6,7 4,5 6,9 4,0 4,8 7,2 10,5 
15,1 6,8 4.4 4,4 3,9 3,9 10,2 10,1 
6,3 7,4 4,1 4,0 4,0 4,6 7,3 9,3 
8,7 7,5 4,2 4,1 4,2 3,8 9,3 10,0 
14,1 7,4 4,4 4,0 4,1 4,1 11,0 7.2 
8,6 15,0 4,1 4,2 4,0 4,5 5,7 7.0 
IO.I6 7,62 4,4^  4,51 4,14 4.36 S,36 9,00 
8,89 4,48 4,25 8,68 
100,0 50,3 47,8 97,6 
13,7 11,1 2,0 1,6 7,0 5,9 8,2 4.6 
11,0 11,2 S,6 2,0 S,2 6,4 6,5 5,0 
9,9 10,7 2,3 1.9 7,6 6.3 8,1 5,1 
14,4 11,2 2,1 1.4 9,9 6,4 6,3 6,8 
10,0 6,8 2,2 2,1 7,3 8,3 4,8 5,1 

Per oent 100.0 50,3 47.8 97.6 
LA X Ldg 13.7 11.1 2.0 1.6 7.0 5.9 8.2 4.6 
11.0 11.2 2.6 2.0 6.2 6.4 6.5 5.0 
9.9 10.7 2.3 1.9 7.6 6.3 8,1 5.1 
14.4 11.2 2.1 1.4 9.9 6.4 6.3 6.8 
10.0 6.8 2,2 2.1 7.3 8,3 4.8 5.1 
8.2 8.9 1,8 3.0 10,4 6,7 4.6 6.3 
15,1 11.1 2.6 1.7 8.1 6.6 4.0 8.0 
10.8 12.4 2.4 1.8 7,8 6.0 2,7 7.7 
13.5 9.0 1.9 2.7 8.8 7.5 3.6 6.1 
12.0 12.0 1.5 2,0 8.0 6.1 6.0 6.5 
Average IIM 10.44 2,14 2,02 8.31 6.62 5.48 6.12 
Total Ave, 11.15 2.08 7.46 5.80 
Per cent 100.0 18.6 66.9 52.0 
K 187 X Ldg 13.2 6.1 2,1 2,0 2.8 3.9 8.7 5.7 
9.0 7.1 2,2 2,6 2.7 2.2 4.9 3.0 
6.3 4.2 2.2 2,8 2.2 2,6 5.0 7.7 
6.4 4.0 1.7 2.2 2.1 3.0 3.7 5.0 
10.7 5.5 1,7 2.7 3.2 2,6 4.9 3,0 
15,8 5.5 1.8 2.4 4.4 2,8 5.6 4. 2 
• 5.0 4.3 2,3 2.7 3.7 4,6 6.1 5.2 
8.9 6.5 2,2 2.6 3.0 3,0 3.3 9.1 
8.1 3.5 2.6 2.3 3.1 3,0 5.5 5.5 
4.7 10,0 2.4 2,5 3,0 3,0 6.0 5.3 
Average S.Sl 5,d'9 2,12 2,48 3.07 fe.OV 5.36 
Total AV8, 7.24 2.30 3,07 5.22 
Per oent 100.0 31.7 41.0 72.1 
Mc X Ldg 10.a 2.6 3.9 3,3 2,8 2,8 4.7 5 ,7  
11.6 1.8 5.0 3,3 3,6 4,0 8.2 5.6 
8.5 4.2 5,3 3,2 2.7 3,5 7.4 5 .8  
11.8 6.2 2.5 2,7 3.6 2.4 3.9 5.6 
5.2 1.7 3.0 2,7 4.0 3.1 3,3 6.2 
8.2 10.0 4.1 3,5 2,0 3.2 7,9 6.9 
6.2 9.8 4,4 2.6 3.5 3.1 Id.3 5.2 
9.0 4.4 3,0 2.8 4.1 4.7 9,3 6.0 
5.3 10,0 3,5 2.8 3.0 4.J3 8,0 
4,1 9.0 3.0 4,8 4..0 5,0 6,6 
Average 8.01 5.97 5.77 S.17 3.41 ~ CBr 
Total Ave, 6.99 3.47 3.42 6.29 
Per cent 100,0 49.6 ^ 48,9 89.9 
LA X K 187 18,e i3*e 2.7 2.0 5.7 S.B . 846 7.0 
6.1 13«4 3.8 2.3 3.4 2.7 4,8 4^4 
10,0 7,2 2,8 2,5 4,4 3.3 9.1 5,2 
6,8 5.2 2.2 2.5 3-0 2-5 ri.9 9-fi 

w 0 r O. V o.o 
5,2 1.7 3.0 2.7 4,0 3.1 3.3 6.2 
8,2 10.0 4.1 3.5 2,8 3.2 7.9 6.9 
6,2 9.8 4.4 2,6 3,5 3.1 10.3 5.2 
9.0 4.4 3.0 2,8 4.1 4.7 9,3 6*0 
5,3 10.0 3.5 2.8 3,0 3,3 4.2 8.0 
4*1 9.0 3,0 4.8 4,.0 4,1 5,0 6,6 
Average 6,bl" 5.S7 S.17 S.'KT"" ~ • 
Total Aw, 6.99 3.47 3„42 6^?9 
Per oent 100.0 49.6 48„9 
mt 89.9 
LA X K 187 16,6 13.6 2.7 2.0 5„7 3.2 8^6 7,0 
6.1 13.4 3,6 2.5 3«|4 2.7 4.8 4.4 
10.0 7.2 2.8 2.5 4^4 3.3 9.1 5.2 
6.8 5.2 2.2 2.5 3«0 2.5 3.9 9.6 
8.4 5.5 2.6 2.4 4.6 3.8 5.4 7.0 
9.9 7.3 2.3 2.6 3«,3 3.2 4.0 4.2 
6.4 4.6 2.4 2.2 3„4 4.0 3.1 3,9 
2J0.2 10.2 3.1 3.0 3.5 3.8 4.0 3.5 
7.2 7.7 2.6 2.9 2.0 3.7 7.0 8.3 
15.3 8.0 3.0 E.2 2<i5 3.3 5.0 5.5 
Average 9.89 8.27 a. 75 S.46 S.bs 3.3& b,4:9 t>,86 
Total Ave, 9,08 2.61 3.46 5.67 
Per cent 100.0 28.7 38.1 62.4 
LA X Mc 8.0 16.0 3.2 2.6 2,6 3,4 9.7 11.1 
10.6 11.8 3.2 2.5 3.9 3.2 5.0 11.6 
13.3 8.9 2.9 2.5 4,0 4.0 7.0 7.5 
16.5 7.0 4.1 2.6 3.5 3.7 10.3 10.0 
10.2 12.5 3.1 2.3 4.4 3.2 9.8 9.5 
12.0 15.0 3.0 2.4 3,0 2.5 6.0 4.3 
8.0 11.0 2.5 4.2 3,6 3.1 7.2 5.4 
9.4 8.1 2.6 2,7 3,6 3.0 4.3 4.8 
4.5 6.3 2.4 2.8 2,6 3.0 8.7 9.5 
6.S 6.0 2.6 4.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.2 
Average §.SS 10.26 S.^6 2.86 ^.42 3.21 7.20 7.79 
Total Ave, 10.07 2.90 3.33 7.49 
P«c cent 100,0 28.8 33,0 74.3 
Pots watered with solution II, 200 c.c, each 5 days. 
Ten plants per jar in duplicate. 
December 15, 1932 to l,iiaroh 18, 1933, 

TABLE 19 
Easily soluble phosphate in soil after growing four 
inbred lines of corn, 30 plants per gal, jar 
'« * i t ' 
» LA ' Mc ' ' K 187 » Gk, soil 
t t t t f 
P.P.M, PO4 0.2375 0,2375 0.5887 0,1968 0,5463 
PO4 0.2548 0.218S 0,3506 0.1GS3 0,5830 
Average 0,2454 0,2274 0,3685 0,1814 0,5646 
Harper test 
December 14 
for phospliate, 
to January 25, 1933, 
T.-\I3LS 20 
Thornton test for phosphate ia, plant tissues of infcred lines 
'T '• 
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• LA 
•r 
I 
!^a'a:aiaaa.*"'.'A'rsaa»vjtfflg 
• I-ic 
t 
' Color • Orad© 
t' ' ' " 
* Color * Grade 
> ^ 
* Color • Grade 
f" * 
• Color 'arado 
Field soil H,P medjibltia 4 daric blu© 5 bluo-gpEBsn s 6 niedfbluo 4-
« n + N gPGon 1 yellow 0 yellow 0 pale blue 2«5 
n n + P dark blue 5 dark blue 5 raed^blx:® 4 dark blue 5 
n n ck "blue'-^^ecm S pal^ yellow 0 green 1 l%ht blue 3 
One plant tcil^ren from jar of 10 plants Tor eaoh line - growing in 50','; soil -»• 50,5 
quartz sand,. 
Doeember 15, 195E to 'lurch 13, 19S3# 
+ N « at 150 lb* per acre {in three applications) 14!,^ HailOs# 
+ P « at 800 lb* per acre (after geitrdxiation) SO/S suporphosphjate. 
- 95 
TABLE ai 
Percentage of phosphorus in four inbred lines of maize 
t 
' Percentage 
phosphorus 
LA - grain 0.31 
Ldg - grain 0.42 
K 187 - grain 0.56 
Mc - grain 0.48 
LA - plant 0.038 
Ldg - plant 0.18 
K 187 - plant 0.18 
Mo - plant 0.08 
Grain from plants grown on soil low in phosphorus. 
Plants from 1/5 P series of Table 13. 
Aliquot samples in duplicate analyzed from twentj'- ears and 
twenty plants of each line. 
TABLE 2g 
Number and length of roots In cm, on foxir inbred lines and six crosses 
t' ' " ' ' f ' t f 1 t' ' ' ' t * ' " 'V 
' » • » ' LA • MC • LA • LA ' MC * Ldg 
»  K  1 8 7 »  M O  »  L d g  ' L A » x » x » x » x * x »  x  
I I I * » Ldg « K 187^ MC • K 167* Ldg * K 187 
Grown in soil, March 28 to May 4, 1933 
Primary roots 
Length (cm.) 
Dry wt, (mgm,) 
Tops 
Primary roots 
Secon€^y " 
21 17 27 10 20 13 7 21 24 18 
12 18 36 19 7 5 23 33 28 26 
11 16 11 37 23 13 27 26 27 14 
12 38 33 32 75 32 24 52 42 30 
7 44 39 36 26 29 22 36 23 15 
20 28 36 13 11 34 19 46 35 2 
50 34 39 50 57 37 71 33 69 60 
37 12 9 13 25 42 43 55 78 48 
49 33 13 41 9 69 49 41 38 22 
31 12 28 9 24 33 70 44 21 40 
22 54 38 27 6 39 45 76 32 93 
16 55 26 33 55 70 29 66 60 75 
19 54 46 49 63 65 20 61 81 
34 63 47 67 49 64 4 47 
18 14 55 7 30 
15 36 
57 72 
1644 2320 1519 1188 1526 5198 3008 3979 2386 3815 
401 560 448 222 349 1211 504 1005 297 807 
247 348 106 61 156 1093 379 1408 238 524 
Grown in soil, February 7 to tsarch 29, 1933 
3.7 15.3 29.5 58.7 
6.9 35.0 22.4 32.1 
5.7 14.7 26.0 57.5 
34.9 54.6 12,2 48.1 
22,5 66,0 42.4 7.2 

18 14 55 7 30 
15 36 
57 72 
Diy wt, (mgm.) 
Tops 1544 2320 1519 1188 1526 5198 5008 5979 2386 3815 
Primary roots 401 560 448 222 349 1211 504 1005 297 807 
secondary " 247 348 106 61 156 1093 379 1408 238 524 
Grown in soil, Felsruary 7 to t^rch 29, 19S3 
3,7 15.3 29.5 58.7 
6.9 35,0 22.4 32.1 
5.7 14.7 26.0 57.5 
34.9 54.6 12.2 48.1 
22.5 66.0 42.4 7.2 
21.1 12.0 24.0 21.4 
2.1 31.0 11.0 22.6 
53.6 19.6 35.4 27.2 
27.3 19.0 39.2 44.0 
67.0 18.0 47.6 14,1 
34.9 11.0 46.5 11.2 
63.6 39.0 4.7 1,5 
28.0 50.0 2,1 
28.9 54,1 4.0 
48.0 33.2 10.5 
56.8 
51.7 34.1 
52.0 61.8 
47.0 24.0 
Dry wt# {ragm.) 
Tops 
Primary roots 
Secondary " 
1501 1496 
435 272 
238 179 
1244 127S 
369 248 
40 98 
Axre, ^  second­
ary roots 58.0 63.3 17,8 33.8 44.7 90,2 75,2 140.0 80,1 64,9 
Per cent increase 
above average of 
parents 18.90 29.55 26.65 94,10 39.55 24,7 
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Figure I. 
£<ar wei.gnt of two iabred lines ajid their F, hybrid. | 
Data from Table 10. | 
I 
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Figure I. 
£ar weight of two inbred lines and their F, hybrid. 
Data from Table 10. 
-P -HP -N 'Nf 
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Figure 2. 
Ear weight of two inbred lines and their Fj hybrid. 
Data from Table 10. 
-p •M/P +Hjf 
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Figure 2. 
Ear weight of two inbred 
Data from Table 10. 
lines and their Fj hybrid. 
"fi'P +HjP 'MP 
C^ o 
loo 
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Figure 3. 
Ear weight of two Inbred lines and their Fj hybrid. 
Data from Table 10. 
-m'' 
'NP MP -V 
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Figure 3. 
Ear weight of two Inbred lines and their Fj hybrid. 
Data from Table 10. 
/0O 
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Figure 4. 
Ear weight of two inbred lines and their Fj hybrid. 
Data from Table 10, 
'P -A/P FLIP 'N 
<^ 0 
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Fi^re 4. 
Ear weight of two inbred lines and their Fj hybrid. 
Data from Table ID. 
'P -a/p 'H -AiP 
cfo 
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Figure 5, 
Ear weight of two inbred lines and their FT hybrid. 
Data from Table 10. 
-hf 
efo 
loo 
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Figure 5. 
Ear weight of tuvo Inbred lines and their Fj hybrid. 
Data from Table 10. 
efo 
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Figure 6. 
Ear weight of two inbred lines and their Fj hybrid. 
Data from Table 10. 
ftfjp -N 
Cf» 
too 
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Figure 6. 
Ear weight of two inbred lines and their Fj hybrid. 
Data from Table 10. 
-P HP -A» 
<f6 
_Mc 
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Figure 7. 
Growth of the inbred Ldg in water cultures 
Data from Table II. 
earn <*»A ^ loN ^ n 
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Figure 8. 
Typical plants of the inbred lines LA and Mc in water cultures. 
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Figure 9. 
Typical plants of the inbred lines KI87 and Ldg in water cultures. 
K 187 
FULL 
L D G  
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Figure 10. 
Typical plants of the lines LA, Ldg and their F, hybrid. 
Specimens grown five weeks in water cultures. 
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Figure II. 
Typical plants of the lines Mc, LA and their Fj hybrid. 
Specimens grown five weeks in water cultures. 
• •  
i;:: •; 
• 
FULL 
N.P 
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Figure 12. 
Typical plants of the lines Ldg, KI87 and their Fj hybrid. 
Specimens grown five weeks in water cultures. 
L D G  
FULL 
N.P 
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Figure 13. 
Typiical plants of the lines LA, KI87 and their Fj hybrid. 
Specimens grown five weeks in water cultures. 
K187 
FULL NP 
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Flgiire 14. 
Typical plants of the lines Mc, KI87 and their Fj hybrid. 
Specimens grown five weeks in water cultures. 
FULL 
N.P 
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Figure ii5. 
Typical plants of the lines Mc, Ldg and their Ft hybrid. 
Specimens grown five weeks in water cultures. 
s 
•• 
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Figure 16. 
Growth of four inbred lines in water cultures. 
Data from Table 16, experiments 3 and 4. 
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Figure 16. 
Growth of four Inbred lines in water cultures. 
Data from Table 16,-experiments 3 and 4. 
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Figure 17. 
Growth of two inbred lines and their Fj hybrid in wate 
Data from Table 16,experiments 3 and 4. 
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Figure 17. 
Growth of two inbred lines and their Fj hybrid in water cultures. 
Data from Table 16,experiments 3 and 4. 
iiP Sb N 
o^o 
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Figure 18. 
Growth of two inbred lines and their Fj hybrid 
Data f r o m  Table IS,experiments 3 and 4. 
fv)l 3, P 
100 
M*. 
Hi 9/ 
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Figure 18. 
Growth of two inbred lines and their Fj hybrid in water cultures. 
Data from Table IS,experiments 3 and 4. 
55P •JL Q loor F.ll 2.0 
0^ 0 
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Figure 19. 
Growth of two inbred lines and their F t hybrid in wat 
Data from Table 16,experiments 3 and 4. 
FU) )  J-p 2or J. p f u ) }  
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Figure 19. 
Growth of two inbred lines and their F t hybrid in water cultures. 
Data from Table 16,experiments 3 and 4. 
wP 
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Figure 20. « ^ ^ 
Growth of two inbred lines and their Fj hybrid 
Data from Table 16,experiments 3 and 4. 
if ijf !«'' Fvll 
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Figure 20. 
Growth of two inbred lines and their Fj hybrid in water cultures. 
Data from Table 16,experiments 3 and 4. 
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Figure 21. 
Growth of two inbred lines and their Fj hybrid in wate 
Data from Table 16,experiments 3 and 4. 
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Figiire 21. 
Growth of two inbred lines and their Fj hybrid in water cultures. 
Data from Table 16,experiments 3 and 4. 
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Figure 22. 
Growth of two inbred lines and their Fj hybrid in wat 
Data from Table 16,experiments 3 and 4. 
F^ii if iP i'' ik" f"!/ 
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Figure 22. 
Growth of two inbred lines and their Fj hybrid in water cultures. 
Data from Table 16,experiments 3 and 4. 
"5^ iL>^ 
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Figure 23. 
Root systems of typical plants of the inbred lines LA and KI87. 
Specimens grown six weeks in soil. 
U/J _ Ktay 
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Figure 24. 
Root systems of typical plants of the in"bred lines Mc and Ldg. 
Specimens grown six weeks in soil. 
